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Serving Murray and Calloway County since 1879

By MARK COOPER
Murray Lodger & Times Stan WrItar
Wednesday will be cloudy
and cooler with rain and thunderstorms ending. A morning
high in the mid-60s but readings
in the 50s by afternoon. Wind
shifting to the northwest 10 to
20 mph. Rain chances 70 percent.

BERLIN — East Germany's ruling Politburo resigned today in the
most dramatic attempt yet by Communist leader Egon Krenz to gain
control of a country convulsed by massive street protests and the exodus of tens of thousands.
WASHINGTON — The nation's former chief thrift regulator says
he was asked by Sen. Dennis DeConcini to drop a rule barring risky
investments by the now-defunct Lincoln Savings and Loan Association, whose owner was a major political contributor.
WASHINGTON — Congress' passage of a bill raising the national
debt ceiling to $3.1 trillion averts a government financial crisis, allowing the Treasury to quickly replenish its empty coffers and avoid
default.
WASHINGTON — Americans and Soviets haye at least one thing
in common — many don't know much geography and show "an astonishing lack of awareness of the world around them," a Gallup poll
showed today.
SAN SALVADOR, El Salvador — After three of its members were
kidnapped, tortured and shot to death, a leftist political party blamed
military men and demanded that the local army commander turn them
in for civilian prosecution_

Annexation is no longer an issue
but a memory as county residents
and soundly defeated — by an
almost three-to-one margin—k---proposal by the Murray city council to more than double the current
size of the city through annexation
during Tuesday's general election.
Opponents to the proposal garnered a whopping 76 percent of the
votes cast on annexation while only
needing 55 percent of the votes to
defeat it. Approximately 143 yes,_
votes were counted to 441 no
votes.
"I'm a little surprised at the
results," according to opposition
spokesman Larry England. "I
thought we would get the 55 percent but we went far beyond what
we expected."
While some are claiming victory,
others are befuddled at what to do
next after the annexation issue,
according to some the only direction for economic growth in the
county, has died.
"Frankly, I have no idea what we
will do," according to Murray City
Jo Dortch and Martha Moore, at left, turn in voting results from the Calloway County High School voting,.
Councilman Tommy Sanders. "The district Tuesday night at the
Calloway County Clerk's Office. Susan Barnett, right, and Lisa Chrisman,
seated, assist in the vote-count process which ended around 9 p.m.
Staff photo by Mark Cooper

Cherry, Furches claim
local victories Tuesday

PIKEVILLE -- Eastern Kentucky voters gave a few candidates
with legal troubles a second chance in public office while they rejected
candidates who faced drug or assault charges.
LOUISVILLE — Kenton County Judge-Executive Robert Aldemeyer says he sensed almost a year ago that he was losing his foothold
in the county and that Republican challenger Clyde Middleton was
gaining ground.
LEXINGTON- — Investigators with the state attorney general's
office fielded scores of telephone calls on a vote-fraud hotline as questions were being raised about large numbers of absentee ballots issued
in several counties.

CINCINNATI — Cincinnati Bengals linebacker Reggie Williams
parlayed his name recognition into a victory in his first City Council
election.
SAN FRANCISCO — The vote on San Francisco's proposed new
baseball stadium will come down to a count every last ballot. With
votes in from 88 percent of the 621 precincts, there were 73,761 in
favor and 75,855 against Proposition P. That represented a 1 percent
difference.
MONTREAL — Montreal goaltender Patrick Roy is the top Wales
Conference vote-getter in early fan balloting for the NHL All-Star
Game in Pittsburgh on Jan. 21.

WASHINGTON — The
House has given final congressional approval to legislation
creating a congressional panel to
investigate the 8-month-old
strike against Eastern Airlines, a
measure the Bush administration
has threatened to veto.
The bill is ,a watered-down
version of organized labor's initial attempt to get Congress to
demand that President Bush
intervene in the strike.
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By MARK COOPER
Murray Latigar 11 Times Staff Writer
When Bill Cherry lost the May
23rd primary in the mayor's race
by 277 votes, he said he wasn't too
concerned.
Tuesday, Cherry turned that confidence into votes as he defeated F.
T. "Butch" Seargent for Murray's
top office by 410 votes.
Cherry collected a total of 1,829
votes while Seargent had 1,419
votes.
During a victory celebration
Tuesday night, Cherry said his first

official duty will be to help pull
Murray and Calloway County back
together now that the long fight
over annexation is over. Annexation was defeated almost three-toone.
"My goal is to-get all leadership
in the county in one unit," he said.
"Let's all say where we want to go
and get behind it."
Cherry, who will take office Jan.
1, said he will use connections in
state government to help the county
garner funds to assist in economic

Marilyn Quayle: Illinoisians unprepared for major quake
MAKANDA, Ill. — If a severe
earthquake shook Southern Illinois
today, most residents would not be
prepared for it or know how to help
each other, Marilyn Quayle says.
"We all in the Midwest have
deluded ourselves about the possibility of an earthquake. We aren't
nearly as prepared as we should
be," the wife of Vice President
Dan Quayle told the first meeting
of the Governor's Task Force on
Earthquake Preparedness.
Gov. James R. Thompson
formed the task force shortly after
a killer quake with a magnitude of

7. I on the Richter scale rocked the
San Francisco area Oct. 17.
Thompson and Mrs. Quayle
addressed the task force at its first
meeting Tuesday.
Thompson organized the group
to create a disaster-response plan
for Illinois should a major temblor
occur on the New Madrid fault,
which runs from Cairo, 111., to
Marked Tree, Ark.
Seismologists say there is a 50
percent chance the fault will produce a quake by the year 2000
registering 6.0 on the Richter scale
— a magnitude that can cause
severe damage.

Chicago

Ind.
Indianapolis
•

Stambaugh presentation raises
questions for board of regents
Two Sections — 26 Pages
Classifieds
7B, 8B
Comics
6B
Crosswords
6B
Dear Abby
I6A
Subscribers who have not received their home-delivered copy of
the Murray Ledger & Times by 5:30 p.m. Monday through Friday
Tyoby 3:30 p.m. on Saturday are urged to call 753-1916 between
5 and 6 p.m. Monday through Friday or 3:30 and 4 p.m. Satyrd . Regular office hours are 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. Monday through
Flriday and I a.m. to 12 noon Saturday.

Murray State University Faculty
Senate finance committee chairman
Tommy Stambaugh wanted to raise
some questions for the university's
Board of Regents, and his presentation at Tuesday's senate meeting
did just that.
He presented the Senate with a
set -of numbers he said illustrated
how the university's spending on
instruction has risen at a slower

rate than other categories in the
university financial reports over the
past five years.
"All this is designed to raise
some questions, and maybe they
(the Revnts) will give us some
answers, Stambaugh said. "If you
look at the financial statements,
you'll see that a lot of categories
are going up more that the cost of
education. If we follow the mission
of the university, we should be

4
This map shows the area surrounding the New Madrid fault zone in
the central portion of the United States. An anticipated recurrence of
past quakes along the fault could cause thousands of deaths and billions of dollars in damage, officials report. A major quake along the
fault has been predicted within the next 10 years.
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Victories...
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League of Cities for a possible
sales tax in the future.
Cherry recognized Se-argent as a
valuable friend of the city's and
said they will both continue to
work hand in hand for the city's
growth.
We had two very qualified individuals running for mayor and both
of them are great assets to the community," according to city Councilman Tommy Sanders.
Cherry named Tommy Marshall
as his administrative assistant dur-

(Cont'd from page 1)
development and will work with
the county for the purchase of a
community center, possibly the old
Church of Christ building at 7th
and Poplar.
Although some have said without annexation the city will need an
additional tax to meet rising expenditures, Cherry said he hopes to
steer clear of a payroll tax and will
lobby Frankfort along with the

Mike Outland and Sanders retained
their seats. They will be joined by
new members Joe Rexroat, Loretta
Jobs, Bob Billington, Charles
HOIllf1 and Chuck Foster, a fanner
councilman currently serving the
remainder of the late Holmes Ellis'
term as mayor.
In other races, Leslie Furches
collected 3,086 votes to hold on to
her 42nd District Judge seat against
hopeful Max Parker, who had
2,098 votes.
In Dist. 3, Wayne Blackford col-

ing his term in office. Marshall,
who serves u Murray's director ri
utilities, will work along with
Cherry and other members of city
government and act as mayor in
Cherry's absence.
Cherry, who currently serves on
the Murray city council, said he
looks forward to working with the
new members of the council chosen
during the election.
In the council race, Danny Hudspeth, Steve Trevathan, Ruby Hale,
John Ed Scott, Charles Walston,

lected 56 write-in votes to fill the
unexpired term of Jim Kelly on the
Calloway County School Board.
Two writtrin votes in Dist. 1 was
enough to elect Larry Roberts as
constable of that district and Fred
Allgood was elected county
surveyor with 12 votes.
Uncontested races included
George Weaks as Calloway County
judge/executive, Ronnie Jackson as
property valuation administrator,
David Harrington as county attorney, Teresa Rushing as county

Precinct-by-precinct election results
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By MARK R. CHELLGREN
CARROLLTON, Ky. - Larry
Mahoney, accused of killing 27
people and injuring dozens of
others in the worst drunken-driving
accident in the nation's history,
acknowledges some responsibility
for the crash, his attorney said.
Mahoney's trial on 83 charges
that arose from the May 14, 1988,
crash is scheduled to begin today in
Carroll Circuit Court.
"He believes that he had a part
in it, yes," Lexington attorney
William Summers said of his
client. "He believes he's innocent
of murder, that's correct He's not
a murderer."
But there are 27 counts of murder among the charges against
Mahoney, a 36-year-old Worthville
man who is accused of driving his
pickup truck the wrong way on
Interstate 71 when he crashed into
a former school bus from the Radcliff First Assembly of God church
that was returning from an outing
to an amusement park.
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city will continue to help the (Calloway County Economic Development Corporation) recruit industry.
How, I don't know."
"I'm glad the people expressed
their opinion about the issue but
I'm a little dissappointed with the
results," according to Mayor Chuck
Foster. "I hope this (vote) doesn't
have long term adverse effects for
us in the years to come."
The city council unanimously
approved an ordinance of intent to
annex almost 9,000 acres of land
surrounding the city last year Tot;
lowing a recommendation from the
EDC which claimed increased
water services and fire protection
was needed at the city's industrial
park to maintain industrial growth.
EDC spokesman Steve Zea said,
however, that the problems at the
park have been "taken off the agenda" and handed over to city and
county officials to deal with as the
development group has run out of
workable ideas.
"It's not on my plate anymore,"
Zea said. "We are going to let the
newly-elected officials sit down
and wrestle with the issue now. It's
out of our hands."
Zea said the city Council "flatly
refused" an earlier proposal that
would give the park fire protection
through city services for a flat fee,
an option that Foster admits may
have to be reviewed again
The proposal would allow city
firemen to respond to calls to the
park for a fee paid by the EDC and
the industry at the park but was
defeated by the council because of
possible liabilities and costs.
"We may have to look at that
again but it brings with it a lot of
potential problems," Foster said.
Foster and Zea agree, however,
that county government will now
have to come to the forefront of
economic development in the community in the future. Only eight to
10 acres of city property near the
north end of town remain suitable
for new industry, according to Zea.
The rest is in the county.
"I pledge that the city will do
what it can to help solve the problems that we have but we will have
to challenge county government to
assist us more in that effort," Foster said.

Mahoney trial
to begin today
in Carrollton
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Tabulated Statement of Votes Cast at _

clerk, J.D. Williams as sheriff, Pat
M. Paschall as jailer, Johnny Miller
as coroner;
Clyde Hale as Dist. 1 magistrate,
Steve Lax as Disi 2 magistrate,
Bobby Stubblefield as Dist. 3
magistrate, Dan Miller as Dist. 4
magistrate, Walter King as Dist. 2
constable, Max Parrish as Dist. 3
constable, Billy Balentine as Dist.
4 constable, Billy Hudson as Hazel
mayor and Marla Thompson, James
Latimer, Edward Hudson and
Angela Fleming as Hazel city
council.
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Committee to
discuss school
'super board'
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - A
super board overseeing every facet
of a comprehensive education system is among the concepts up for
discussion by a committee that
must recommend a method of governing Kentucky )chools.
The strengths of the arrangement
- a state board of regents, with a
chancellor of a statewide education
system - include its being a systematic approach to lifetime learning,
the committee's consultants say.
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

PERSPECTIVE
Today In History
Today is Wednesday, Nov. 8, the 312th day of 1989. There are 53 days
left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
One hundred years ago, Montana became the 41st state.
On this date:
In 1966, Edward W. Brooke of Massachusetts became the first black to
be elected to the U.S. Senate by popular vote.
In 1966, former movie actor Ronald Reagan was elected governor of
California.
In 1983, Democrat W. Wilson Goode was elected the first black mayor
of Philadelphia, and Democrat Martha Layne Collins was elected the first
female governor of Kentucky.
In 1987, 11 people were killed when a bomb planted by the Irish Republican Army exploded as crowds gathered in Enniskillen:, NorthernIreland, for a ceremony honoring Britain's war dead.
Ten years ago; Gov. Edmund G. "Jerry" Brown Jr. announced his candidacy for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Five years ago: The space shuttle Discovery blasted off into orbit in
pursuit of two wayward satellites that the astronauts would retrieve in a
daring salvage mission.
One year ago: Vice President George Bush won the presidential election, defeating Massachusetts Gov. Michael Dukakis.
Today's birthdays: Actress Katharine Hepburn is 80. Actor Norman
Lloyd is 75. Actress June Havoc is 73. Actor-director Gene Saks is 68.
Heart surgeon Dr. Christiaan Barnard is 67. Singer Patti Page is 62. CBS
newsman Morley Safer is 58. Actor Atatn-rkion is 54. Singer BonnieRaitt is 40. TV personality Mary Hart is 38. Singer-songwriter Rickie Lee
Jones is 35. Singer-actor Leif Garrett is 28.
Thought for today: "When writers come, I find I'm talking all the time,
exthanging thoughts I haven't exchanged for some time. I get stupid in
solitude." — Mary McCarthy, American author (1912-1989).
— By The Associated Press

Autograph fee just a sign of the times
One of the most profound questions being pondered by sports
journalists is whether it is moral,
decent and right for professional
athletes to charge money for
autographs.
Most of those who have expressed opinions declare this an act of
shameless greed and another clear
ir.dication of the decline of our
society.
They weave word pictures of
penniless waifs standing outside
ball parks, pleading with their heroes to scribble their names on
scraps of paper, only to be brushed
aside by the dollar-grubbing
mercenaries.
And, with contempt, they
describe athletes visiting sports
shows Of other cultural events and
scribbling their names, assembly
line style, while the $10 or $20
bills pile up in their agents' cash
boxes.
Although I'm not a sports journalist, the debate over the morality
of autograph-selling interests me. I
don't consider it as intriguing an
issue as why baseball players spit a
lot, while basketball players almost
never spit. For that matter, baseball
players spit more than any other
athletes. Why has that peculiarity
never been explained? Nor has it

free enterprise, supply meeting
demand.
While it might appear unseemly
for a young millionaire, whose
only skill is hitting a fast-moving
object with a piece of wood, to
demand payment for his signature,
is it really his fault?
No, it isn't. The blame must be
shared by those who are silly
ever been explained why baseball enough to shuffle along in line to
and football players can perform
pay some hulk to scribble his
while 70,000 people scream, but name.
tennis players and golfers suffer
Think about that. You now have
trauma if someone 200 feet away someone's name on a piece of paper. What good is it?
burps.
Life is full of mysteries, I supI suppose you can go to a friend
pose, but let us return to the ques- and say:
tion of autographs-for-pay.
"Look, Lefty McDumb wrote his
I agree that it is an act of shame- name on a piece of pap& for me."
less greed for an already wealthy
"He did? Wow, what did he
athlete to ask a fan to pay for an say?"
autograph.
"Nothing. But his agent told me
On the other hand, ask yourself to drop $10 in the box."
this question: If someone offered
"Boy, are you a lucky guy."
Maybe I feel this way because
you a ten-spot to scribble your
-name on a piece of paper, would I've never understood why anybody would want a celebrity's
you refuse?
Of course you wouldn't. You autograph. What does the autowould scribble and grab the money. graph represent, other than eviNo, grab the money first, then dence that the celebrity had at least
scribble, or you might be cheated. one or two years of formal
That is the American way. It is also education?
the English way, the Canadian
Because of my work, I've met
way, the Japanese way, etc. It is hundreds of celebrities in politics,

Interface is key to Science Technology Council compact
When I served as President of
the Kentucky Academy of Science
it was my consistent message/plea
that Kentucky must focus on the
education -government-business
interface. The prestigious Kentucky
Tomorrow Commission concluded
that indeed we were at the proverbial crossroads and that immediate
significant choices must be made
even for Kentucky to become —

Club thanks local sponsors
Dear Editor,
Our deepest appreciation goes to
the Murray merchants who donated
prizes for the bridge party Saturday. Nov. 4, to benefit the Murray
Woman's Club house renovation
project. Also, many thanks to all
the departments who contributed
their time, food and money.
It will take continued effort and
public support for the Murray
Woman's Club to see the fulfill-

ment of the plans to refurbish this
fine home and make it a truly beautiful Murray landmark in which we
can all take pride.
Sincerely,
Barbara Brandon, president,
Eddie Mae Outland, finance
chairman,
Murray Woman's Club
701 Vine St.
Murray, Ky. 42071

Lambs: road needs repairs
Dear Editor:
This letter is in regard to. the
deplorable condition of one of the
roads in Calloway County. The
road in question is the Tom Taylor
Road. We have only lived on this
road for approximately 18 months
but my understanding is that the
residents have been promised a
new road several times but nothing
has been done.
There is an extremely large
amount of traffic on the road, as it
is a shortcut into Murray from several other roads from the west and
south.
The road is very rough and has
been made worse by the bad job of
patching that has been done. One
of the bridges is being undermined
on both sides by the large amount
of water flowing into Clark's River. The holes on the sides of this
bridge have been patched up at
least 3 times this summer and
;

another hole is there already.
The residents of Tom Taylor
road signed and sent a petition to
Governor Wallace Wilkinson. We
received a response from this petition and were also told that our
County Judge/executive received
one as well.
There are roads around us and on
the north side of Calloway County
being resurfaced that have only
about 1/3 of the traffic that our
road has. We feel that maybe we
don't have enough "white collars"
living on our road.
We know that there is only a
certain amount of money to be
used for roads but we feel that it is
not being spent in the best interest
of the majority of Calloway County
residents.
Sincerely,
Mr. & Mrs. B.G. Lamb
Route 4, Box 114A
Murray, KY 42071

Don't forget WSH patients
Dear Editor;
cially those who have no families
Once again the plans are being or support. Your contributions aid
made at Western State Hospital for these patients all year long. Won't
the Christmas Activities. Individu- you join us this year by contacting
als and groups in Western Ken- Betty Nelson, Community Relatucky are invited to participate in tions Coordinator at Western State
the annual programs.
Hospital, P.O. Box 2200, HopkinsYou may participate in any of ville, KY 42241-2200 or by calling
the following ways; send wrapped 502-886-44317
gifts, have a ward party, bring Sincerely,
entertainment, or make a contribu- Western State Hospital
tion. The patients look forward to PO Box 2200
the holiday season so much, espe- Hopkinsville, Ky. 42241-2200
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Letters To The Editor

Dear Editor;
It seems that I can always picture the Commonwealth of Kentucky being at a crossroads situa;
bon. Whether one agrees or even
violently disagrees with Harry Caudill's reasons for the status of education in Kentucky, one thing is
certain — he accurately points out
that Kentucky is again at a crossroads in education...at all levels.

110119

much less remain — competitive in
agemcnt Training Program
a global society. Education was the III. Investing in, Kentucky
golden thread running throlghout Technology
the Commission's report
A. Only Kentucky Can Improve
Kentucky's Science and Tech- Kentucky R & D
nology Council (the latest group of
B. We Must Invest in Technolowhich I'm aware), in a recent gy Transfer
report graciously carried in the
Action Plans:
October 20 issue of your paper,
1) Create the Kentucky Innovapleads for Kentucky to invest in the tion Foundation
Commonwealth through an innova2) Build the Kentucky Technolotive compact of considerable‘
, gy Utilization Network
substance.
't At the risk of appearing pessiInvesting in Kentucky's people, mistic, I share a fcw facts/opinions
in Kentucky enterprises, and in from the Compact that spur my
Kentucky Technology comprise the feelings of immediacy as we reflect
call for action in the Council's on Kentucky's current status.
Innovation Compact. The price tag *True economic development canis imaginative — greater than $40 not be bought or imported from
million. The plan is comprehen- •'someplace else — it is a process
sive. The challenge is imminent. and occurs from within.
Will we Kentuckians move or *Japanese per capita personal
simply sit at the crossroads?
income now surpasses that of
The Compact is clearly a call for America — $17,000 in Japan comjobs — good jobs, jobs that can pared with $16,600 in the United
sustain a growing economy. The States and $13,000 in Kentucky.
components include:
*The rules of the past are obsolete,
I. Investing in Kentucky's People transformed by the forces of the
A. Investment in Education
global economy.
B. Investment in Math and Sci- *Japan now far surpasses the
ence Education
United States in non-defense R &
C. Investment in Higher
D investment: each year Japan now
Education
invests 50 percent more of its gross
D. Investment in Lifelong
national product in non-defense R
Learning
& D than does the United States.
Action Plans:
Each year, Japan now invests near1) Establish an Elementary Science ly six times Kentucky's investment
Teacher Training Program
in R & D.
2) Expand State Technical Assis- *Kentucky is 39th out of the 50
tance Programs for Teachers
states in per capita personal
3) Establish Alternative Teacher income.
Certification Option
*Kentucky has the 8th highest
4) Create the Kentucky Science unemployment rate of the 50 states.
Scholarship Program
*Kentucky is 39th out of the 50
5) Create the Kentucky Graduate states in its high school graduation
Science Scholarship Program
rate, and an estimated 30 percent of
6) Develop a Coordinated Kentuckians are functionally
Approach to Worker Preparation illiterate.
and Teaching
*Kentucky lacks an adequately
II. Investing in Kentucky educated work force, from skilled
Enterprises
workers to scientists and engineers,
A. Capital
on which to build a competitive
B. Management
economy.
Action Plans:
*Scientific literacy must be a
1) Create the Kentucky Enter- central goal of Kentucky schools.
prise Corporation
In today's world, a fundamental
2) Establish the Executive Man- understanding of science and math

is essential for Kentuckians wanting to make informed decisions
about important matters affecting
their everyday lives.
*A baby boomer born in 1950, who
is 39 today, will change jobs an
average of seven times and change
careers three times before retiring
in 2015. Fifteen years ago, the
average life of an American industiral product was 15 years. Today,
the average life of an American
industrial product is 15 months.
Today, engineers "rust" in 15
months. Any Kentuckian who does
not participate in continuing lifelong education is doomed to deadend jobs or no job at all.
*Kentucky is 32ncLout of 50 states
in new enterprise incorporation.
*Kentucky ranks 50th out of the 50
states in total seed, venture and
mezzanine capital. Less than onetenth of one percent of the nation's
$29 billion risk capital industry is
managed in Kentucky.
*Kentucky consistently ranks near
the bottom of the states in federal
funds received for R & D.
*Kentucky industry, and universities earn less than one-half of one
percent of all federal Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR)
awards.
*Kentucky ranks 45th of the 50
states in doctoral scientists and
engineers per 10,000 population.
*Kentucky is 42nd out of 50 states
in per capita appropriations for
special technology initiatives.

finance, other forms of crime, as
well as sports and show business. It
never occurred to me to ask them
to write their names on pieces of
paper. I have to admit, though, that
when I met the late H.L Hunt, who
was then the richest man in America, I asked him if his lifestyle
would change if he had $I million
less.
Because he was a billionaire, he
said, he wouldn't notice so trivial a
difference. So I asked him if he
could see his way clear to give me
$1 million because it would sure
make a major difference in my
lifestyle. He declined, the cheapo.
When I meet star athletes and
actors, I usually ask them if their
success causes beautiful young
things to pursue them, and, if so,
would they describe the lurid
details. That's far more interesting
than a name on a bar napkin.
It occurs to me that my views
are not in my own self-interest. I
occasioiflbihg out a Wk=11Yrto hustle a profit. I go to bookstores and autograph copies.
However, I justify this greed by
the fact that the customers — victims, if you prefer — are getting
more than an autograph. They are
getting the book. And while it isn't
great literature, my books can be
used as doorstops and are just the
right size for paddling puppies that
aren't housebroken.
So my views on the selling of
autographs by athletes works out
this way: If you sell them, you're a
sleaze. If you buy them, you're a
boob.
Now, let's move on to more_
important issues.
Say, why do baseball players spit so much?

Haunted House and I have Laura
Miller, Cindy Hutson, and Mona to
thank for it. The inventive three
transformed a bright concession
stand area into a dark, frightening
swamp. I also owe leanneua Williams my personal thanks for coming hours early and staying hours
late to help me set up and then take
down all the game booths. I hope
all the elementary school parents
will take the time to personally
thank these five women for their
selfless work.
Several parents and local

WRITE A LETTER — Letters to the editor are wekomet1 and
encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten nd doubk-spaced if possible and
should be on topics
general interest
Letters must not be more than 500 words. Longer letters cannot be
published.
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and limit
frequent writers.
Address correspondence to: Editor, The Murray Ledger & Times,
Box 1040, Murray, Ky. 42071

or

This year we did not solicit private donations for our fundraiser. If
any parent would like to make a
contribution, please send your tax
deductible check to: Murray
Elementary PTO, Carter Elementary School, South 13th Street,
Murray, Ky. 42071. All proceeds
will be used to buy needed equipment, computcrs, and furniture for
the schools.
Thank you,
Ruth Pickens
PTO President
1102 Meadow Lane
Murray, Ky. 42071
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Feelings...

Now,for the first time
in trade paperback: the
1981 million-copy
bestseller from the most
widely syndicated
columnist in the world.
A fascinating boolareal
people sharing their
lives, and Abby's special
advice to all of us.
Order your own
copy by sending in this
coupon.
Ism

1=1

Send to Andrews and MiMeel,

Murray Ledger & Times
Box 419150, Kansas City, MO
N4141
_ cores ot
Z.. Please send me
The Best of Dear Abby at 59 95
per copy plus Si.00 postage and
handling for each book
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Finally, thank you for permitting
me to share a possibly-significant
movement for the entire Commonwealth. If you would like to see the
entire Kentucky Innovation Compact and/or if you or your readers
would like to become involved in
future meetings of the Kentucky
Science and Technology Council,
please let me know.
Sincerely,
Gary W. Boggess, Dean
College of Science
Murray State University
Murray, Ky. 42071

businesses donated prizes for our
Goblin Giveaway. At this time I
would like to express my .gratitude
to Don and Leisa Faughn, Dr.
Richard and Darlene Blalock, Dr.
Russ and Cindy Howard, Dr. Jim
Pickens, Mark and Mona Blankenship, Dan and Cindy Hutson,
Fisher Price, Murray Lumber Co.,
Wal-Mart, and the Murray State
Expo Center.

. .

RAPPIIIrr

Elementary PTO fest a big hit
Dear Editor;
The Murray Elementary PTO
Fall Festival was a remarkable success. The one night even raised
over $5000.00 for Robertson and
Carter Elementary Schools. The
festival would not have been possible without the dedicated work of
over 100 parent and teacher
volunteers.
I would like to give a special
thanks to my co-chairman, Mona
Blankenship. Mona's creativity is
what makes our festival so outstanding. We had a wonderful

.
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Stambaugh...
(Cont'd from page 1)
spending 50 percent of our money
on instruction."
He added that his figures were
taken directly from university
financial records from 1985-89.
"The university financial report
from June 30, 1988 shows that
38.38 percent of the total educational and general expenditures
went to instruction, but the June
30, 1989 report shows 37.54 percent of E & G expenditures went to
instruction," Stambaugh said.
Elsewhere, he added, expenditures are going up.
"Let's take a look at what the
Deans' offices got from 1985-89,"
Stambuagh said. "The -Dean of
Education's office shows an
increase of 267.65 percent; the
Dean of Science's office expenditures went up by 250.67 percent;
football expenditures are up 373.78
percent; Public Relations and
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Development is up 360.58 percent;
and the Vice President of Finance
and Administrative Service's
expenditures arc up 176.92
percent."
These figures were questioned
by the Vice President of Finance
and Administrative Services, Ward
Zimmerman, who was in attendance at the meeting.
Zimmerman said the figures
could be misleading. He pointed to
Stambaugh's assertion that spending on fiscal operations at the university had risen 235.78 percent,
but Zimmerman said eight staff
positions were transferred from
financial aid to the university
accounting office. Such transfers,
he said, give a distorted picture of
administrative spending.
Stambaugh countered Zimmerman's charges by saying the figures were taken from university
financial reports, which he said
were the most accurate sources
available. Such transfers, the senate

agreed, should be noted on financial statements and budgets, and it
unanimously passed a resolution to
the regents recommending clearer
reporting of internal administrative
budgetary controls.
The senate's recommendations to
cure the "lack of consistency
among budgets of different
periods:"
1: that the budget be presented
using a format consistent with the
annual financial statements;
2: that summary information be
provided to highlight totals of
budgeted expenditures by classification category and vice presidential responsibility;
3: that the detail be organized by
classification of expenditures with
vice presidential responsibility
clearly indicated;
4: that the budget director prepare an annual comparison of actual expenditures to budgeted expenditures (complete with explanatiosn
of variances) for distribution to all

interested parties — particularly
the Faculty Senate;
5: that, when reclassifications
occur, the prior year's budgetary
data be reclassified on the same
basis as the current budget, and be
presented in a separate comparative
column; and
6: that the percentage of increase
for each continuing line item in the
budget be presented in a separate
column.
The resolution also addressed
what Starnbuagh called a lack of
notes in the budget, a lack of
detailed estimates of current fund
revenues for 1989-90, a lack of
accurate athletic expenditures and
revenues, and a lack of a financial
strategic plan.
Another resolution drew spirited
debate from the floor: the Senate
voted 17-10, with one abstaining,
to approve a recommendation to
the Regents concerning the qualifications needed for the next president of Murray State University.

The resolution, distributed by
Senator Wayne Bell near the close
of the meeting, said: "The Murray
State University Faculty Senate
petitions the Board of Regents and
its screening committee to ensure
the legitimacy of the presidential
search process by making certain
that only the most qualified candidates are given continuing consideration. Candidates should possess
qualifications which demonstrate
academic credibility; the capacity
to unite the campus community;
and the vision to direct the institution, its energies and resources, as
it approaches the 21st century."
Senator John Taylor asked for
more time to consider the wording
of the resolution.
"There is a screening committee
that is already including and
excluding people, and I assume
they have guidelines that they are
following — I don't want to
change the rules of the selection
committee in the middle of the

Precinct-by-precinct election results

game," Taylor said.
Others said they believed the
resolution would leave the Regents
with a bad taste toward the Senate
by impugning their ability to make
a decision, while others said the
resolution needed to be stronger.
One senator, James 1. Schempp,
asked to adjourn the meeting after
the motion was put on the floor to
adopt the resolution. Joe Baust seconded the move to adjourn, but a
majority vote kept the meeting
going.
Faculty Reg.& Jim Hammack
told the Senate Orra list of the top
20 candidates would be presented
to the Board of Regents for their
consideration at the November 18
meeting, and that it was correct for
the Senate to make such a statement before the Regents begin narrowing their choices.
"This is the only time the Senate
will meet before the Board of
Regents meets Nov. 18 to see the
list of the top 20 candidates," Hammack said. "I think this resolution
is stated well; it is appropriate for
the Faculty Senate to take this
position."
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Marilyn=Quayle...

ciormoArts

CANDID A TTI

(Cont'd from page 1)
One of the chief goals of the
56-member task force is to alert
Illinoisians to be prepared for a
major earthquake.
"We need to know much more
and transmit that knowledge to the
general public at large," Thompson said.
"We are used to tornadoes in
this part of the state. Our children
have had drilled into them what to
do. But do they know what to do in
an earthquake?"
Knowledge and preparation
helped San Francisco residents survive that earthquake, while Soviet
Armenians died by the hundreds
because they were unprepared, said
Mrs. Quayle, who has visited both
areas.
"What people don't realize is
that earthquakes don't kill people,
buildings do," she said.
Some residents of mountain
areas affected by the California
quake also lost their homes to landslides triggered by the tremor.
Mrs. Quayle urged the task force
to require stricter building codes,
form emergency medical teams
within and outside Illinois, map
emergency transportation routes
and set up education programs in
schools and businesses.
"If we would reinstate first-aid
training in schools and in our
businesses, it would help not just in
an earthquake but in a tornado or a
fire," she said.
In the earthquake-ravaged areas
she toured, Mrs. Quayle said,
neighbors and friends helped victims first — not rescue workers.
Three devastating tremors generated by the New Madrid fault in
1811 and 1812 all but destroyed
New Madrid, Mo., knocked residents of Nashville and Cincinnati
to the ground and rattled chimneys
as far away as Boston.
The 1811-12 earthquakes were
estimated to have measured more
than 8.0, although the Richter scale
had not yet been developed.
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Christmas
Shopping has
never been easier
or more
convenient.

Give a Lifetime of
Memories this year
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"Celebrate
With Us!"

Portraits make
Great Gifts.
Make your
appointment today
to guarantee
Christmas delivery.

Four
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Murray's Annual
Holiday
Open House
Call about our
Christmas Specials
Ask about our beautiful
Christmas Cards

WELLS
STUDIO
BAT. 10-12 and by appointment

Sunday
Nov. 12th, 1-5 p.m.

•Many Specials

*Refreshments
*Door Prizes
at Some Businesses
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Skating party planned tonight

Homemakers to meet Thursday

Royal Rangers and Missionettes of First Assembly of God will have a
skating party tonight (Wednesday) from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray. The cost will be $2.50 per person.

Band members to canvass city

Calloway County Homemaker Annual Meeting will be Thursday, Nov.
9, at Seven Seas Restaurant. Registration will start at 9:30 a.m. Marian
Buckley Holt and Kay Richardson of Paris, Tenn., will present a program
on "Christmas Past and Present." For more information call 753-1452 or
753-1456.

Lions Club to give poinsettias
The ilurray Lions Club is now taking names and addresses for their
annual delivery of Christmas poinsettias about the middle of December.
Names and addresses for shutins should be sent to Steve Sexton, Murray
Lions Club, P.O. Box 790, Murray, Ky. 42071.

Members of the Murray Bands will have a citywide sale of chocolates,
peanuts, cheese and sausage on Thursday, Nov. 9, from 6 to 8 p.m. Orders
taken now are to be delivered Thanksgiving week. Proceeds of the sale
will go for trips to be taken by the bands next spring. All residents of the
city are urged to place an order with a band member when he or she
knocks on your door Thursday. For information call 753-6839.

Revival at Quinn Chapel

Elm Grove to hear missionaries

Revival services are in progress this week at Quinn Chapel
Church, 216 Church St., Paris, Tenn. The Rev. Samuel Henders A.M.E.
on is the
-evangelist for the services at 7 each evening through Friday,
Nov.
10. The
Rev. Paul Tipton, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Parents' Night Out on Friday
Pannts' Night Out at Martin's 'Chapel United Methodist Church will
Fridk, Nov. 10, from 6 to 10 p.m. Dropins are welcome. For informat be
ion
call '53-5809.

Elm Grove Baptist Church, located on Highway 94 East, will participate in World Missions Conference from Thursday, Nov. 9, through Sunday, Nov. 12. David Jackson, foreign missionary to Dakar, Senegal, will
speak at 7 p.m. Thursday. Friday 7 p.m. speaker will be Bobby R. Blevins, state missionary from Booneville/Irvine Association. Speaking at
7
p.m. Saturday will be Thomas M. Hunter, home missionary in Alabama.
Sunday speakers will be Gerald A. McNeely, foreign missionary to Spain
at 11 a.m., and Caley R. Nichols, home missionary in Mississippi, at 6:45
p.m.

La Leche League plans supper
Calloway County La Leche League will have a family potluck meal
on
Thursday, Nov. 9, at 6 p.m. at Good Shepherd United Methodi
st Church,
located on Highway 121 South at Cherry Corner. All members and
families and other interested persons are invited and urged to attend.their
For
more information call Stephanie at 436-2227.

Singles Retreat opens Friday
re fall ecumenical singles retreat for all adult Christian singles will be
Fridty through Sunday, Nov. 20-12, at Lake Shore United Methodist
Assatibly, Eva, Tenn. Single Connection groups from Paducah, Murray,
and Jackson and Memphis, Tenn., will attend. There will be programs,
seninars, small group sharing and other activities. Cabins are heated. Total :last fouiwo nights and six meals it--$50.-Fer-mere information call
1-43-6375, 1-554-2401, 1-898-7581 or 1-442-8932.

(C6nt'd on page 6A)

Country Club dinner on Friday
Murray Country Club will have a caterecl_dinner _44 Friday, Nov.r_10,_
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at the club house. Reservations should be made by
Thursday evening by calling 753-6113 or 753-8116.

Patients are dismissed
Four newborn admissions and
&missals at Murray-Calloway
Ounty Hospital for Monday, Nov.
6. have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Krieger baby boy, parents, Doris
ad Wayne, 316 High St.,
Nayfield;
Travis baby boy, parents, Tabitla and William, Rt. 1, Box 323-3,
Gilbertsville;
McCarty baby boy, parents,
Donna and Larry, RL 5, Box 990,
Murray;
Powell baby girl, parents,
Michelle and Vanness, RL 7, Box
420, Benton.
Dismissals
MIS. Melinda Henson and baby
boy, Rt. 8, Box 159, Benton; Miss
Dionna Weaver, Rt. 6, Box 57,
Paris, Tenn.;
Mrs. Donna Payton, Rt. 2, Box
239, Buchanan, Tenn.; Mrs. Angela
Lawrence and baby boy, RL 1, Box
109B, Kirksey;
Mrs. Anna Wells, 510 Richardson, Murray; Miss Melanie Perkins, Rt. 1, Box 265, LaCenter;
James Cash, Rt. 7, Fancy Farm;
Mrs. Georgia Litchfield, Ri 3,
Box 253, Murray; Mrs. Frankie
Starks, 1100-A Fairlane Dr.,
Murray;
Mrs. Marialice Hysmith, 259
Haven Dr., Saluda, N.C.; Mrs.
Mary Steele, 1713 Wiswell,
Murray;
James Erwin, Rt. 1, Box 121,
Hazel; Fay Kennedy, Rt. 6, Box
271AB, Murray; Miss Lucille
Clark, Fern Terrace Lodge,
Murray.
Two newborn admissions and
dismissals for Tuesday, Nov. 7,
have been released as follows:
Newborn admissions
Morton baby boy, parents, Marsha and Darryl, 228 Main St.,

Local persons recently dismissed froM area hospitals include the following: Mrs. Eddie (Jena) Morton and baby boy, Almo, and Linda HuIslander and Charles Pearson, Murray, from Western Baptist, Paducah;
Michael Garland, Murray, from Lourdes, Paducah; Jennie Pat Crawford,
Murray, from Community, Mayfield.

Puryear, Tenn.; a
Hawkins baby girl, parents,
Belinda and William, Rt. 6, Box
34, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Melvin Yoder, Rt. 1, Box 322,
Cottage Grove, Tenn.; Ms. Paula
Hutching, Rt. 5, Box 1102,
Murray;
William Byrne, 2313 Wright
Ave., Owensboro; Shad Harris, Rt.
6, Box 153, Murray; Miss April
Turley, Rt. I, Hazel;
Mrs. Robbie Orr, 1660 Calloway, Murray; Ervie Willoughby,
RL 3, Box 175, Murray; Elie Etheridge, Rt. 2, Box 108, Buchanan,
Tenn.;
Mrs. Hazel Kimbro, Rt. 1, Box
38, Hazel; Harold Yarzab, 106
Circle Dr., South Fulton, Tenn.;
James Rose, Rt. 3, Box 406,
Calvert City.

Includes 12 BONUS
Friendship Prints.
Hurry, this is our
last visit before •
Christmas.
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---23Portraits now
only $10.95
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Happines2P1ace
Wishing you a
Christmas you'll
always remember.
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Special includes one 8x10. two 5x7s and 8 matchi
wallet-sized portraits from o_ne pose of your choice inng
the
finished portrait envelope. PLUS 12 Friendship Prints.

Hurry last visit before Christmas:
Thurs., Nov. 9 thru Sat., Nov. 11
Thurs. & Fri. 11-7, Lunch 2-3;
Sat. 10-5, Lunch 1-2
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play at Lindsey Jewelry.
Steve and Joan Vidmer designed
and made a beveled leaded glass
wall hanging that will be sold.
The collectible room always
holds some surprise with the old
linens, lace and jewelry.
The bakery items will include
yeast dinner rolls, assorted cakes
and pies and cookies.
Make your plans to attend this
Christmas Bazaar and do some of
your early Christmas shopping.
• • •
Jerlene and Jimmy Sullivan are
one in the traditional and one in the
being honored with a reception in
Victorian motif, will be drawn for
appreciation for their 28 years of
around noon, the day of the Bazaar.
love and devotion to the Murray
The tickets are 50 cents each and
Country Club.
you don't have to be present to
The reception, hosted by the
win.
board of directors, will be held in
Some of the many items for sale
the ballroom of the club house on
include cross stitched pillows, elegSunday, Nov. 12 at 5 p.m.
ant needlepoint pillows and a
The Sullivans will be greatly
Christmas stocking, an assortment
missed by many of us. It is not
of fancy aprons, paper ribbon angle
easy to find their brand of loyalty
tree toppers and paper ribbon dolls.
and caring.
Many of these items are on dis• • •
Alexandra Stoddard, well-known
interior designer and writer, defines
gracious- living as something that
doesn't require ladles of money or
things, but only-an appreciation of
beauty.
She pointed out that if we are
stingy with ourselves, we will be
this way with others. She said to
evaluate which things and experiences are meaningful to you. In the
long run you will save wear and
tear and money when you follow
your heart.
Luxury, properly redefined, is
not money. Money is only a tool
that can help us to live more comfortably. She suggests that you
indulge yourself and splurge on a
luxury for yourself today.

By Riney Apperson
The annual Hollyberry Bazaar of
First Presbyterian Church will be
held Saturday, Nov. 11, beginning
at 8 a.m. The tea room with country ham and biscuits, coffee, juices,
mulled cider and many tasty
pastries will set the good mood for
your bazaar buying.
Co-chairmen for this year's
event will be Charlotte Gregory,
Carleen Belcher and Jean Lindsey.
Two decorated Christmas trees,

Bazaar on Friday

The engagement of Miss Gina
Simpson and Todd Wiser has been
announced.
Miss Simpson is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Simpson of
Fairfield, Ill.
Mr. Wiser is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Wiser of Murray. He
is the grandson of the late Tannic
Johnson and Obera Jones Johnson.
The bride-elect is a senior at
Murray State University.
The groom-elect graduated in
May 1989 from Murray State University. He is currently employed
as computer programmer at BristolMyers, Evansville, Ind.
The wedding is planned for
Saturday, May 26, at Fairfield
Cumberland Presbyterian Church,
Fairfield, Ill.

Gina Simpsonrami
Todd Wiser to marry

Community events are announced
Wednesday, Nov. 8
Missionary Leslie Huff will
speak at 7 p.m. at Grace Baptist
Church.

Wednesday, Nov. 8
ing, Youth Bible Study, Mission
Friends and Sanctuary Choir at 7
p.m.

Events at Memorial Baptist
Church will include prayer meet-

Events at Elm Grove Baptist
Church will include mid-week
Bible Study, Acteens, RAs, GAs
and Mission Friends at 7 p.m.

DATEBOOK

Vel Krizman, left, and Connie Lennox show some of the many items
that will be on sale at the bazaar on Fr,jday, Nov. 10, from 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. in the meeting room of Calloway County Public Library. The
bazaar is being sponsored by the Women of Immanuel Lutheran
Church. Crafts, baked goods, etc., will be on sale. The public is urged
to attend, a church spokeswoman said.

Amy Grubbs
bride-elect of
Scott Miller •
has selected lillatt
her decorative
accessories A Placelb Discover.
from Pier 1. 1205-B Chestnut St.
Amy & Scott will he married November 24, 1989.

Simpson and Wiser wedding planned

(Cont'd from page 5A)

PAWS will meet on Friday
PAWS (pets are wonderful society) will have an important meeting on
Friday, Nov. 10, from 3:15 to 3:45 p.m. at Calloway County Public
Library. All members and any other interested persons are urged to
attend,. said Kathy Cohen, PAWS leader.

Memorial will hear missionaries
Five missionaries will speak at Memorial Baptist Church from Thursday, Nov. 9, through Sunday, Nov. 12, as part of World Missions Conference. Hurstle Laxton, missionary at Richmond, Ky., will speak at 7 p.m.
Thursday. Friday 7 p.m. speaker will be Herbert Barret, missionary to
Taipei, Taiwan. Speaking at 7 p.m. Saturday will be Baxter Phillips, missionary in Florida. Sunday speakers will be Dean Carmichael, missionary
at Gettysburg, S.D., at 10:50 a.m., and H. David Coppedge, missionary at
Montevideo, Uruguay, South America, at 7 p.m.

In 1856, Lafayette became the
first American college to offer a
course on Shakespeare taught by
Francis A. March, holder of the
country's first chair in English philology. Today, Lafayette publishes
Shakespeare Bulletin, a journal on
performances of Shakespeare
around the world.

Events at First United Methodist
Church will include Covenant
Prayer Group at 10 a.m.; Wesley
Foundation Lunch at 11:30 a.m.;
Handbell Choir Rehearsal at 4:15
p.m.; Youth Club at 5 p.m.; Parenting Teenagers at 6:15 p.m.; Nominations Committee at 6:30 p.m.;
Chancel Choir Rehearsal at 7:30
p.m.
Circles of First United Methodist
Church Women will meet as follows: Wesleyan with Doris Rowland at 7 p.m.; Ruth Wilson with
Rebecca West and Hannah with
Judy Stahler at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First Christian Church
will include Youth Club classes at
4:45 p.m.; super dinner at 5:30
p.m.; Chancel Choir at 7:30 p.m.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Arts and Crafts at 9:30
a.m.; Bible Study at 9:45 a.m.;
Exercise Class at 10:45 a.m.;
Yowl; Handbells at 5:30 p.m.; Missions' Conference, Children's
Choirs and Klaymata Fellowship at
6:30 p.m.; Sanctuary Choir at 7:45
p.m.

NEW
Handmade
k

Original
Designed I

CHRISTMAS CAROLERS
NvIrsinkton - --vrisormirri

A. Winchester
30-30 Ranger

Sale 179.99

5-shot magazine 20" barrel. (601-5598)

B. Marlin 30-30 Lever
Action Rifle
Sale

189.99

Brass bead front sight. 20" barrel 6-shot
tubular magazine Walnut hardwood stock.
(602-7007)

• Various sizes available

FEDERAL

C. Kolpin Scoped
Rifle Case

Make Your Christmas

Heavy-weight green canvas
0733,0741)

Wednesday, Nov. 8
Events at St. Leo's Catholc
Church will include Ladies Guitl
work day for Christmas bazaar at?
a.m.; Activities for Kindgartea
through Grade 5 from 5 to 7 p.m;
Mass at 7 p.m.
Annual fundraiser for Alpha
Epsilon Rho fraternity will be
broadcast from 7 to 10 p.m. on
Channel 11.
"Godspell," a inusical, will be
presented at 8 p.m. in Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center,
Murray State University.
Royal Rangers and Missionettes
of First Assembly of God will have
a Skating party from 6:30 to 8:30
p.m. at Circus Skating of Murray.
Parenting Class will be at 7 p.m.
in education unit of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.

Remington, Winchester
Caliber 30/30
Sale
Calibers 243, 270, 30/06 & 308 Sale

6.99
8.99

with items from the...
Downtown-Crt. Sq.

753-0859

Gun Cleaning
Kit

sale

6.49

Universal kit for rifles, shotguns and pistols
Includes cleaning rod with adapters, gun oil,
solvent and patches. (617-7364)

I111MIL:1011

Remington, Winchester
410 Gauge
20 Gauge
12 and 16 Gauge

Central Shopping Center

753-8604

Sale 1.89
Sale 1.99
Sale 2.09
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Members of Murray Bands will
have a citywide sale of chocolates,
peanuts, cheese and sausage from 6
to 8 p.m. for information call
753-6839.
Health Express of MurrayCalloway County Hospital will be
at Post Office at Buchanan, Tenn.,
from 9 to 11 a.m. and at Community Center at Puryear, Tenn., from
12:30 to 2:30 p.m.
Prepared Childbirth Class will be
at 7 p.m. in Education Unit of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
New Murray Singles Connection
will meet at 7 p.m. in New Life
Christian center, 408 Main Si. For
information -call Kenneth,
753-3580, or Mary, 753-1334 or
753-7994.

(Cooed oe page 7A)

Pier 1 Imports

Shotgun Slugs

While Supplies Last!

Store Hours:
Mon.-Sat. 8:30-9:00
Sun. 12:00-6:00

Ml Ill

AA
closed
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Op(
Anon)
Parish
Churcl

"A Celebration of the Arts" will
be from 4 to 5:30 p.m. at Montessori School. For information call
753-8380 or 435-4593.

You're .Cordially Invited To...
OUTERS

'Lad
,Study
yleasa
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team v
7 p.m.
Buildii

Calloway County Homemaker
Annual Meeting will start at 9:30
a.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant.

114 WifiL Raapbeviq

CO

Thursday, Nov. 9
Calloway County La Leche
League will have a family potluck
at 6 p.m. at Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church.

VICTORIAN

D. Centerfire Cartridges, Your Choice
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Nancy Meloan, left, educational director, Karen Goetz, chairman of
Skate-A-Thon, and Rita Cummings, president, of Alpha Mu #4760,
Epsilon Sigma Alpha International, are shown finalizing plans for the
annual Skate-A-Thon for St. Jude's Research Hospital, tvlemphnis,
Tenn., to be Sunday, Nov. 12, from I to 4 p.m. at Circus Skating of
Murray. The planning meeting was held at the Goetz home. For each
sponsor who collects $25 or more from pledges, a t-shirt will be
awarded later from St. Jude's. For each person collecting $75, the
sponsor will receive a similar t-shirt and a tote-bag later from St.
Jude's. The top pledge collection will be presented a $50 U.S. Savings
Bond by Bank of Murray. Regular skaters are also encouraged to
come and skate, said Goetz, chairman of the event. Contributors are
deductible for federal income tax purposes. Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International is a leadershjp-service organization and since 1972 the
natro—naUESA has raised in excess of $13112 million for St. Jude's
Hospital.

Community... (Cont'd from page 6A)
Thursday, Nov. 9
Ladies' Community-wide Bible
,Study will be at 1 p.m. at South
Pleasant Grove United Methodist
Church.
AA and Al-Anon will have
closed meetings at 8 p.m. at Senior
Citizens Center, Benton. For information call 759-4059 or 753-7663.
Open meeting of Narcotics
Anonymous will be at 7 p.m. in
Parish Center of SL Leo's Catholic
Church.
TV Auction, annual fundraiser
for Alpha Epsilon Rho, will be
from 7 to 10 p.m. on Channel 11,
Murray and Mayfield.
Teleconference on "Kodak Techniques of the Masters," Section II,
will be from 12 noon to 2 p.m. in
Barkley Room, Curtis Center, Murray State Uffiversity.,for Information call 762-4229. MSU Lady Racer volleyball
team will play Middle Tennessee at
7 p.m. in north gym of Carr Health
Building. Admission is free.
Comedian Lance Montalto will
appear at 7:30 p.m. in Curtis Center Stables, Murray State University. Admission is free.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Candle Dipping
for Children from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m.
at Empire Farm; Iron Industry at
10:30 a.m. and 1:30 p.m. at
Homeplace-1850; Archery Season
closes in Kentucky and Tennessee
portions.
Tilghman-Beauregard Camp No.
1460, Sons of Confederate Veterans, is scheduled to meet at 7:30
p.m. in Graves County Court
Room, Mayfield. For information
call 1-653-5951.

Thursday, Nov. 9
No. 50 Royal and Select Masters
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at Murray
Masonic Temple.
Senior citizens' activities will be
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel and
Willis Centers and from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. at Ellis Center.
Events at St. Leo's Catholic
Church will include Communion
service at 9 a.m. and Chili supper
at 6 p.m.
Ministry of Outreach will meet
at 10 a.m. and 7 p.m. at Grace Baptist Church.
Missionary HurstIc Laxton will
speak at 7 p.m. at Memorial Baptist
Church.

WEDNESDAY, NO
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East Calloway Elementary School has had special luncheons since the
opening of school. In top left, Calloway County Retired Teachers are
pictured being served by Betty McPhail and Janette Garland during
the lunch line. In the bottom left photo, grandparents of the children
are being served on their special day. Refrigerator magnets reading
"It's Cool to Eat at School" were given to all children eating lunch on
a special day. Employees of the East cafeteria are, top right photo,
from left, Barbara Lovins, Jan Prescott, Betty McPhail, Carlene Torsak, Lorene Geurin and Janette Garland.

Thursday, Nov. 9
Missionary Dean Alan Carmichel will speak at 7 p.m. at Blood
River Baptist Church.
Missionary David Jackson will
speak at 7 p.m. at Elm Grove Baptist Church.
Group IV of Christian Women's
Fellowship of First Christian
Church will meet at 12 noon at
church.
Events at First Baptist Church
will include Mothers' Day Out at
9:30 a.m.; Exercise Class at 10:45
a.m.
"Godspell," a musical, will be
presented at 8 p.m. in Johnson
Theatre, Doyle Fine Arts Center.
Murray State University.

Do you recognize these shapes?

41111011(
-,

If your answer is YES...then it's time to call

HELPING HAND

ALL IN-STOCK
WATERMArTRESSES

MUST BE SOLD!!!

753-8866

CATIO THERM PERM

Brooks Chapel United Methodist
Church Women will meet at 7 p.m
at church. Each should bring gifts
for Western State Hospital.
College Career Night will be
from 7 to 8:30 p.m. at Calloway
County High School.
Murray Chapter No. 92 Royal
Arch Masons and Murray Chapter
Full

Man drops his wife
KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — A
man picked up his wife in a romantic gesture in a hotel, but stumbled
an4 dropped her over a railing and
she fell eight floors onto a restaurant., table, police said.
Deborah A. Schneider, 34, was
in critical condition Monday with
t4cx broken legs. a broken pelvis
and internal injuries after the fall
Satirday night.
U.S: Army Maj. David P.
Schneider, stationed at Fort
Le;venworth, Kan., had picked up
14s-,wife to carry her to their room
Saturday night, said Kansas City
polke Officer Al Sauer.
,His wife began to fidget, and
S4hoeider tripped and lost his grip
nciai a ,wooden railing 3-foot, 7
inkiest high overlooking the-hotel's
lotthy. Mrs. Schneider went over
the railing backward and fell 75
feet, landing on a table.
"I, think that's what saved her
lire," Sauer said.
Mills said the woman was wearing a fur coat, making it hard for
her .hgaband to keep hold of her.

Set

Reg
$799

Queen

8499
Reg $899

King

$699

Reg. $1.099

Reg. $45. Looking my best means
looking natural So I tried the Cato
Therm - perm at the JCPenney
Styling Salon My curls are soft and
manageable, with a healthy shine
Also, save 20% on Sunglitzhighlights
Penn price includes shampo& style and cut
arotesskinel hair cent products by tarmaus, Perri
Mitchell. Sebastian and End Results steam
avellebie Design wraps sod long noir additional
charge Salo ends Sat November 11th

The Styling Salon at jcpenney
No Appointment Necessary
or Call 759-9811
Salon Hours: Mon -Fri. 9-8; Sat 9-6 & Sun. 1-5

Bed Frame and Heater
FREE with any Simmons
Beautyrestt mattress purchase.
'Bring coupon in. Valid this sale only.
Limit one coupon per customer

'This area's
authorized Simmons
Beautyrest• dealer."
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Calloway County High School Honor Roll listed for first period

_

_

Calloway County High School
has released the honor roll for the
first nine weeks session of school
as follows:
Ninth Grade
All As
Susan Bucy, Ken Carmode,
Michael Dale, Misty Ernstberger,
Matthew Frizzell, Selena Hill,
Becky Kelso, Chris Liddle, Jeremy
McKee!, Jennifer Pardue, Matthew
Price, Kadonna Randolph, Sarah
Richter, Penny Roberts, Christy R.
Stockwell, Gaya Trimble, Stacey
West and Jason Witte.
All As and Bs
Lori Dunn, Chris Goad, Jason D.
Haney, Nathanael Bazzell, Sheila
Bechard, Eddie Eldridge, Trent
Gibson, Staci Lewis, Rachel Miller, Dawn R. Wilson, David Asbury,
Leah Darnell, Kevin Farris, Laura
Luciano,
Wendy Stephens, Sheri Tatlock,
Larry Williams, Annie Boyle,
Michelle Bybee, Matt Dennis,
Michalle Evitts, Nicole Lang, Timmy Lax, Nissa Mjos, Christy Parrish, Daniel W. Bobczyk, Craig
Carraway, Robert Conway,
Mike Davis, Antonia Dunn,
Krysta—Errtstberger, Amrox,
--Brian Gremore, Teresa Groff, Kel- ly Gupton, Angelia Melvin,
Michael Myers, Heather Poat, Julie
Rhye, Penny Smith, Tracey Vickery, Buffy Waldrop,
Derek Waiters, Richard Wilson,
Mac Dunn, Todd Earwood, Eric
Johnson, Jeff McClure, Jamey
McDaniel, Shawn Potter, James D.
Seefeldt, Kara Shipley, Bonnie
Turner, Jennifer Turner, Brooks
Underwood and Sarah Walker.
10th Grade
All As
Ginger L. Adams, Seth D. Arant,
Jason L. Carson, Kristen D. Fairchild, Jennifer Lough, Tina L.
Matheny, Darra A. Mitchell, Natalie Ross, Brittney Stuart, Holly D.
Walston and Barry Ward.
All As and Bs
Timmy Sons, Christopher J.
Mahan, Heather Newsome, Sarah
N. Willie, Arni Barnett, Nicole W.
Maxlow, Lori Raspberry, Deanna.
N. Seavers, Michelle Adcock, Effie
Barnes, Justin Kelso, Amy E.
Lamb, Christy Lambert, Anne Paul,
Staci Shipp,
Jonathan Smotherman, Allyson
(Joy) Wyatt, Todd H. Barnes,
Michael Bell, Kevin D. Griggs,
Candace Jarrett, Deshawn Joseph,
Richard B. Lucas, Melissa L.
Vance, James Barrett, Krystal M.
Foley, John S. Hale and Jackie
Stubblefield.
11th Grade
All As
Charity Anderson, Jeff Enoch,
Brian McClard, Sara E. Thompson,
Grover W. Tibbetts, Travis Turner

and Amy M. Wilkerson.
All As and Bs
Annette L. Calhoon, Tammy A.
Mahan, Randy Swift, Aleshia G.
Griffin, Katy Hokans, Tracy Pendergrass, Brad Ray, Lisa G. Rickman, Jason B. Yuill, Michael E.
Boyd, Christina A. Buchanan,
LaDawn Cook,
LaDonna K. Duncan, Renee
Hayden, Mark J. Lovell, Regina
Warren, Rachelle Bandarra, Ryan
Dawson, Lori A. England, Ray
Fennel, Leanna S. Jones-Clere,

Peter J. Luciano, Amy M. Nesbitt,
Georgana K. Rhodes, Wendy R.
Smotherman, Alan K. Hopkins,
April Boswell, Donna E. Herndon,
Susan Herndon, John Hudson,
Deanne L. Myers, Christy D. Trenholm, James R. Wood and Benjamin J. Wright.
12th grade
All As
Angela R. Bell, Toby S. Bowker,
Scott A. Buchanan, Lisa M. Burkeen, Lisa F. Culver, Amy R. Fulton, Leigh A. Furr, Krista A.

NO COUPON REQUIRED
NO STAMPS NECESSARY

A. Barrett, Lonnie G. Brittain,
Tammy
Sdmonson, Brad A.
Gallimore, Jeffery D. Schroader,
Jason R. Sims, Kristopher C.
Woods, Misty D. Groff, Bethany P.
Haley,

A.

John T. Hutchens, Dana G.
Ingram, Michael D. Wilson, Brian
M. Eells, William T. Gentry, Eric
B. Hogancamp, Cecil V. Clayton,
Darby W. Futrell, Jennifer R.
Green, Melissa F. Lovett, Ken A.
Miller, David A. Potts,

Mark E. Sallin, Kristi S. Starks,
Casondra L. Canup, Cynthia F.
Garland, Keith L. Jones, Jennifer
D. Spegal, Brad A. Jackson, Johnny M. Phillips, Tonya
Davis,
Kristi L. Graham, Angela L. Haywood, Jennifer L. Jones,
Melanie J. Osbron, Paula J.
Welch, Pamela A. Green, Penny G.
Green, Amy R. Helm, Julie Pittman, Dana L Riddle, Tracy L.
Walters, Joseph A. Baust, Kimberly S. Hosford, Robert L. Orr and
Julie A. Tucker.

By DAVID E
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LOS ANGELES (AP) —Jennifer Kick of Carlsbad, Calif., was
chosen the 28th Miss Teenage
America on Tuesday night in the
seaside community of Marina del
Rey.
Kimberly N. Tucker. 17, of Birmingham, Ala., was named runnerup among 12 finalists in an event
hosted by television actress Khyrstyne Haje, star of ABC's "Head
of the Class." The 12 were chosen
from 10,000 entries nationwide.
Miss Kissick, 17, receives a
S15,000 college scholarship and
complete wardrobe from K Mart.
The contestants were judged on
their scholastic achievements, general awareness, individual accomplishments, community service,
poise and appearance. The winner
was determined by a week of interviews prior to the pageant and on
her poise in on-stage interviews
during the pageant.
"The program is not a beauty
pageant or a talent contest, rather
it's an achievement program which
recognizes outstanding young
women between ages 13 and 18,"
said contest spokesman Marc
Powell.
She will have her own monthly
column in 'Teen Magazine. which
is the chief sponsor for the contest.
and make personal appearances to
speak on issues important to teenagers.
The other finalists were: Candace Adams, 16, of Rails, Texas;
Michele Renee Allen, 17, Roanoake, Va.; Tracy Leigh Bondy,
16, Toledo. Ohio; Trina Clark, 16,
Bellingham, Wash.; Samantha Harris, 15, Hopkins, Minn.; Virginia
Baker Norton. 17, Jacksonville,
Fla., Holly Rouse, 16, Hornersvilk,
Mo.; Dawn Wade. 16, Goleta,
Calif.; Deirdre Dianne Walusis, 15,
Youngstown, Ohio; Tracy Wong,

Gaines, Chris J. Gallimore, Melissa
A. Green, Carla J. Henderson, Marian B. Henderson, Elizabeth
Henninger.
Roger N. Hutson, Regina A.
Kimbro, Robin L. Meador, Angelia
G. Miller, Eric K. Mitchell, Ray S.
Roberts, Jonathan D. Rose,
Michael J. Ross, Michell Stubblefield, Katherine A. Wilson, Loren
C. Wischart and Brad W. Young.
All As and Bs
Christopher C. Black, Randy W.
Evans, Michael E. Tidwell, Valerie
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Mack candidates Wilder, Dinkins win races, make history
ks,
F.
fer
in,is,

By DAVID ESPO
AP Political Writer

L. Douglas Wilder of Virginia,
the grandson of slaves, clung to a
slender lead Tuesday over J. Marshall Coleman in his bid to become
the nation's first elected black governor. Democratic Rep. James Florio won the New Jersey governorship handily, ending eight years of
Republican control.
Democrat David Dinkins moved
ahead in his drive for distinction as

J.
0.
G.
ittL.
crind

New York City's first black mayor,
the third high-profile race of offyear elections enlivened by the
combustible mix of race and abortion. The three TV networks said
he would win, based on interviews
with voters leaving their polling
places.
In the sole congressional seat on
the ballot, early returns from Texas
put Houston city councilman
Anthony Hall and state Sen. Craig
Washington far out front in an
11-way race to succeed the late

Rep. Mickey Leland. Neither
Democrat was gaining 50 percent
of the vote needed to avoid a
runoff.
With 98 percent of the Virginia
precincts counted, Wilder held a
lead of less than 5,300 votes in a
long count.
Democratic National Chairman
Ron Brown claimed victory for
Wilder and Dinkins as well as Florio, and GOP chairman Lee Atwater
did not dispute him. Atwater said
abortion "made a difference" for

the pro-choice Democratic candidates in all three races, but said the
results would have no bearing on
the 1990 elections, with 34 Senate
seats, 36 governorships and all 435
House seats on the ballot.
With 98 percent of the Virginia
precincts counted, Lt. Gov. Wilder
had 874,013 votes or 50 percent.
His Republican rival, Coleman, had
868,734 votes or 50 percent.
In New York's race, with 86 percent of the precincts counted,
Dinkins had 770,796 votes or 50

percent and Republican Rudolph
Giuliani had 733,260 votes or 48
percent.
Dinkins, the 62-year-old Manhattan borough president, ran as the
man who could bring racial harmony to the nation's largest city.
Giuliani, 45 and a former U.S.
attorney making his first try for
elective office, hammered away at
his rival's transfer of stock to a son
and his failure to file income-tax
returns for four years two decades
ago.

In another big-city election,
Miami's Xavier Suarez coasted to
victory for a third term.
Mayors Coleman Young of
Detroit and Kathy Whitmire of
Houston led in bids for new terms.
Democrat John Daniels was
elected mayor of New Haven,
becoming the first black mayor of
his majority -white city.
In Seattle, city councilman Norm
Rice battled opponent Doug Jewett
in his drive for a similar
distinction.
Cleveland picked a new black
mayor, with state Sen. Michael R.
White leading City Council President George Forbes in a particularly bitter race. Forbes called his
rival a "slumlord." White said his
opponent was a "master of
sleaze."
Ben Nichols, a socialist, was
favored to win election as mayor of
Ithaca, N.Y.
Michigan decided the fate of two
competing plans to raise the state
sales tax for education, one calling
for a half-penny increase and the
other
rise.
The Maine ballot included an
advisory measure to ban cruise
missile testing in the state, while
San Francisco, in danger of losing
its Giants baseball franchise,
decided whether to build a new
$115 million stadium to replace
Candlestick Park.
The Virginia contest focused on
abortion as much as race, with Wilder emphasizing his pro-choice
views. The issue seemed to spill
over to the lieutenant governor's
race, as well, as pro-choice Democrat Don Beyer defied the preelection polls to score a victory.
Democratic chairman Brown
proclaimed a "great day for Democrats but an even better day for
America."
"We Democrats have taught
ourselves a lot about working
together and pulling for mainstream America," he said, looking
ahead to the 1990 elections.
Atwater said, "there were local
contests in which the Democrats
outcampaigned us and ran better
campaigns. My hat's off to them
but 1 don't think it makes much
difference at all with regards to the
1990 campaign."
President Bush campaigned for
GOP candidates in Virginia, New
Jersey and New York in an election
season that served as prelude to
1990.
But just as Republicans and
Democrats watched the returns for
signs of partisan success, so, too,
was the year marked by interest in
abortion and race — with a heavy
dose of negative campaign commercials thrown in.
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BOSTON — Kitty Dukakis, wife
of Gov. Michael S. Dukakis, was in
a hospital intensive care unit Tuesday asdoctors tried to diagnose her
illness.
The governor's spokeswoman
said initial tests were inconclusive,
but indicated the ailment was neither drug- nor alcohol-related.
"Mrs. Dukakis is tired of tests,
but she's feeling OK. She's up,
she's alert," said the spokeswoman, Minday Lubber.
Mrs. Dukakis was taken by
ambulance Monday night to Brigham and Women's Hospital after
several days of flu-like symptoms,
Ms. Lubber said.
"I don't know if it's flu-related.
I know she was feeling groggy,"
Ms. Lubber said. "She's had the
flu. She's been feeling tired. Last
night she was feeling particularly
lethargic."
Mrs. Dukakis was hospitalized
exactly one year after the governor
was defeated in his presidential
bid.
Earlier this year,
Dukakis
underwent four weeks of treatment
for alcoholism. She had said previously that she had been addicted to
diet pills for years.
Meanwhile, Dukakis' 86-yearold mother, Euterpe Dukakis, was
in satisfactory condition at Beth
Israel Hospital, where she was
admitted Monday after experiencing repeated fainting spells, said
spokeswoman Laurie Veno.
Mrs. Dukakis, who turns 53
Wednesday, reportedly appeared to
be asleep when taken to an elevator
at the hospital, but Lubber said she
believed the governor's wife had
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Voters say no to stadium, yes to Olympics

by David Ramey
,c5

From the first possession of the night, the annual
battle between the Murray High Tigers and Calloway
County Lakers was everything a fan would want.
Played against a background out of Norman Rockwell — the
erstwhile Holland Field, site of many other storied battles, and a
frenzied crowd on a definitive fall evening — the game itself
fit appealingly onto the canvas, as these two rivals played the
contest with all she emotion, excitement and energy -that young
men their ages possess.
The subplots were also enticing. For the home standardbearers, there was Brian Sowerby, a senior in his last home
football game — temporarily sidelined during basketball season
by the KIISAA after a complaint by Calloway — rushing for
over 25Q yards against the Lakers.
There was Steve Mayfield, another Tiger senior whose confiAmer was chipped early—in—his—high school career when he
fumbled against Calloway during an easy Laker win. Mayfield
rushed for 126 yards on Friday, running strong and running
hard; his power style continuing to balance out Sowerby's great
speed.
There was Chris Dill, who a week earlier kicked only a soccer ball. Now Dill was called on to kick a football in competition for the first time In his life, with four minutes left and
Murray trailing by one. His field goal was good.
On the other side of the ball, there was Robert "Pookie"
Jones, ending his high school football career where it had
begun; ending the way he had started, and the way he had
played everyone in between: dominant.
The Bo Jackson, JR. continued directing a run-and-shoot
offense designed to maximize his abilities. Jones combined pinpoint passing with advantageous running, twice ducking Tiger
pursuit for 44. and 45 yards touchdown runs. .

_

Mirrray Ledger & Times

All in all, Jones rushed for four touchdowns, passed for
another, did all the placekicking, the punting, played defense for
the first time all season, and was used very effectively as a
decoy on the Lakers' "starburst" kickoff return, when Damien
Morrow streaked down the sideline to set up a field goal.
But all of the Calloway story did not center on Jones. There
were the other seniors who had labored in Jones' shadow, but
whose exploits Laker fans and football fans admired: Tim Carpenter. Cliff Curd, Joey Waller, Eric Hogancamp, Keith
Jones,
and all the other Lakers who have been a pleasure to watch.
There was another storyline for Calloway. He was on the
bench.
Tony Franklin returned to Holland Field truimphantly. A
month earlier, the former Murray High coach and his Lakers
were in dire straits, and rumors about his dismissal at the end
of the season were travelling around town.
But Calloway knocked off Graves County and Fort Campbell,
then added Murray High to the list of victims, as the Lakers
rallied to finish 4-6 — a half-game improvement over 1988.
The Murray-Calloway game had no turnovers, only three penalities, and no fights on the field, taunting or any other
nonsense. In the end, one team had to lose, and one had to
win on the scoreboard.
More importantly though, all involved were winners. Everyone
should be proud of what happened Friday. It was a tribute to
the community.
• • •
All of these young people will go on about their lives, and
many of them will be picking a college.
Pookie Jones is the most hotly-recruited of the group, and
one of the top questions for 1990 is where Jones will enroll.
How about it, Pook, where are you going?
"I don't know."
An honest answer from an honest young man. How about
telling us who you're considering?
An "aw shucks" grin, and a list.
"Murray State, Memphis State, Louisville, Kentucky," quickly,
without hesitation. "Michigan," almost as an afterthought. "USC."
Nice shopping list for any high school senior. This one took
his ACT test a couple of weeks ago.
After he left Murray High, Tony Franklin ran a scouting service, so he knows a little about the process.
Franklin says other schools are also looking at Jones, and
have requested film or other information. Add Ohio State, Tennessee, North Carolina State, Syracuse, Penn State, and "several
others" to the list.
Also add the fact that Pookic is a baseball player with plenty
of talent, and this senior has more options than a wishbone
offense.
As far as football is concerned, there is Only one position to
be discussed.
"Nobody's mentioned anything but quarterback," Franklin said.
"And to be honest, he's not interested in playing any other position. He's a quarterback, and he wants to be a college
quarterback."
Baseball will be something that the centerfielder with tremendous power will consider, but a major college football program is
awfully shy about letting any player, let alone a quarterback,
miss spring football practice to play baseball.
While the big names with the major calling cards are knocking down Pookic's door, it is a very public local secret that
Murray State would love to have Jones running around Stewart
Stadium, hitting baseballs out of Reagan Field, or anything else
he wants to do for that matter.
Right now, the colleges are watching film and checking on
Pookie. Whoever takes the region's (and maybe the state's) top
talent need not worry about a quarterback for the next four
years.
• • •

Free throws:
Today is media day for OVC basketball. The Murray State
Racers will probably be picked fifth of seven teams. Shame on
the OVC coaches. The last time they picked MSU fifth, Steve
"Rodney Dangerfield" Newton and the Racers ended up knocking
off N.C. State in the NCAA Tournament.
If you are looking for Vince Coleman next summer, you
might try Cincinnati, where the Cardinals are rumored to-be
sending him for pitching.
If you are looking for me next summer, you will find a
soon-to-be sports widow with me. Miss Camels Burris of Carbondale, Ill, has been conned into marrying me shortly before
football season next year. She says she likes baseball. I think
we are going to find out how much.

Compiled from AP Reports
San Francisco may have said goodbye to the
Giants, the electorate in Salt Lake City, Utah
hopes to say hello to the world, and Cincinnati's voters put Bengals linebacker Reggie Williams back in office after Tuesday's election
results were count&I.
San Francisco Giants owner Bob Lurie said
the team will play in Candlestick Park next
year, but he was uncertain where the National
League champs would play in 1991 after voters
said no to a new baseball stadium.
"Candlestick Park cannot stand as a longterm home to the Giants. I can say we'll stay at
Candlestick next year, as planned. But after
that, I cannot say," said Lurie.
City voters in Tuesday's election narrowly
rejected a measure for construction of a new
S115 million waterfront ballpark in the China
Basin section of San Francisco.
"There are hundreds of thousands of fans
who are deeply disappointed by the outcome,"
said Lurie. "The Giants and their fans now
face an uncertain future."

son tops
Rookie voting

Mayor Art Agnos and Lurie conceded defeat
of Proposition P five hours after the polls
closed, although it was mathematically possible
that it could still win.
The no votes totaled 86,592, the yes votes
84,618 — a 50.5 percent to 49.4 percent edge.
But there were between 2,000 and 3,000 absentee ballots still to be counted. That count will
be made Wednesday, election officials said.
"Those votes are not enough to make a difference," Agnos said. "There are a lot of
questions about what's next. I don't know, and
l'rrPnot even going to think about it tonight."
Lurie has vowed for several years that he
would move the team to another city rather that
continue playing at Candlestick. He had an
option to move the franchise as soon as next
season, assuming he got the approval of other
National League team owners.
Another proposition on Tuesday's ballot,
calling for the the city to consider improvements at Candlestick to accommodate the
Giants, passed by a narrow margin. But Lurie
has expressed no interest in such possibilities.

Candlestick Park, the team's home since
1960, would still be used by the San Francisco
49ers of the National Football League.
The Giants' current Candlestick lease runs
through the 1994 season. But the Board of
Supervisors last month granted Lurie an option
to get out of the lease at the end of this year if
the stadium measure failed.
Despite Agnos' endorsement, Proposition P
suffered a major blow in the wake of the Oct.
17 earthquake. The campaign for the new park
was all but dropped while residents dealt with
the tragedy.
Supporters said the measure would keep the
Giants in San Francisco and give an economic
boost to the largely industrial China Basin
neighborhood.
Candlestick, known for its cold, chilly winds
and poor access roads, holds 60,000 fans for
baseball and slightly more for football.
• • •
Sponsors of Utah's bid for the 1998 Olympic
Winter Games, elated by voter approval of a
(Coned on page 11A)
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BALTIMORE (AP) — Gregg
Olson's 1989 Rookie of the Year
season was a series of small steps
that led up to a final rush of
success.
Olson did not win a spot on the
Baltimore Orioles' Opening Day
roster until the final weeks of
spring training. He grew into the
Orioles' closer over the first two
months of the season.
And, as the Orioles battled to the
final weekend for the American
League East Division title, he finished with 21 consecutive scoreless
appearances, a streak that clinched
the award.
"Staying in contention as long
as we did, that made the whole season fun," Olson said by telephone
from Louisville, Ky."We had such
a great season. I don't think those
two games ... it wasn't like we
choked up and gave away those
games. We fought until the end."
Olson, who admits his unsuccessful outings stay with him longer, may remember one wild pitch
he threw in his last game.
The Orioles went into Toronto
for the final weekend trailing the
Blue Jays by one game. In the
opener, Baltimore led 1-0 in the
eighth inning and was four outs
away from a victory and a tie for
first place. Olson threw a curve
ball that bounced away from catch(Cont'd on page 11A)
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Murray State Pro-Am Doubles
Willie Chandler (second Nom left) of Jackson, Tenn. and MSU freshman Scott Yarbrough (second from
right) claimed first place in the 11th Annual Murray State University Pro/Am Doubles Tennis Tournament over the weekend at Murray State. The duo defeated runners-up Buzz Peel of Paducah and MSU's
Jon Brunner 6-3, 6-2 in the championship round. MSU tennis coach Bennie Purcell expressed his appreciation to tournament donors/contestants Rob Williams, Bob McGaughey, Hunt Smock, Charlie Warner,
Eddie Hunt, Ben Hogancamp, Walt Apperson and Gary Haverstock of Murray; George Long and R.C.
Riley of Benton; Butch McElwain of Hardin; Buzz Peel and Leo Green of Paducah; Willie Chandler and
Terry Darnall of Jackson, Tenn.; Jim Thurmond of Charleston, Mo. and John Hall of Delray Beach, Fla.
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By The Associated Press
Defending Class A champion
Pikeville ended the season as it
began, reclaiming the top spot it
lost to Trigg County in the season's final Kentucky Associated
Press high school football poll.
The Panthers, 10-1, grabbed
eight first-place votes for 58 points
from 13 Kentucky newswriters and
sportscasters to regain the lead they
lost to Trigg six weeks ago. Pikeville beat Betsy Layne 66-16 in its
final regular game.
Trigg County, also 10-1, fell to
second after a 35-12 loss to Class
AA No. 1 Mayfield last week. The
Wildcats will host Murray High
School this Friday in the first
round of the IA playoffs and a
rematch of the season opener for
both teams, which Trigg won 26-6.
Bath County, 10-0, rose from
fourth to take the Class A No. 3
spot despite not playing, while
Heath, 8-3, jumped a notch from
fifth after a 39-8 win over Fulton
City. Frankfort, 10-0, debuted at
No. 5 after beating Knox Central
34-8.
Pineville, 8-2, fell from third and
out of the rankings after an 18-14
loss to Paris.
In Class AAAA ball, defending
champion Louisville Trinity kept
the lead it's held a year, earning all
13 first-place votes and 65 points.
The Shamrocks, 10-0, beat up on
Louisville Ballard 27-0.
Warren Central, 10-1, held on to
second despite not playing last
week, while Louisville Fairdale,
9-1, jumped a rung to third with a
28-12 win over Louisville Moore.
Lexington Tates Creek, 10-1, fell
a notch to fourth despite lying idle
last week, and Boone County, 8-2,
held fifth with a 34-25 win over
Dixie Heights.
Fort Thomas Highlands, 10-1,
didn't even have to play to retain
the Class AAA leadership, garnering five first-place votes and 51
(Coned on page /2A)
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MISSION. Kan (AP) — The top 20 teams in the
NCAA Motion I-AA totial poN eith first-piece rotes in parentheses. records through Nov 5, total
Points and last wesies ranking
Record Psi Pvs
I Georgia Sothrn (4)
9-0-0 110
2
2 klifrieft
8-14 re
3
3 Stephen F Austin
6-1-0 72
4
• E. Kentucky
6-1-0 64
1
5 SW Missoun St
131-0 63
5
6 Holy Crces
8-1-0 51
6
tie Idaho
8-2-0 56
7
8 Montana
82-0 53
9

Lou W Um* awe Lou Male
Close AAA
I Ft Thos Highlands (5)
10-1 51
2 Pad Tughtnen 151
112 45
3 Bowling Green
10-1 30
74 Bel Co (3)
11-0 30
5 Co. Catholic
10-1 16
Others receiving vows Woodlont Co. E Houdin
arahMnd E Caner &WNW Ca Beery end Ur110A
GO
Cill18 AA
I literlield (8)
9-1 54
2 Dann*, (5)
SI 56
3 Corbin
8-228
4 Ft Knox
1-3 22
5 Ft Campbel
7-3 16
Cthers waiving votes Monroe Co. Somerset
Newton Cent Catholic and LaRue Co
CM*. A
1 Pikeville (6)
10-1 56
21,156 Co (3)
10-I 44
38a111 Co (I)
10-0 39
4145i16 (I)
1-3 15
5 Frankton
10-0 11
Others rectifying votes Pans. Pineville. Beachwood and IILIRRAY

9
10
Ii,
12
13
la.
tie
16
17
18
19
20

Appiledvan St
Maine
MURRAY IT.
%Siam 11 Mary
Delmar" St
Middle Is... St
Yak
Granting St
W. Keelueky
Nest Hampshire
Youngstown St
An St

7-2-0
8-2-0
5-3-1
6-2-1
7-24

48
ea
NI
36
28

10
I
t11
16
111
—
20
—
15
—
—
—

ilee
4
l-2
2
1
11
7-2-0 111
6-4-0 13%
6-2-0 13
6-3-0
1134
6-2-0
4

High school playoffs
—w_ •

LEXINGTON. Ky (AP) — Hire are the pairings
tor Ihe Kentucky legii School Foot"' Nay",
elach the Kentucky High School Athletic Association announced Monday Second round games witi
be the weitend ot Nov 17-18 seen *nal Nov
24-25 and chanskonsispa Doc 1 2

Clem AAA
Friday, Nov. 10
Sheby Co (1-3, 2-1) at Daviess Co (8-3, I-1).
730 pm. CST
ChOOLMA CO (4-7, 1-2) at Warren Cent. (10-1,
3-0), 710 pm CST
Lou. Fords)" (0-1, 5-0) vs Lou Waggoner (9-1,
4-1), 630 pm EST. Fairgrounds
Lou Trinity (10-0. 5-0) rs Lou Moore (7-3. 4-1),
1 30 p.m. EST. Fairgrounds.
Canteel Co (6-4, 2-2) at Les Tales Creek
(10-t, 6-0).
pm. EST
Laurel Co (9-2. 4-2) at Boone Co (6-2. 4-0), 8
pm EST
Saturday, Nov. 11
Pleasure Ridge Park (8-2, 5-0) vs. Lou. St.
Xavier (112. 3-1). 530 gm EST. Fal
Lou lisle 0-2. 4-0) vs Lou VakryT6c
-111,nd3a-21,
630 p.m. EST, Fairgrounds
Clem AAA
Friday, Nov, 10
Owensboro 16-4, 4-11 at Paducah Tilghman (9-2.
5-0), 750 pin CST.
Union Co (6-2, 4-1) al Bowing Gam (10-1,
Sat. 730 pm CW-7---Jelleaniffill Co. (54, 5-2) at East Hardin (11-0,
7-0idUnt. EST
Co (7-4. 5-2) at Woodford Co (10-1,
7-0). 8 gm. EST.
Cawood (8-2. 4-1) at Ft Thornas-ieghtends
(10-1, 7-0). 8 gm EST.
Co. Catboat (111, 5-1) w Bel Co (11-0. 5-0). 5
pm EST.
BON (6-3, 3-1) at Paul Blazer (9-2 3-0), 6 p

190
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Voters...

SCOREBOARD

The top teams in the Kentucky Associated Press
lugh sdiool tcotball gob "Nth lirst-place votes
records and total parks
Class AAAA
1 Lou 1.14fity (13)
10-0 65
2 Warren Central
10-1 43
3 LCIJ F.nd.li
SI 31
41.s, Tates Crete
10-1 29
5 Boone Co
112 15
Others receiving rotes Lou Waggoner Laurel

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

EST
Russel (5-3 2-1) at Breaths Co (11-0 4-0) 6
pm EST
Class AA
Friday, Nov. 10
Ft Cambria (7-3, 2-1) at Logan Co (7-3, 4-1).
7 30 p m CST
LaPsus Co (9-2, 3-1) at Monroe Co. (194,5-0). 7
pm CST
Alen Co -Scottsville (9-2, 4-1) at Ft Knot (8-3.
4-0). 8 pm. EST
Harrison Co (9-2. 3-1) at Dermas (9-I, 5-0), 8
pm EST
Washington Co (6-2. 3-2) it Newport Cent.
Catholc (1-3, 4-0). 11 p.m EST
WhIsbuts (6-4. 3-2) at Corbin (5-2. 4-0). 8 pp.m
,
(Sr'
Somerset (7-3. 3-1) W Prestonsburg (54, 4-1),S
m EST
$elewdey, Nev. 11
Braddnridge Co (5-5, 3-2) at hawield (9-1. 3-0),
2 pm esr

(Coned front page 10A)
multimillion-dollar sports facility building project, say it's time to prepare to "have the
world come here."
Voters on Tuesday favored by a 57-43 percent margin a referendum asking whether state
sales tax revenues should be spent on ski
jumps, bobsled-luge runs and a speed skating
oval to convince the International Olympic
Committee to stage the Games in the mountains and cities of northern Utah.
With 99 percent of the returns in early today,
the vote was 211,385 to 161,736 in favor of
diverting a fraction of the existing revenue to

build the facilities the IOC requires of Olympic
candidates.
The vote culminated a four-year effon by the
Salt Lake City Winter Games Organizing Committee, which clinched the United States nomination when the U.S. Olympic Committee
chose Salt Lake last June.
The committee, adopting the slogan "The
World is Welcome Here," has portrayed the
Olympics as a priceless opportunity for Utah to
see its investment reap hundreds of millions of
dollars in tourism dollars as well as lucrative
television contracts.

O's Olson...
(Coned from page I0A)
er Jamie Quirk and allowed the
tying run to score with two outs.
"It was one of those things,"
Olson said. "Who's to say if I had
made the pitch he wouldn't have
hit it?"
The Blue Jays won the game in
the llth inning, then clinched the
division title with a victory the
next day. Baltimore finished with
an 87-75 record, 33 more victories
than it had in 1988, matching the
—second-greatest improvement i
history behind the 1903 New York
Giants.
Olson finished with a 5-2 record
and a 1.69 earned-run average, and
wound up converting 27 saves in
33 chances that were as muchlearning experiences as confidence
boosters for Olson and his manager, Frank Robinson.
"There really wasn't one certain

point, it (his confidence) kind of
evolved," Olson said. "Frank's
confidence grew in me and he
started putting me out in more
pressure situations and my confidence grew the same."
His 27 saves set an AL rookie
record, breaking the mark of 23 by
Doug Corbett in 1980. The total
was eight more than the rest of AL
rookies combined this year.

Utah's competitors include Nagano, Japan;
Spain; Ostersund, Sweden, and Sochi,
Soviet Union.
• • •,
Cincinnati Bennis linebacker Reggie Williams parlayed his name recognition Tuesday
into a victory in his first City Council election.
Williams recorded the fourth highest vote
totals in an at-large election for nine City
Council seats, with 42,645 votes, or 7.51 percent of the ballots counted.
Williams, 35, was completing a 17-month
interim term after being appointed to fill a vacancy OR the council in June 1988.
Jac',

"My new office means I
can better serve your
family insurance needs.
Call or drop in anytime."

ONCRETE
Jane Rogers
305 N. 12th St.

Federal Materials Co.

(Next To Century 21)

C.C. Lowry Rd., Murray

753-9627

753-3355

Glees A
Friday. Nev. 11
Todd Cant (4-7, 2-1) at Heath (6-3, 5-0). 7 10
pm. CST
Murray 0-4, 4-1) al Trigg Co (10-1. 3-0), 730
pm CST
Paris (7-4, 2-1) at Frankton (10-04-0). 730 pm
EST
(6-4, 3-I) at Bate Co 00-0. 3-0)
7114wp
13 m
T
Hazard (7-4, 4-1) at Beechwood (7-4, 5-0) 8
p nt EST.
Wows (7-3. 1-1) at Painivele (5-2. 5-0) a
m. EST.
WO (9-2, 5-1) at Pineville (11-2, 5-0), I pet
EST
Curiterbrat (4-5. 3-2) at %veal (10-1 8-0).
730 gm EST

4

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L PO DB
BoSon
2 1 667 —
New Jersey
2 1 667 —
Washington
2 1 667 —
Mans
2 333 1
I
Ni. VoN
1
2 133
1
0 1 000 1
Centrel Divisiee
Indana
2 0 1 000
C hicago
2 1 667
'4
Detroit
2 1 667
34
likvaukse
2 1 667
34
Orlando
1
1 500
1
Atlanta
O 2 WO 2
Cleveland
0 2 000 2
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Nitwits Division
W L PctGI
Sari Antonio
1
0 OCC —
(Jun
1
0 1 003 —
Hcusion
2 1 667 —

C.40.44
C NOMA
Dahlia
Mnnseda
L A. Lbws

Portland
swat/woo
seams

LA CIppers
Golden State
Phoenix

0
0
0
Peak Divistea
2
2
2
2
1
1
1

1
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1
2
2

gg§tEmi. 11§1

NBA standings
134
134
1%

4
1

AC,
Motorcratt or
Purolator Oil Filters

Tuteedey'• Games
Meer 83, New JetellIf 77
Washington 11$, Anent" 114
Chicago 117 NSW 114
lAtalaikaa 1013. Boston 100
Houston 109, Ponbrel 118
Soiree 1211, Gherkin' SO
Los Angeles Laken 111, Phoenix 107
Golden State Ill
Angles Clppers 94
Sacramento W, Daus 94

Or $2.84 each EVERYDAY.

LIFETIME

College exhibitions
Tuesday's College Basketball Scores
EXHIBITION
rkapt, Sweden 94, Kings Pant 78
.East Melbourne Solara& Australia 84.
Cl Poly Pomona 82
.Nev Reno 83, Holland 85

LIFETIME
WARRANTY

.NE Louisiana 88, New Zestand 52
.Pepoerdirse 87, Australia 75
*SW Missouri St. 78, New Castle, Australia
63
•UNEV 107. Soviet Unian 102
•Washington 66, Spain 52

1

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
901 So. SYCAMORE

2 FOR

„ iii•„„, •

753-8355

111

Light Fixtures
Largest Selection In This Area
eft.
•
.
•
-T
7ble
#

Save $10 on all

Duralast Alternators
American and
Import. Store
stock only
Sole price:
$24.95 - $166.94

SALE PRICES
START AT

Valucraft
Alternators
Omit-Year Warranty

14g. price
19.95 .95

New
Fuel Pumps
For most vehicles.
Store stock only.
Reg price
$12.99 - $13)94

Electric
Fuel Pumps
Universal tit
0E8012 •ESC'2S

99

STARTING AT

12
2999

1999

Blower Motors
For most vehicles
Store stock only
Sole price
$19 99 $42.99

SALE PRiCES
START AT

For most Vehicle
Store stock only
Reg. price
$29.99 $58.94

Heater Hoses
1/2"I 5/8', 3/4frThct IPingth

Our Bost Price

EVERYDAY

Mom *401
4;V

*Chandeliers
*Outdoor Lighting
*Track Lighting
*Bathroom Lighting
*Ceiling Lights
& Much More.
HOLESALE
LECTRIC

Anco
Windshield
Wipers

AutoZone
5 Year
Car Battery

blade or 2 refills
Elmo 2 at Sole Price

MURRAY—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 1-6 SUN.
South 12th St. in Southside Center
753-8971

SUPPLY
206

E. Main

753-8194

3888

VOMINDritt IliJi I1

*ITN
'SCSI

Thermostats
For most vehicles
Limit 2 at Sale Price

MAYFIELD—OPEN 8AM-9PM MON.-SAT., 9-6 SUN.
In the Mayfield Shopping Plaza
247-4171

OPEN NIGHTS AND SUNDAYS
Ad ty

Good 0+4.4,
40.14..bP, 112 ItIP Na tesenarme -,orr

ouonti-ai

uwa on c• eircwir,ci, c•r-w-vioner Ad
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Actions& Reactions
—Compiled from staff; AP reports
College football
The drop-back passing attack and senior quarterback John Gromos have been
canned at Vanderbilt, and Coach Watson Brown says he's going back to the
option
offense in an effort to breathe new life into his punchiess Commodores. With
Gromos, a fifth-year senior, on the sidelines, a joair of red-shirt freshmen — Mike
Healey and Marcus Wilson — wil guide the Commodores Saturday when they
play
host to Southeastern Conterencs rival Kentucky
Brown's decision comes in the midst of a six-game losing streak that saw has
Commodores (1-7) hit rock bottom in an 18-0 loss to Virginia Tech last Saturday
The shutout was Brown's first as a major-college coach and just the second
for
Vanderbilt team since 1980 "Offensively. were struggling. Were at the bottom a
of
every statistical category in the Southeastern Conference," Brown said. "I'm
changing what were doing because I believe it is absolutely the time to do
it.
Were going to put two freshmen out Mere, and I believe they are going to do a
lot
of good things. This is the offense we need to run now and in the future • Brown
said Gromos would see very limited, it any, action in Vandy's three remaining
games against Kentucky, Tulane and Tennessee
'Louisville's 48-point victory over Western Kentucky may have don* more for
next year's team than this season's squad because it gave Coach Howard Schnellenberger a chance to play his reserves "They'N come back a year from now better prepared to step into starting roles,' Schnellenberger said Tuesday at
his
weekly news conference -You can imagine those kids who have not played
a
great deal
beginning to wonder if they ever would "
•Schnellenberger said 61 Cardinals saw action in Saturday's 55-7 victory, about 35
more than usual. "It's a great, great advantage when you can let your young players get out in front of 36,000 people and play," he said. "Opportunites like that
have come few and tar between for us "The short-term benefit is that the starters
got to enjoy their efforts and successes from the sidelines The long-term benefit
is
that those 35 guys who probably aren't going to play this week, but will be challenging for starting positions next year got a chance to pertorm "

Tennis
STOCKHOLM, Sweden — Mats Wilander won his first match in more
than two
months, outlasting Udo Riglewski in the second round of the Stockhol
m Open.
Wilander, looking sharp and playing with confidence, rallied to beat
the hard-hitting
West German 5-7, 6-2, 6-2 on the Globe Arena's fast Supreme Court.
Three
Americans, No. 4 seed Andre Agassi, No. 5 Aaron Knckstein and No. 11 Jim
Courier, also moved into the eft round.
.Top-seeded Jay Berger breezed past Brazilian Danilo Marcelin
o 6-3, 6-3 to
advance to the quarterfinals of the Sao Paulo (Brazil) Grand Prix tournament. Peruvian Jaime Uzaga. the third seed, dominated American Jimmy Anas, 6-4,
6-2. In
two other matches, Uruguay's Diego Perez knocked off Paul Haarhuis
of the
Netherlands 6-4, 6-1, and Dan Cassidy defeated fellow American Malivai
Wasington 6-4, 6-4.

Football
WASHINGTON — The NFL Players Association, acting in the aftermat
h of an
unfavorable court decision, says it will surrender its collective bargaining
rights for
the league's players. An appeals court on Monday upheld the NFL's
tree agency
system and rejected the union's antitrust suit against the league. Doug
Allen, the
union's assistant executive director, said the NFLPA would appeal
the decision,
but was not abandoning representation of players, only bargaini
ng rights.
'Quarterback Ken O'Brien of the New York Jets and linebacker Leslie O'Neal
of
San Diego were named as the AFC's Offensive and Defensive
Players of the
Week. O'Brien completed 22 of 29 passes for 386 yards and two
touchdowns as
the Jets broke a five-game losing streak by beating New England
27-26. O'Neal;
who missed the past two seasons with a knee injury, had 3V2 sacks
as the Chargers upset Philadelphia 20-17.

Hockey
MONTREAL — Montreal ;5oallender Patrick Roy is the
lop Wales Conference
vote-getter in early fan balloting for the NHL All-Star
Game in Pittsburgh on Jan.
21 Pittsburgh's Mario Lemieux is the second overall
and leads all centers. Cam
Neely of the Boston Bruins is the leader at right
wing, while Montreal's Mike
McPhee, who has appeared in only two games because
of a stomach injury, tops
the voting at left wing. The Canadiens' Chris Chellos and
Paul Coffey of the Penguins are ahead among defensemen.

Buffalo's Hagan leaps into Heisman race
BOULDER, Colo.(AP) — Colorado quarterback Darian Hagan, who didn't participate in
enough plays to earn his letter as a freshman,
has emerged as a leading candidate for the
Heisman Trophy as a sophomore — a remarkable progression in tradition-steeped college
football.
Coach Bill McCartney began the Hagan-forHeisman campaign Saturday after the No. 2
Buffaloes defeated then-No. 3 Nebraska 27-21.
"Hagan should win the Heisman Trophy,"
McCartney told a national television audience.
Before the game, CBS commentator Pat
Haden told McCartney he believed Hagan was
a legitimate contender for college football's
most prestigious individual honor.
Others apparently agreed. This week, The
Sporting News listed Hagan as the leading
Heisman candidate.
"The guys with the Heisman buildup at one
time or another have disappointed this sea-

son," McCartney said Tuesday. "Nobody
is
doing what Barry Sanders (of Oklahoma State)
did last year. Everybody is looking for the guy
who is having the most impact on his
team.
'Darian has had some tremendous games
against good defenses. He was sensational
Saturday despite not getting good protection.
Generally, the Heisman goes to an older kid,
but if you look at performance, Hagan is a legitimate candidate. He could jump up there.
"He could finish with 1,000 yards rushing
and passing. You look around the country,
and
nobody is leading an undefeated team like
he
is. There are very few players who have
proved
to be more valuable. And there probably aren't
too many teams that have played a better schedule, so he's done it against good teams.
"
Through nine games, Hagan has rushed for
794 yards and passed for 815. He has Colorado's longest scoring run — 71 yards against
Colorado State — and the Buffs' longest non-

scoring run — 75 yards against Texas.
And with his quick pitches in Colorado's
option offense, he has figured in several other
long runs by his temmates, including J.J. Flannigan's 70-yard scoring run against Nebraska
in which Hagan carried for about 30 of those
yards before pitching back to Flannigan.
Against Nebraska, Hagan escaped several
would-be sackers to scramble for a 13-yard
gain and set up a field goal late in the first half
for a 17-14 lead. In the fourth quarter, he had
two straight I7-yard runs to set up another
field goal.
All of the fame — and the sudden Heisman
talk — is a little hard to take for Hagan, a product of a gang-infested neighborhood in the
Watts section of Los Angeles.
"I'm glad coach thinks of me as a Heisman
candidate," Hagan said. "It shows he has faith
in his quarterback.

CINCINNATI (AP) — Pete
Casey studied the photocopies well as
other countries. It's certainRose's biography suggests no one
with a microscope and concluded it ly
not
will ever know whose handwriting
was Rose's printing. He said exa- time." unusual. ... It's done all the
is on three sheets that were pre- miners often base Conflucinne
Casey's study found 24 ways in
-seated -as—evidence' he -1Yet--tm photocopies.
which
the printing on the sheets
baseball.
"This is normal," Casey said in matched
the particular qualities of
But the handwriting expert who a telephone interview
this week Rose's printing. He conclud
examined the sheets for baseball from his residen
ed it
ce in Florida. was unquestionably
investigator John M. Dowd strong- "Handwriting
Rose's
experts have been printing.
ly disagrees, standing behind his working with these
particular conThe conclusion contradicted
conclusion that it is Rose's printing ditions for many years.
There
are
Rose's
contention that he didn't
on the three pages.
certainly no problems
The three sheets include an indi- the copies are good. as long as write on the sheets.
Rose's lawyers hired their own
cation that bets were made on Cin"Certai
nly
those
handwri
types
of
ting analyst, Robert A.
examicinnati Reds games, and were cited
by Dowd as a key piece of evi- nations (of photocopies) are con- Massie of Dayton, who said no
dence that Rose had bet on his own ducted by well-qualified experts examination can be done because
throughout the United States as the originals are blurred. He said
team.
In Rose's authorized biography,
released Friday, author Roger Kahn
contends there's no way to tell
•
whether the printing on the three
=N.
sheets is Rose's because an FBI
Ar•
fingerprint test of the sheets
blurred the printing.
The book concedes for the first
•
time that Rose's thumbprint is on
one of the sheets, but theorizes that
someone might have forged Rose's
4
writing to set him up. It says that
because the writing was blurred on
the original sheets, no examiner
c
can tell who wrote them.
•
Not so, according to Richard
V
•
Casey, a retired FBI handwriting
•1
vis,
expert who was hired by Dowd.
4
Although the originals are blurred,
high-quality photocopies were
made before the fingerprint testing
and can be used to identify the
Team 5 of the under-10 boys' soccer league completed a perfect 6-0
author, Casey said.
season and won the double-elimination league tournament late in
October. The team includes (front, left to right) Jeremiah Litchfield,
Russell Cleaver, Mason Lilly, Jeff Nix, Mitch Lilly and Gus Jones;
(second row) Allen Chase, Johnathan Graves, Bryan Dennison,
Michiel DeBoer, Wessley James, Brian Settle, Bradely Gallimore,
Mitch Ryan and coaches E.W. Dennison and Max Cleaver.
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Easy To Own...
Easy To Live With!!!
1990 Sierra
SLE,tilt, cruise, p.w., p.1.,
bucket seats.
ONLY

$13,698"

UNDER NEW
MANAGEMENT

GREEN'S 641
SLAUGHTER HOUSE
•Custom
Slaughtering

*Deer Processing
$30-$35

753-4839
7 a.m.-4 p.m. Mon.-Sat.
Official Deer Check Station

Will Be Open
Sun., Nov. 12 & 19

photocopies don't provide enough
evidence to draw conclusions.
'1 simply do not believe that
--you-can—draw a conclusion on the
basis of what are commonly called
photocopies," Massie said in a
telephone interview Tuesday. "I
could not draw a conclusion it was
genuine, nor could I draw a conclusion it was a forgery."
Massie suggested there's a professional difference of opinion on
the matter of analyzing
photocopies.
"I can't see things through his
eyes, and he can't see things
through my eyes," Massie said,
adding he hadn't spoken to Casey.
The three sheets were turned
over to the FBI by one of Rose's
main accusers, Paul Janszen. The
,FBI made photocopies and then
treated the originals with a chemical to look for fingerprints, according to FBI special agent Edwin H.
Boldt Jr. in Cincinnati.
Boldt said the fingerprint exam
must be done first because a handwriting analysis would inevitably
smudge some of the fingerprints.
He said the FBI followed its standard procedure in testing the
sheets.

'78 Ford F-250
4x4 Pick-Up

'79 Pontiac
Lemans S/W

Sale Price

Sale Price

$19295°°

$2 895°°

$1
2500°
,

'80 Ford LTD
2-Door

'82 Ford F-100
S.W.B. Pick-Up

Sale Price

Sale Price

81949'
5°
'85 Chevy 112-Ton

$2 250"
'84 Chevy
S-10 Blazer

'85 Chevy 3/4-Ton
4x4 Pick-Up
Sale Price

*7,9950°
'86 GMC
S-15 Jimmy

(Cont'd front page 10A)
points to end the season.
Paducah Tilghman, 9-2, wound
up the year with a 38-27 defeat of
Hopkinsville to hold second.
Bowling Green and Bell County
ended up sharing third for a second
consecutive week. The Purples,
10-1, were idle last week, while the
Bobcats, 11-0, edged Class AAA
defending champion Fort Knox
22-19.
Class AAA defending champion
Covington Catholic, 10-1, held last
place with a 35-7 victory over
Simon Kenton.
In Class AA, 9-1 Mayfield's win
over seemingly unstoppable Trigg
County earned it eight first-place
votes and 58 points to keep the
lead in the final voting. Danville,
also 9-1, held second after shutting
out Washington County 20-0.
Corbin, 8-2, traded its No. 4 spot
with Fort Knox, 8-3, for third place
despite not playing last week, and
Fort Campbell, 7-3, held on to the
No. 5 spot after also sitting out last
week.

N
H
O
„ VEST D
N

Buy a Salad Bar Meal and get

STEAK for 919

Sale Price

Sale Price

$6 995"

$799500°

$795000

'88 GMC
S-15 Jimmy

'89 Ford
F-150 Pick-Up

Available at participating Golden Corral Restaurants.

Sale Price

'89 GMC S-15
Jimmy Demo

Sale Price

Sale Price

$12 500°'

$12 200'

$149420°'

Two Sirloin Tips Dinners

"It's not just

Sale Price

Fresh Cut U.S.D.A.Choice Sirloin.
Offer expires November 22, 1989

With your choice of mushroom gravy
or onions and peppers.

truck anymore."

TRUCKS-TRAILERS-BUSES, Inc.

(502)753-1372
3 Minutes South On 641
1.800-626-5484
-lack Foley - Don McCord - Ben Nix Kent Wisehart - Terry Walte
r

\.•

GOLDEN
CORRAL

The uptownDoornhome gesichoine"

Only$

1.99

Coupon good for all members of your party.
lodivkival dinners may be purchased at VI the stated price. Nut valid when used in
tom unc tton with any other coupon or discount offer_ Tax payable Fiv hearer OKet good
at

participating sastaurants only. Expires Ntwembet 22.1989.

,

SL

Wildcats...

PLUS THESE LOCAL TRADE-INS
Sale Price

'

Rose biography questions handwriting tests

GMC TRUCKS

'76 Dodge Van

•
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t Duncan Hines All Flavors

CAKE MIX

ORANGES

16'/: Oz. Box
Limit 2

Limit 2
1 Lb.

Field

Field Whole or Half

SLICED BOLOGNA

Ocean Spray

KENTUCKIAN
HAM

Lb. Pkg.

99°
c
each 79

Cranberries

16 Oz. Bag

Fresh

Coconuts

Select Trim
Reelfoot 2-5 lib. Avg. Boneless

Cooked
Ham
1

ine

.,.
GmEoDIAO,
40
,
"*4.,

.

_

Domimufi LitiBag
SUGAR
1

$437

lb.

Golo

%

4

1
7
3Eltin
SAUCE
0'
,

maw
........

Fiis.

$1.89

Ribeye
Steak

N

MEDAL

\Y.&

lb.

0.S.D.A. Choice

)

COKE, DIET COKE,
SPRITE, MELLO YELLO

FLOUR
5 lab. Bag

2 Liter

LAUNDRY
DETERGENT
311 Oz. Box

Pet Ritz Deep Dish

Pie
Shell

$1.19

15 oz.
Country Hearth 100%

Wheat
Bread

iotaPink
ON
Oz. Can

20 oz.

89°

WESSON
OIL
48
Oz. Bottle

KITECTIVI UM:
Ilevseber 1-14, 111

We mune tin rield ti
bit potties al coma
Ogg wen.
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Official speaks on environment
"Environmental issues are the
toughest issue facing county officials," said Art Williams, commissioner of the" Kentucky Department
of Environmental Protection, in a
speech before the Purchase Area
Development District's Natural
Resources Committee October 24.
Williams voiced the Department's support of a regional landfill for Western Kentucky. "Given
the population in the Purchase
ADD, no one county can or sbould
go it alone," Williams said, "It's
going to take cooperative efforts of
most or all the counties."
"The state would be most interested in helping facilitate that process. We are prepared to spend a
lot of time to assure that the waste
disposal needs of this area are
addressed," Williams added.
New landfills meeting state and
federal requirements are projected
to cost as much as $200,000 to
$300,000 per acre. These huge
costs, as well as high staff and
maintenance expense, require that

the burden of solid waste disposal
be spread over at least 30,000 people, in order to keep disposal fees
reasonable.
Williams touched on a number
of other environmental issues
affecting the Purchase Area,
including pending legislation and
proposed regulations in the areas of
solid waste, water and air quality
and drinking water quality. Williams also discussed the Paducah
Gaseous Diffusion Plant, Liquid
Waste Disposal, Inc. and the
Calvert City Comprehensive Plan.
The Commissioner explained
that his Department is currently
reviewing proposed solid waste
regulations for the Commonwealth
that impact waste collection and
disposal, a responsibility mandated
to the counties. These regulations
are "fairly closely geared toward
federal regulations" expected out in
December of this year, Williams
said.
A legislative package is also
being prepared for presentation to

One over easy?

the Kentucky General Assembly
which convenes in January, Williams said. The package includes
nine bills and one resolution and
will be recommended by the Waste
Management Task Force. Williams
chairs the Task Force's Solid
Waste Committee.
The recommended legislation
includes incentives for the use of
recycled products; a $I fee on sales
of replacement tires which will
help fund used tire disposal; restrictions on the disposal of lead acid
batteries in landfills and incinerators; and allowing counties to add
delinquent trash collection bills to
property tax bills.
Another bill recommended by
the Task Force calls for a $2 per
ton fee to be assessed on garbage
taken to landfills and incinerators.
This fee would be expected to raise
more than $8 million per year,
much of which would be earmarked for grants to local governments for recycling and universal
garbage collection. Some of the
money would also be spent on
cleanup of old landfills, research
The restaurant ship Princess Louise turned over on its side and sank in the drydock at the Southwest
and loans to innovative businesses
MarWel Inc.facilities on Terminal_tsland, San Pedro, Calif,_recently. A security guard aboard at the time
using recycled
was able to jump off safely before the vessel capsized.
Recycling would also be encouraged by a Task Force bill encouraging state agencies to buy
recycled products. The bill would
allow state agencies to ignore a low
solves the problem.
ticotropic hormone (stimulates the
bid and pay up to 10 percent more By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
You should bring your symptoms to adrenal glands to produce cortisone
for recycled products.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I was on insulin your doctor's attention. This is impor- needed for normal metabolism and

Insulin dosage must be regulated

NEW PROPANE GAS TANKS

in the past, and i made me drowsy tant. He or she needs to know how you
and weak to the point I could not feel, so that your insulin noses can be
walk. I'm on it again and have the tailored
your
to
particular
same symptoms. Are there people requirements.
who cannot tolerate insulin?
To give you more information. I am
DEAR READER: No. Insulin is sending you a free copy of my Health
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP) normally produced in the body and, in Report "Diabetes Mellitus." Other
— Composer Dennis Adkins has the proper quantity, does not result in readers who would like a copy should
intolerance. More likely, you are re- send $1.25 with their name and adno trouble remembering the words ceiving
an improper dose. It's often dress to P.O. Box 91369. Cleveland.
to George Strait's hit song "Ace in difficult to determine how much
insu- OH 44101-3369. Be sure to mention
the Hole.- Adkins wrote it.
lin a diabetic needs to take. Too little the-1W.-- The song, which last week hit is ineffective, allowing the blood sugDEAR DR. GOTT: Lab work indiNo. 1 on the Billboard magazine ar to rise to unacceptably high levels. cates my pituitary gland is not funcmusic charts, is Adkins' first No. 1 Too much insulin lowers the blood tioning. What medicine and treatment
composition, although he's far sugar, leading to weakness, faintness is necessary to activate the gland?
and sleepiness.
DEAR READER: The pituitary
from a stranger to the songwriting
I believe your dose of insulin re- gland, situated deep in the brain,
scene.
quires adjustment. This is easy to helps regulate many of the body's
Adkins has written — for "Hee- check. During one of your "spells" af- most important functions. The posteHaw" star Roy Clark, and was ter taking insulin, obtain a blood-glu- rior (back) portion of the gland seselected in 1986 by NBC television cose reading at your local hospital or cretes anti-diuretic hormone (pronetwork to write and produce the in your doctor's office. If the sugar motes conservation of water by the
is low — below 50 milligrams kidneys) and oxytocin (necessary for
theme song for a program to com- level
per deciliter — you'll need either a re- normal reproductive functioning in
memorate the anniversary of the duction in the dose or a change in the women).
Statue of Liberty.
type of insulin.
The anterior (front) pituitary seFor example, long-acting insulin cretes thyroid-stimulating hormone
preparations may cause "tea-time hy- (controls the thyrgid gland), prolactin
poglycemia." a low blood sugar late (necessary for lactation). leutinizing
in the afternoon, even when the sugar hormone and follicle-stimulating horlevel has been normal all day. Reduc- mone(both vital for female reproducing the long-acting product and add- tion), growth hormone (stimulates
ing short-acting, regular insulin normal development), and adrenocor-

Hit goes 'Strait'
to top of charts
Why pay rent and more per gallon
for gas when you can own
a new gas tank.
000000000000000000000000000

Lake Region Gas
9

Hwy. 80 East
Hardin, Kentucky
(1)354-8011

1E1
?
GAS DECK

SAVE ADDITIONAL 90 On
KEROSENE HEATERS

mineral balance).
Thus, an underactive pituitary
gland will have an impact on many
body-systems: Growth, maturation,
sexual characteristics, water balance, nutrition and immunity, to mention a few.
Treatment of pituitary insufficiency involves two goals: to discover and
treat the cause of the insufficiency.
and to replace the missing hormone
Depending on'which hormones are deficient. you will need to be given supplements: most commonly, this requires adrenocorticotropic hormone
injections and the oral administration
of thyroid and sex hormones, If the
cause of the pituitary failure can be
corrected — for example. by treating
a pituitary growth with radiation —
the gland can return to normal.
© 1919 NEWSPAPER

ENTERPRISE:

PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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Please bring this ad in with you and you will save '10 on Corona and Fulica Heaters

PASSENGER'

XN

Longest-Lasting
Michelin Tire
PERFECT BALANCE
BETWEEN PRICE 8. QUALITY

Reg $179.95
-22,600 BTU
•Heats 800
Square Feet

5 GALLON KEROSENE CANS
Shell Zone
Anti-Freeze
Anti-Boil

SIZES

FRIcEs

185/75R14
195175R14
205/75R14
205/75R15

76.95
81.95
85.95
88.95

215/75R15
235/75R15

91.95
101.95

CASI-WBATE

LIGHT TRUCK

MICHELIN
Stock Up For Christmas Fun With
Come In and
register to win
Energizers
Bunny.

ENERGIZER

EXCITING PERFORMANCE
AND INCREDIBLE HANDLING
SIZES

9

Reg 11 29 49

Quantities Limited

205/60R15 RRBL
225/70R15 ROWL
Your
Cost

Reg. Price
Rebate
Your
Cost

PRICES GOOD THRU NOVEMBER 12TH

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
9/2 Chestnut St.
753-25/i
Hrs: M-F 7:30-5:30; Sat. 7:30-5:00

Sill s

PRICES

195/70R14 ROWL

Heat Devil
Compact Ceramic
Furnace

RIDES LIKE A CAR
WORKS LIKE A TRUCK

86.95
/18.95
102.95

4.49
-2.00

$888

4-Wheel Computerized
Alignment Machine

Expires 12-15-89
Offer Good With Coupon

Come See Bob McPhail, Our
Hunter Alignment Technician

SPACE
1406 Maln, Murray

Paducah Off Price Mall
Paducah, Ky.
502-442-9473

90.00
118.00
125.00

Our Full Service Department
Offers A NEW

Oil, Lube, & Filter
10W-30 Gulf 011
Firestone Filter
Up To Five Quarts

PRICES

185r75R14 XCH4 ROWL
235/75R15 XCH4 ROWL
30 x 9.5 R15 XCH4 ROWL

502-759-1331

101 West Stab
South Fulton, In.
901-479-2711

MICHELIN

Mayflold Shopping Plaza
Paris Rd. Mayflold, Ky.
502-217-7104

BECAUSE SO MUCH IS RIDING ON YOUR TIRES.*
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LOOKING BACK

Senators need drug policies for offices

By JO BURKEEN
Ten years ago
Calloway County High School
Chapter of the Future Farmers of
America received the Silver award
Nov. 6 at the National FFA Convention at Kansas City.
James C. Williams, former editor
and published of The Ledger &
Times, was honored for his many
years of support to Murray State
Universith through the Murray
newspaper at a special awards day
at MSU on Nov. 3.
Mr. and Mrs. Nathan B.
Lawrence will be mairied for 50
years on Nov. 16.
Beth Vinson and Keith Mangrum
were married Oct. 19 at Hazel Baptist Church.
Twenty years ago
Murray Police Chief James M.
Brown and FBI Agent Marvin Baker of Louisville are pictured at a
special class on techniques and
mechanics of arrest held at Murray

Digging at
Graceland
is nothing,
sinister
MEMPHIS, Term. (AP) —
One thing the people at Elvis
Presley's house never run short
of is tumors, so they're putting
out the word early that the digging set to begin tonight at
Graceland is nothing sinister.
Crews are resealing the basement wall, that's all, said Todd
Morgan, a spokesman for the
Presley residence and its souvenir shopping center.
The three-story, whitecolumned home, called Graceland, draws 600,000 tourists a
year. Rumors that Presley, who
died 12 years ago, was alive set
off a flurry of reported Elvis
sightings a year or so ago.
Whenever construction projects get under way at Graceland, the phones start ringing,
Morgan said. "The simplest of
household chores at Graceland
become international headlines," he said.
Morgan said work crews
resealed the basement's back
walls earlier this year and now
need to move around front
where they easily will be seen
from Elvis Presley Boulevard as
they dig a trench beside
Graceland.

City Hall.
Airman First Class John Larson
WASHINGTON (AP) — Sen.
has been presented an Air Force Mitch McConnell is urging his
Commendation Medal in ceremo- U.S. Senate colleagues to follow an
example he set earlier this year
flies at Barksdale AFB, La.
Bobby Dodd, Ada Sue Hutson, when he fired an aide for allegedly
Steve Howard, Andrea Kemper, growing marijuana.
McConnell, R-Ky., also said
Deborah Mabry, Steve Smith and
Darlene Stuart, all of Murray, are Monday that fellow senators should
among 25 Murray State University devise drug policies for their
studewnts now in rehearsal for offices. He said the Senate has no
"Dark of the Moon" for Nov. 13, choice.
A 1988 law requires agencies
14 and 15, according to Robert E.
Johnson, chairman of Drama and "entities" that receive federal
money to develop such policies,
Department of MSU.
and that includes Congress,
The Rev. Norman Culpepper has
McConnell said in a floor speech.
resigned as pastor cif. Memorial
Baptist Church to accept pastorate" A drug-free society is one of
of Parkview Baptist Church, Jackson, Tenn.
Thirty years ago
Carmon Max Parks was presented the Mr. Woodman award by
Hazel Camp 138 of Woodmen of
World. He is pictured with Buford
Wood Promotion would like to
Hurt, state WOW manager, and
announce the upcoming Demolition
Mrs. Parks.
Derby and moto-cross to be held
Virginia Thurmond is crew leadSaturday, Nov. 11 at 7 p.m. at the
er for census takers for local areas West Kentucky Livestock and
for the 1959 Census of Agriculture. Exposition Center in Murray.
Recent births reportedat Murray
Hospital include a boy to Mr. and
Moto-cross is invitation only.
Mrs. James Futrell, a boy to Mr. Demo-derby divers may pick up
and Mrs. William Albert Kakko, rules and entry forms at the Expo
and a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Ray- Center office in Murray. Only the
mond Crawford.
firt 40 entries will be accepted.
Tom Fain celebrated his 91st
Participants will be going in
birthday on Nov. 6 at the home of
his daughter, Mrs. Coy Hale.
Forty years agd
Harry J. Fenton of Murray has
been re-elected to the board of
directors of Associated Industries.
of Kentucky.
Calloway County Circuit Court
opened today with Judge Ira Smith
presiding.
Births reported include a girl to
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Smith, Nov.
2, and a boy to Capt. and Mrs.
Oliver Hood, Nov. 6.
"The Culpepper Brothers Grocery will open in Murray soon. Will
be located at 12th and Poplar,"
from column, "Seen & Heard
Around Murray" by James C.
Williams.

this nation's highest priorities, and
Congress needs to lead by example," McConnell said.
The Senate instead is ignoring
the law and confining itself to
"passing bills, making speeches
and issuing press releases so we
can say that the drug problem has
been solved in this country."
McConnell said that under the
drug policy he has for his office,
no one has been tested for drugs
but he "reserved the right to do
so" if drug use were suspected
even when the employees are off
duty. He said he would not auto-

Expo Center to host Demolition
Derby and moto-cross Saturday
heads up competition for top prize
money.
Special attraction will be Chevrolet's half-truck half-tank "Party
Time" monster truck crushing cars
(sponsored in part by the good
neighbor Chevy-Geo stars)
Gates will open 5:30 p.m. Action
begins at 7 p.m. Admission at the
door: $7 adults; $4 children 5-10.
For further information please contact Orbin Wood., of Wood Promotion's 901-885-4793.

matically fire drug -abusing
employees.
But he wasted no time in April
before firing the representative of
his western Kentucky field office,
David Cobb of Paducah, after Cobb
was arrested by city police for

The Murray region of the Kentucky High School Speech League
held its annual regional drama tournament this past weekend at Lovett
Auditorium at Murray State University. The schools participating
were Murray High, Trigg County,
and Union County High. Murray
High placed first in the region
receiving two superior ratings and
advanced to the state competition.
_They presented a selection from the
play "The Shadow Box" by
Michael Cristofer directed by Mark
Etherton, head of the speech and
drama department at Murray High,
while Trigg County performed
"Lepers" by Robert G. Barone, and
Union County performed "Mann -

on any package of

BRYAN® COLD CUTS
CONSUMER lens one canon per purcniase Vohd repaccluced resinciecl by Late
RETAILER Your redempeon swathes compliance oath Bryan Foods coup°,
,aaalate Jpor,/.dues' Cast' yieue S 002 To recnne
poecy Copes a,
Moe .ious plus 7c handling send coupons to S L Meats Group CMS Depan
mom 00060 l Fatecell Dove Dm Rio TX 78840 ROO ot purchase must be
submetted or request Coupon expires 11.10.

The FLAVOR of the SOUTH!,.
t 1989 Bryan Foods

Easy Off

Red

Glass Cleaner.32 oz. 1.19 Potatoes 10 lb
Sunshine Krlspy
Smoked
Crackers
m.
Picnics
4 to 6 lb. Avg.

Grogan Pork

Peaches
29 oz.

Sausage

lb. 1.49

Pineapple.20 oz.
Lucky Leaf Cherry

Italian
Beef

Pie Filling
Light and Lively Asst. Flavors

Yogurt

8 oz.

Dove Dishwashing

3/1.00 lb. 339
Turkey

22 oz. 9tV

Pastromi
lb.

Downtown Murray 753-5825
Store Hours: Open 7 a.m.; Close 8 p.m.
Prices Good Noon Wed., Nov. 8
thru Noon Wed., Nov. 15

quin's Demise" a play by David
Bud bill.
In addition to the award given to
the first place team, awards were
given to the top 10 actors in the
region. Melanie Julian and Daniel
Cohen, both from Murray High,
were awarded the two best actors
in the region. The following is a
random list of 3rd through 10th
place: Leigh Baker-Murray, Leah
Fuller-Trigg, Jessica Finley-Trigg,
Allison Ward-Murray, Stacy
Russelburg-Union, John DaileyMurray, Gene Cook-Murray, and
Emily Ricks-Trigg. The Murray
High team will represent its region
Dec. 4-6 at Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green.

Bryan

Paramount Hamburger

With $1.5 Purchase Excluding
Drinks On Spec ial.
11.Uk & Tobacco Products

growing marijuana.
McConnell recently introduced a
bill in the Senate that would have
allowed law enforcement authorities to shoot down planes that
ignored orders to land. The measure was defeated.

Drama tournament held
over weekend at MSU

FmIlA to close
for Veterans Day
The Farmers Home Administration office at 104 N. 5th Street will
be closed Friday, Nov. 10, in
observance of Veterans Day.
The office will reopen as usual
on Monday, a spokesperson for the
office stated.

McConnell

2.39

We Reserve The Right To Limit Quantities
Listes to WSJ? for our daily specials.
We Accept Food Stamps and WIC Vouchers.

00060 4599
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'Morning Edition' celebrating 10 years of radio news
For a decade now, millions of
Americans have shared their mornings with Bob Edwards, the host of
National Public Radio's award winning newsmagazine MORNING
EDITION. Since the program's
debut on November 5, 1979, more
than 4.1 million listeners have
tome to rely on MORNING EDI1 ION for a reasoned, informative
introduction to the day with up-to:he-minute news, analysis, and
,:ommentary.
The Philadelphia Inquirer says,
"Waking up to a commercial allnews station can be a jolt, like putting bare feet on a cold tile floor.
MORNING EDITION is also jar-

ring, but in the manner of unex- Edwards' "expAordinary rapport
pected luxury, like sinking the feet with listeners ... In terms of his
into a deep _plus carpet."
editorial leadership and on-air perMORNING EDITION is broad- formance, Bob has created a stancast nationwide on NPR member dard for the industry," they said.
stations, including WKMS, 91.3
Edwards conducts nearly 800
FM, the NPR affiliate entering its interviews a year covering political
twentieth year of broadcasting from international affairs, education,
the campus of Murray State labor, economics, the arts, sports,
University.
and entertainment. He joined NPR
Edwards, who has hosted
in 1974, when the organization was
MORNING EDITION since its in its third year of operation, and
inception, has been recognized by served as co-host of the evening
the Corporation for Public Broad- newsmagazine
ALL THINGS
casting for his "outstanding contri- CONSIDERED until 1979.
butions to public radio." In honorMORNING EDIT1ON's team of
ing him with the 1984 Edward R. retlitors, producers, and
engineers
Murrow Award, CPB noted
works around the clock. Bob

Morning Edition staff - National Public Radio

T

urn your life

around with
Weight Control For

Life! If your weight is
making you sick, we
can help you get back

S
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diet and lost weight,
only to gain it back

weight safely, as well

top and think

about
the
times you went on a

on the road to good

again. Weight Control
For Life! will not only

health with a clinically

help you lose weight.

proven program

but will teach you

developed for those

hcav to keep it off.

who need to lose 30

For good.

pounds or more.

Pt
.
.;

edical

supervision
ensures that you lose
as rapidly. Your
progress will be

closely monitored by
your personal medical
team, including a
physician. a registered
dietitian and a
nutrition counselor.

Edwards' work day begins at 2:30
a.m.; at 6 a.m. (EDT), MORNING
EDITION goes on the air. The twohour program is repeated twice
with hourly news updates.
Since its debut, MORNING EDITION has won top honors in broadcast journalism including the prestigious Alfred I. du PontColumbia University Award, the
George Polk Award, and the

Gabriel Award.
Contributors to MORNING EDITION include veteran sportscaster
Red Barber; poll-taker Lou Harris;
author Rod MacLeish; author and
reporter James Fallows of The
Atlantic magazine; and former
Reagan Administration official
Linda Chavez.
The program is compiled with
reports from NPR bureaus in the

U.S. and London; from reporters at
NPR members stations; and from
freelance reporters around the
world.
Executive producer of MORNING EDITION is Bob Ferrante,
and senior producer is Ellen
McDonnell. Funding is provided by
the more than 370 NPR member
stations and the NPR News and
Information Fund.

Education week to be observed

American Education Week will
be observed in schools throughout
the community Nov. 12-18. Theme
for the week-long celebration will
be "Learning and Liberty: Our
Roots, Our Future."
The celebration will feature a
wide variety of school building and
community activities.
Many of the programs will focus
on learning as a foundation for liberty. The link between public education and our freedom is a solid
one, forged in the earliest years of
this country. •
-The-mita- has been an annual
event since 1921, when it was
established by the National Education Association (NEA) and the
American Legion. Several other
national organizations have recently signed on as cosponsors.
NEA affiliates around the nation
will observe "National Educational
Support Personnel Day on Wednesday, November 15, paying special
honors to school secretaries, teacher aides, maintenance workers,
food service employees, bus drivers, and other support staff.
Local activities scheduled for
American Education Week include:
* Classes of grades 1-4 are competing to make the best banner
, depicting the theme. The class that
wins will receive a $10 cash prize.
Banners of all the classes will be
displayed around the community.
* Art classes will make "table
tents" to put in area restaurants.
* At many grade level students
-will be responding to the question
"What is the best thing about
school?" Comments will be published in a special column in the
newspaper during American Educa-

G

o the distance

with Weight
Control For Life' and

tton Week.
* At the high school level, members of various clubs are taking
part in recognizing special people.
The FBLA and Student Council
v, ill remember the Support Personnel, while the Tri Alpha Club wil
do something special to remember
our retired teachers in this area.
* Several public service annuncements will be heard on WSJP
and WBLN from various communi-

ty members.
• Bulletin boards in elementary
schools will feature pictures of
teachers as they looked when they
were in the grade they are teaching.
* Several marquis around town
will announce the week.
* A special video is being produced with the help of the Murray
High Video Club, several elementary students, Mr. L.D. Miller, and
Mr. Greg Delaney.
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Woman's Road to Romance
Runs Smack Into Dead End
DEAR ABBY: The man I started
seeing three months ago broke up
with me,and I would do anything in
the world to get him back. Here's
what happened:" Phil and I met
through an ad I had placed in a
newspaper. In the ad I said I was
divorced when, in fact. I am only
separated.
We "clicked" the first time we
met. When we got to know each other
better, he said I was the answer to
his prayers, and I knew he was the
answer to mine-Then, on the phone one night, I
let it slip that I was not actually
divorced — only separated. He became very angry, saying that our
relationship had been based on deception; I was a liar, he detested
liars,and he wanted nothing more to
do with me. He said goodbye and
hung up.
Abby,I've had nothing to do with
my husband for five months, and I
consider myself divorcee, but I
haven't filed yet.
I've called Phil,and he won't even
talk to me.I've written him letters of
apology, but he returns them unread.
I realize I can't force him to talk to
me'or read my letters, but he won't
even give me a chance toclear the air
so we can pick up our relationship
where we left off.
I am not a dishonest person. I
didn't think it was all thatimportant
to tell him when we first met that I
wasn't divorced, as I had indicated
in my ad.How can I get him to give me
another chance?
SORRY,SORRY,SORRY

do not consider myself elderly.
However,that's not my problem. It's
the matter of Christmas gifts.
1 Vtl4S married at a vela 4 la a e
and promptly had babies — lots of
them.They grew up and had babies.
Their babies had babies, and now
there are almost too many to count,
and they are scattered to the far
corners of the Earth!
I have given *gifts to- each and
every one of them, even, though
don't- even know some of my "children-lrr-law"i ifthere is siieWa word),
and I have never seen several of my
great-grandchildren.
I would like to stop buying gifts.
But how? Do I dare to stop -- cold
turkey?
. How have others handled this
awkward sitiiation? I imagine some
of those relatives would be just as
happy not having to worry about
what to get Grandma, or writing
thank-you notes for gifts they
weren't too crazy aboutto begin with.
Thanks for your help. Abby.
GRANDMA
DEAR GRANDMA: I have
made this suggestion in previous years: Come Thanksgiving
time, send notes saying: "I am
thankful for family with whom I
can be completely honest. I am
not planning to send- Christmas
gifts this year — nor do I expect
any — but please accept my love
and best wishes for a healthy,
happy, blessed holiday."
You'll be greatly relieved.And
so will they. Trust me.

DEAR SORRY:I'm sorry, too.
You blew it. I see no way for you
CONFIDENTIAL TO GETto get back into Phirk good
graces. Chalk this up to "tuition TING EVEN IN MILLBRAE,
in the school ofexperience,"and CALIF.: As the Duke of Norfolk
said to the Duke of Buckingham
learn from it.
in Shakespeare's "King Henry
VIII": "Heat not a furnace for
your foe so hot that it do singe
DEAR ABBY:Although I have al- yourself."
readycelebrated my80th birthday,!
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you'll be on the right
track to a long and
healthy life. Because
unlike many diets that
leave you running on
empty, our program
provides the energy
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To learn more about how Weight Control For Life' can guide you on the road to good
health, attend a free introductory meeting on Monday, November 13 from 7-8:30
p.m. in the Board Room of Murray-Calloway County Hospital. There's no obligation.
but registration is limited. So call 762-1533 by noon, Monday. November 13 to reserve
a place.
If you are only moderately overweight (less than 30 pounds), we also have a program
just for you.. Lighter Living. Learn how to lose weight and increase your body's
performance, call 762-1533 and ask about Lighter Living.
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OBITUARY
Kenneth C. McGregor
Kenneth C. McGregor, 65, Rt. 2,
Benton, died Tuesday at 5:10 a.m.
at his home.
He had retired in 1981 from
South Central Bell Telephone
Company after having worked for
more than 30 years.
A veteran of World War II, he
was a member of First Baptist
Church, Benton.
Survivorsare his wife, Mrs.
Runclle McGregor, two daughters,
Mrs. Sheila Baker and husband,
Danny, Hardin, and Mrs. Janda
Hawkins, Benton; one sister, Mrs.
Jean Smith, Benton: three

Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — A Senate
subcommittee voted 7-6 Tuesday to
impose strict new controls on auto
exhaust pollution, but opponents
and supporters agreed the issue will
be fought over again.
The provision, similar in its initial stages to one approved by a
House subcommittee, was passed
over the objections of the auto
industry and the Bush administration, who contended consumers
would pay an extra $500 a car as a
result.
An initial set of reductions
would begin with 1993 models,
making all cars meet standards
required in California, currently
more stringent than those in force
elsewhere. By 2003, an additional
50 percent cut in emissions of
major pollutants would be required.
Sen. Max Baucus, D-Mont.,
chairman of the subcommittee, disputed the $500 figure, equating the

grandchildren.
The funeral will be Thursday at
1 p.m. in the chapel of Filbe.ck and
Cann Funeral Home, Benton. Dr.
William Dodson will officiate.
Burial will follow in Benton
Cemetery.
Friends may call at the funeral
home after 4 p.m. today
(Wednesday).
The family requests that expressions of sympathy take the form of
contributions to the American Lung
Association of Kentucky, P.O. Box
969, Louisville, Ky. 40201-0969,
or any charity.

cost of pollution reductions in the
next century to the purchase of "a
nice new hubcap."
The ranking Republican, Sen.
John H. Chafee of Rhode Island,
said the panel should have deferred
action until it studied his plan to let
automakers choose how to reduce
harmful emissions early in the 21st
Century.
• Chafee, backed by the administration, said the auto companies
should be able to choose between
cutting tailpipe emissions or building cars that could run on fuels that
burn cleaner than gasoline.
"We ought to look at oil companies" to produce cleaner fuels,
Chafee said. "Why should they be
let off the hook in doing something
on clean air?"
Baucus, chief sponsor of the subcommittee legislation, said he
could support a clean fuels amendment, but only in addition to the
second round of tailpipe
reductions.

Senators urged not to undermine bill
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EPA charged with limiting cleanup programs

Senate subcommittee imposes
controls on car exhaust pollution
By LARRY 1AARGASAK

THE MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

•

By ROBERT T. GREENE
Associated Press Writer

WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency may
be improperly excluding up to
2,000 hazardous waste sites from
its Superfund cleanup program and
deliberately limiting the number of
cases it will handle, according to
testimony Tuesday before a House
subcommittee.
"EPA's requirement tomeet statutory guidelines and its desire to
reduce its tremendous workload is
causing the site reject rate to steadily increase," Joel S. Hirschhorn of
the congressional Office of Technology Assessment told the Government Operations subcommittee
on environment, energy and natural
resources.
Witnesses at the hearing said
that EPA's system for identifying
sites that would qualify for Superfund and federal aid for 90 percent
of the cleanup cost is inadequate
because it relies heavily on information from state and local
governments.
State governments sometimes are
reluctant to report sites for Superfund cleanup Iectdse states must
pay 10 percent of the bill, witnesses said.
To hold down costs, states have

settled with the polluters, often
resulting in a less expensive, less
reliable cleanup, according to testimony. States also have not told
EPA about some sites, forgoing
federal funds, because they thought
EPA cleanup was too timeconsuming, said GAO official
Richard L. Hembra.
The cost of cleaning up an average Superfund site runs from $21
million to $30 million, the House
Appropriations Committee estimated last year.
The Superfund has a $10.1 billion authorization for 10 years
beginning in 1986, subject to actual
appropriations of funds from year
to year.
Hirschhorn said that EPA, under
pressure because of the high costs
and heavy caseload, Is ruling out
too many sites too early and with
too little information.
In a report released last month,
the Office of Technology Assessment calculated that from 246 to
2,000 sites may have been
excluded from Superfund that
should have been included. The
estimate was derived from a number of studies and data and did not
refer to specific sites.
The General Accounting Office
estimates that there are from
130,000 to 425,000 potential

hazardous waste sites in the country. There are, however, only
31,000 known or suspected hazardous waste sites on EPA's list of
candidates for Superfund cleanup.
The agency has 1219 sites on a

Stock Market
Prices as of 10 a.m.
Industrial Average
+24.59
I.B.M.
Previous Close
2597.13
Ingersoll Rand
Air Products
43% +%
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K mart
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Time Inc.
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/
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Goodrich
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Goodyear
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753-3366
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Dental Health®

TipLine in Crittenden County
is hotline for crime information
MARION, Ky. (AP) — TipLine
now provides a way for Crittenden
Countians to anonymously report
crimes and information about them.
Randall Chandler, chairman of
Crittenden County Crime Prevention Inc. said the group formed
alxua... Three months ago to start
TipLine in response to break-ins at
county schools.
When informants phone TipLine,
a police officer will ask questions
about the crime and what the informant knows, Chandler said.
If the informant hears about an

priority list for cleanup under
Superfund.
EPA concedes that it is ruling
out more sites for Superfund but
maintains that it is doing a better
job on site decisions and is devoting more staff time to that task.

arrest in the case he reported, he
can phone TipLine again to ask
about his reward. A reward will be
given only if the information provided led to an arrest, he said.
Chandler credits the Paducah
Police Department and Crimestoppers of Western Kentucky as the
model for the program which began
Oct. 26.
Chandler said about $1,500 was
raised through individual and business donations to get TipLine
under way, but more will be
needed to keep it going.

Talks on raising the debt limit
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Bush administration urged Republi- dragged on throughout the day, and
can senators Tuesday not to under- Tuesday evening Mitchell
mine a compromise to increase the announced the minimum-wage vote
minimum wage by seeking to would be Wednesday.
—The legislation, as it now stands,
amend the deal.
A final vote on the plan was would increase the hourly mini- Hopkinsville man charged with murder
delayed until Wednesday morning mum wage from $3.35 to $3.80
by congressional action to increase next April 1 and to $4.25 a year
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Southern loaded his brother into
later. It also would create a new, A Christian County man was being a car after the shooting and began
the government's debt ceiling.
Because of the delay, it was subminimum "training wage" for held without bond Tuesday after he driving toward the hospital,
unclear whether several GOP sena- workers 16-19 years old new to the was charged with murder in the fat- Gresham said. The defendant was
tors said to be mulling amendments job market. All workers in that age al shooting of his brother, authori- stopped by Hopkinsville police for
would honor the administration's group could be paid the submini- ties said.
speeding and then notified sheriff's
request, delivered in a letter to the mum for their first three months,
Latham Southern Jr., 56, was officers of the shooting, Gresham
Senate from Labor Secretary Eli- and for another three months if charged in the death Monday night
zabeth Dole.
enrolled in approved training of Donald Southern, 55, at a home said.
Mrs. Dole said the administra- programs.
the brothers shared, Christian
tion had supported the compromise
The subminimum would be County sheriff's officials said.
passed by the House last week and $3.35 when the minimum wage
Deputy Chuck Gresham said the
"accordingly I ask for your support rose to $3.80. It would
two apparently began fighting
rise
to
of this same bill now before the $3.61 when the minimum
wage around 7 p.m. CST Monday.
Senate with no amendments rose to $4.25. The provision allow- Gresham said the elder Southern is
attached."
ing the subminimum expires in alleged to have shot his brother in
It appeared, however, that at
the throat with a revolver.
1993.
least one amendment would be
offered, a proposal by Sen. Orrin
Hatch, R-Utah, to exempt small
businesses from the increase in the
Good
minimum wage. The amendment, if
GM QUALITY
641 South
Neighbor
SERVICE PARTS
offered, was expected to fail.
Murray
Chevy
753.2617
Mrs. Dole's letter was addressed
Stars
K.pTr,.GresGM Feel ng W 1th Genuine GM Parts
to her husband, Senate Republican
leader Bob Dole of Kansas. A copy
was given to Majority Leader
.1
George Mitchell, D-Maine.
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Dr.Joe L. Mason,Jr.D.M.D.

PERIODONTAL DISEASE-EARLY DIAGNOSIS
You have just completed your
regular dental checkup. You
breath a deep sigh of relief. "No
cavities, but your gums arc in poor
shape." You are mistakenly relieved. The sad fact is that more
teeth are lost because of periodontd1 disease(gum disease)than from
any other factor, including cavities.
Fortunately, it can he treated
successfully if it is diagnosed
early. Unfortunately, you have no
way of knowing of its onset other
than by dental examination because there is normally no pain or
other symptoms in its gaLly stages.
Once this silent disorder advances, though, the gums and even
the jawbone may become inflamed
and eventually break down. But

this extreme can be avoided if the
dentist .regularly examines your
mouth both visually and with x rays. He can determine whettuzr.
there have been any changes in the
mouth tissues or the bone around
your teeth. He will also look for
early tooth decay, impaction. tu
mors in the jaw area and abscesses_
in tooth roots. To insure healthy
gums and teeth, you must combine
regular dental examinations with
effective brushing and flossing.

Prepared as a public service
to promote better dental health.
From the office of Joe Mason,
D.M.D., 204 S. 6th St., Phone:
753-2642.

Beautiful Bathrooms by...
4=a=,, from Murray Supply
AT SPECIAL PRICES

Dwain Taylor Chevrolet-Geo,Inc.

We'll put you
on the road
to Savings!

One-car wreck
injures one
Tuesday night

Call

BILL TICKNOR
for a new or used
car or truck today'

A one-car accident on Hwy.
1550 Tuesday night sent a Murray
man to the hospital, according to a
report from the Calloway County
Sheriff's Department.
Curtis James Gray, 41, 1608
College Farm Rd., was traveling
south on 1550 around 9:40 p.m. He
apparently ran off the road, hit a
culvert and turned his truck over on
its top. Gray told Deputy Billy
Brandon that he could not see at
the time of the accident because of
heavy rain.
Gray was treated and released
from Murray -Calloway County
Hospital.

III
Aqua Glass bath units are handsomely sculptured with
frz

This Thanksgiving,
don't miss a laugh,
a whisper, a gurgle
or a gobble.

NOTICE
WE HAUL WHITE COLDWATER
GRAVEL AND DIRT

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Mechanically Removed
21 Deep Free Estimate.

Treated Cross Ties

high styling and for enduring quality. Murray Supply
gives you a large selection of styles in a rainbow of colors.

a. 94
'

Give yourself the gift of better
hearing. Don't let a hearing
problem deprive you of
another precious moment you
can share with your family. We
can help you hear and understand
in time for the holidays. Call Beltone
to schedule your appointment for a FREE
hearing test and consultation. Give yourself
something to truly be thankful for this holiday
season • the gift of better hearing!
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Beltone Hearing Aid Service
Southside Shopping Center
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 759-9899

Belione•

The Modern Bath For Homes Of Today
Are Available At

r D & Asia K Master
Dome K Lamb
Sirakalmil
astbsslad 'Mew Dalai
°NM Reltnne Electroatt

435-4343 Bob Kemp
Of

435-4319 Bob Kemp Jr

308 E. Main

SUPPLY COMPANY
Inc.

753-3361
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Boutique no longer takes phone payments
South Central Bell customers in
the Murray area who have been
paying their monthly phone bills in
person need to pay tr,, another
means until the telephone company
can secure a new payment agent in
the area.
The Apple Blossom Boutique
will no longer be accepting telephone payments. "We are working
to replace the payment agent, and
we hope to find someone soon.
But, in the meanwhile, Murray customers can make their monthly
telephone bill payment by mail,
bank draft or charge card," said

South Central Bell Manager T.
Dwane Tucker.
"To pay by mail, customers can
simply place a check or money
order along with the address page
or their bill in the return envelope
supplied in their bills," he said.
To enroll in the bank draft plan,
customers can call a South Central
Bell service representative at
1+557-6500, toll-free. Customers
should have information about their
bank account available when they
make the +call, Tucker explained.
To charge a phone bill on
'lasterCard or VISA, customers

THE ACES ON BRIDGE' BOBBY WOLFF
-Life, as it is called. IS for most of us
one long postponement."
- Henry Miller
When dummy has only one card
left to ruff with. you might think
* that one ruff is as good attanother
Today's hand shows that it may not
pay to juLnp to conclusions.
One South won his club king and
_lecl_his dia mond king _to. East'l_ ace.
With nothing better to do, East returned a diamond to dummy's jack.
Three rounds of hearts followed,
with a ruff in dummy establishing
South's suit. South cashed his club
ace and then led a good heart. West
ruffing in with his trump seven. Declarer overruffed in dummy ("one
ruff is as good as another")and led a
club, hoping to split the suit 3-3.
This failed, and the defenders got
two clubs and a diamond for one
down.
A more imaginative declarer
_made the game via an endplay. The
play went the same up to the point
of overruffing the heart in dummy
Instead of over ruffing. this declarer
discarded a club from dummy. West
had nothing but spades left and tried
to cash his ace for the setting trick.
South ruffed. and dummy's spade
king was good for his 11th trick.
(Even had West bravely underled
his spade ace. South had a good
chance to make the winning guess.)
Note that South's refusal to overruff the heart in dummy does not
lose when clubs are 3-3. even if
South misguesses in spades. In that
case, a club ruff in dummy establishes the fourth club. and South
loses only two trump tricks.

ti A
NORTH
•K J 5 2
A5
•J 9 6 5
,J 65
EAST
WEST
•Q 8 7 6
•A 1094 3
•10 9 7
VQJ6
•A 10
.
743
+87,
•Q 10 9 2
SOUTH
•
V K 8 4 32
•K Q 8 2
4A K 4 3

can call the Comdata Network at
1-800-422-2355, 24-hours-a-day,
seven-days-a-week. South Central
Bell contracts with Comdata to
handle charge transactions. Customers should have their telephone
bill and charge cards handy when
placing the call. Comdata will
charge $3.95 for each transaction

under $100, Tucker said.
South Central Bell customers
with questions about their bill can
call 1+557-6500 (residence customers) or 1+557-6300 (business
customers) during regular weekday
business hours. There is no charge
for calling either number, he said.

F".

MHS still drama champ
Murray High School retained its
title as the regional drama champion as it won the Regional Drama
Tournament for the llth consecutive time Saturday at Lovett Auditorium on the Murray State University campus. Kathryn Ballard, Murray regional director, and the MSU
Speech and Theatre department
served as host for the contest.
The Murray High group presented an adaptation of Michael
Christofer's Pulitzer Prize winning
play, The Shadow Box.

Lotus classes
set at university
starting Nov.16

"Advanced Business Applications of Lotus 1-2-3" will be
offered for four weeks beginning
Vulnerable Both
Thursday, Nov. 16, at Murray State
Dealer South
University.
The bidding
The class is scheduled from 6 to
9 p.m. Nov. 16 and 30 and Dec. 7
South
North
West
East
and 14 in Room 209N of the Busi1V
1.
Pass
Pass
ness Building. Fee for the sessions
2•
3•
Pass
Pass
is $150 per person or $135 per per4+
Pass
Pass
47
son for groups of three or more
5•
Pass
Pass
Pass
from the same organization.
Designed for persons who have a
Opening lead Club eight
working knowledge of Lotus 1-2-3,
BID WITH THE ACES
the course will include develop11.8.0
ment of menus, built-in functions,
South holds
file commands and graphics. Participants will be encouraged to iden•Q 8 7 6
tify a program application as a
•10 9 7
primary focus.
•A 10
Larry Guin, associate professor
Q 10 9 2
in the Department of Economics
and Finance, will be the instructor
North South
for the course. Each student will
1+
^
work on an IBM-compatible Zen4h
computer.
ANSWER:One spade. Do not bypass
For more information or to regisa four-card major to offer a raise in
ter, interested persons may call
a minor suit.
Stan Key, director of conferences
Send bridge questions to The Aces PO Box and workshops for
the Center for
12363 Dallas Texas 75225, with self-addressed.
Continuing Education and Academstamped envelope for reply
Copyright 1989 United Feature Syndicate
ic Outreach at (502) 762-4159.

Datir
759-1144

Besides winning the competition,
the MHS cast received a composite
superior rating and qualified for the
State Drama Tournament.
Individually, Melanie Julian and
Daniel Cohen were named, respectively, as the two outstanding performers of the tournament. In addition, all members of the MHS cast
were named to the 10-member, AllRegion cast. These named included
Leigh Baker, Gene Cook, John
Dailey, Alison Ward, as well as
Julian and Cohen.
The Regional Drama Tournament is sponsored by the Kentucky
High School Speech League and is
a qualifying tournament for the
State Drama Tournament, which
will be held Dec. 4-6 in Bowling
Green-at-Western-Kentucky -University. Murray High School is the
defending state champion and has
won the state title for five of the
past six years.

Harold Workman is shown here with the massive coliseum show ring
in the background at the North American International Livestock
Exposition in Louisville, Kentucky. Workman, Executive Director of
the NAILE, remains the "point man" for the world-renown purebred
livestock exposition in 1989. He has held the executive director's position since the show was born 16 years ago. While Workman and his
Executive Committee have been dominantly responsible for the
NAILE's phenominal development, they extend considerable credit to
both livestock exhibitors and breed associations. "Those groups have
made the NAILE a great event," noted Workman. Ile points out that
the 15,000 (plus) exhibitors who compete at each annual exposition
are key to past successes and will continue to be key to the future of
the North American International. During 1989, the NAILE will
attract more than 140,000 visitors from throughout the United States
and approximately 18 foreign countries. Total premiums and awards
will top $400,000 this year, with exhibitors from 48 states competing
fortep-110nOTS. Seven -livestock types, represer4tilfgat-gireed
groups, will comprise the North American International Livestock
Exposition in 1989. The NAILE will feature outstanding purebred
livestock in more than 50 shows and sales through November 17. 1989
show dates — November 4-17,
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Popcorn Plus
invites you to join us at our

Open House - Sunday, Nov. 12
1:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m. - Dixieland Center
0
j,
4 Sugar Free
Chocolates!

"Stop by and sample our Gourmet Treats"

753-0921,

the top
annual
Spons
Control
Murray-

In-Store Specials
Sunday Only!
1-800-421-8741

77).

WAREHOUSE
FOODS
We Reserve The
Right To Limit
Quantities

623 South 4th

We Accept Food Stamps and WIC. - Open Monday Thru Saturday 8 a.m. to 7 p.m.

CUSTOMER APPRECIATION SALE

Bathroom
ffi Tissue

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite,
Mello Yello or Minute Maid Orange

32 oz.
Limit 3 Additional Amount $1.09

Limit 3 Additional Amount $1.59

Bolt

Kelly

1Paper Towels

Vienna Sausage

69' 3

Pre-Price
89'
Jumbo
Roll

5 Oz.
Can

Coke, Diet Coke, Sprite, Mello Yello
Minute Maid Orange
12 Pk. 12 oz. Can
Allen Green

Lipton
ioo Ti:,‘ 8AG.4.;

Lima Beans

Cheer

Fabric Softer

Laundry Powder

$I 39

79

42 Oz
Box

640z.
Btl.

For

$299

Lipton

Tea Bags

Downy

Reelfoot

09

Coke, Diet Coke or Sprite
8 Pk. 16 Oz Bottle

98°
98°

You
BES.

Plus Deposit

Lettuce

Allen White or Golden

Kraft

South Gate

Yellow

8
10
15

Hominy

Grape Jelly

Chili with Beans

Onions

Tar

3

15 Oz.

Can

For

100 Cl.
Box

$189

Bacon

12 oz.

Reelfoot (1-1-111*
Sausage 1 Lb.

4 $1 88 49

15 Oz.
Can

For

4

•

2 Lb
Jar

15 nOz.
Ca

White

Potatoes

Large
Head

9°

Th

C

10 Lb. Bag

Limit 2 Additional Amount $1.49

Lb.

901(
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Flu season coming; time for shots is now
With the inevitable flue season
due to begin in Kentucky in
December, now is the time to get
flu shots.
State Department for Health Services officials recommend that anyone with chronic heart or lung disease should have a flu shot. Also
those with chronic kidney disease
or diabetes or residents of nursing
homes should be immunized.
Anyone older than 65 and physicians, nurses and other health care
professionals who have contact
with high-risk patients should consider having a flu shot, officials
say.
"For the vasty majority of peo-

ple, influenza is a minor illness
that last only a few days," said
Reginald Finger, M.D., communicable disease branch manager, "so
these people who are normally
healty do not need a flu shot.
"But if a person has a chronic
disease — especially a heart or
lung problem — influenza can be
life-threatening," he said.
With Kentucky seeing the flu
Season peak in January and February for the past three years, Finger
says that early November seems to
be the optimum time for getting
influenza shots.
The shots can be given to most

Students raise money
for diabetes research
David Robinson, 25, a Murray
resident and a student at Mayfield
VocatIone-StImiotra emerged as

ft

people, except those with a severe
allergy to eggs. Those people who
have a short-term illness with fever
should put off getting the shot until
they have recovered.
Pregnant women should consult
with a doctor before receiving the
immunization, but they are generally advised to wait until the second
or third trimester of pregnancy
before reviewing a flu shot
Flu vaccinations are available at
local health departments and from
private physicians.
Finger warns that people younger than 18 who have a flu-like illness should not take aspirin while
sick because of the risk of Reye's
Syndrome, which is a disease that
affects the central nervous system
and liver and is associted with the
combination of flu and aspirin use
in children and teenagers. It is fatal

funds raised from the Bike-A-Thon
will be used for Mite= nriocation
and support for diabetics and their
families.
To win first place and a $50 gift
certificate from Spoke & Pedal,
David rode 100 miles and collected
$432 from sponsors.
In second place, Nissa Mjos, 13,
a student at Calloway County High
School, rode 12 miles and raised
$343.30. Nissa, a diabetic, is the
daughter of Jerri and Rick Mjos of
Murray.
This year's third place finisher
was Chris Weber, 13, an eighth

V

in 10 to 40 percent of the cases.
The department's flu tracking
effort will continue for the fourth
consecutive year beginning Nov. 6
and ending March 26.
The system involves 20 county
coordinators with local health
departments calling area schools
weekly for absenteeism reprots.
They also will call nursing homes
for reports of flu-like illnesses.
These reports will be supplemented by weekly Department for
Health Services staff calls to physicians across the state for the number of flu-like illnesses being
treated.
"The combined information from
schools, nursing homes and physicians should give us a pretty good
indication of where the flu is
occurring in Kentucky and the
magnitude of the illness," he said.
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Large Hamburger,
French Fries & Med. Drink

---

$249

1Ww.

Special Good Thru Nov 18
V

Place Ain't Fancy but Sho is good Food.

TJ's Bar B-Q & Burgers
Chestnut St.

Murray

We need you.

ea

American Heart
Association Nr

STOREIVIDEM

David Robinson
the top fund raiser in the ninth
annual Diabetes Bike-A-Thon.
Sponsored by Diabetics Taking
Control, a support group of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
"4~V

VIlmovn

46.04 1111•1.r,

3 DAYS ONLY!

Bunk Bed

1.•

Sofa & Chair

With Mattress

mob

2
.4Pure

•••••• Os,

Nissa Mjos

Chris Weber
grade student at Calloway County
Middle School. The son of Joan
and Neil Weber, Chris rode 100
miles and collected $150 from his
sponsors.
This year's 47 participants rode
a total of 1,495 miles and received
$2,100 in pledges.
Fifteen-year-old Rob Clayton of
Murray rode the farthest with 113
miles. Four participants who rode
100 miles are: David Taylor of Paris, Term.; David Robinson, Michel
Mott, and Chris Weber of Murray.

Thursday,

As Low As $149
98

As Low As

As Low As $99
95

$24"
Table Lamps

You can ALWAYS get the REST tan for the
BEST price at The Tropics Tanning Salon.
(30 minute sessions) for

I

8
10
15

(30 minute sessions) for
(30 minute sessions) for
(30 minute sessions) for

$10
$15
$18
$27

Tan in the "hottest" beds in town!

The Tropics Tanning Salon
901 Coldwater Road
Call 763-8477
Offer expires Nov. 30, 1989

I

Harden
Charles Imports
Lane
Twin Rivers
Pioneer
Furniture Americana
Charleston
Windsor Place
Crystal Creek
American Chrome

As Low As
$3998

Plant Stands.
$649

RTA
Limit 2 Please

Nothing Held Back!

Brass
Hall Trees

499

4x6 Rugs

By Broyhill
Ashley
Impact
O'Henry

As Low As

$3998

$274"

Recliners

& Saturday

$44
"

Occasional Tables

Unlit

As Low As

Friday 'til 8

4 Drawer Chests

None Higher Than

V

753-0045

1/ PRICE

•

•

This
Wimits
Spools!

Daybeds
As Low As

RTA

Pirase

Dinettes
As Low As
$14998

Layaway Now
For Christmas
For As Little
As $1.00 Down!

98
$
9
9

RTA

Bedroom Suites
As Low As

$1 7498

WALL-TO-WALL SAVINGS!!!

Purdom's Furniture

90 Days
Same AA Cash

With Approved credit

753-4872

Open: Mon.-Fri.. 8-5. Sat. 9-4

Bring Tour Truck'
Delivery Available
For A Small Fee

202 S. 5th St. - West Side of Ward Elkins On The Square

Visa/MC
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SAVE•A•LOT
FOOD STORES

Open Mon.-Thurs. IL Sat. 9:00-7:00, Fri. 9:00-6:00. Sun. 1:00-6:00
12th St. at Storey Av*.
W. Accept Food Stamps

Prairie Farms

Cottage Cheese
16 oz.

Red or Yellow Delicious

Apples

79'

Local schools receive Certificates of Achievement
age and Fort Thomas produced two
schools and Owensboro and Russell each provided one.

FRANKFORT, Ky. — A dozen
Kentucky schools qualified for
Flags of Excellence and will be
honored in ceremonies at the Farnham Dudgeon Civic Center here
Thursday. The Flags of Excellence
program for school recognition
began in 1984 and is sponsored by
the Kentucky Department of Education and the Kentucky Educational Foundation, Inc.
In addition to the 12 schools
receiving Flags of Excellence, 147
other certificates will be presented
to school districts and schools
showing noteworthy improvement
in dropout prevention and
attendance.
The Calloway County School
System received three Certificates
of Achievement for Highest Attendance, Most Improved Attendance,
and Lowest Dropout Rate. The
Murray Independent school system
received one Certificate of
Achievement for Lowest Dropout
Rate.
The 12 schools to earn Flags of
Excellence for 1988-89 performances include six from county
districts and six from independent
districts. Jefferson County is represented by four schools, while Ballard County and Fayette County
provided one each. Both Anchor-

The award winners are Anchorage Elementary and Anchorage
Middle Schools; Kevil Elementary
from Ballard County; Cassidy
Elementary from Fayette County;
Fort Thomas Highlands High
School and Jonson Elementary
from the Fort Thomas Independent
District; Audubon Traditional
Elementary, Barrett Middle, Greathouse Shryock Elementary and
Male Traditional High School from

MSU to hold photo teleconference
The second part in the "Kodak
Techniques of the Masters" series
of video teleconferences will be
presented at noon Thursday, Nov.
9, at Murray State University.
Sponsored by Kodak, the free
programs are being presented by
the Department of Graphic Arts
Technology and the Center for
Continuing Education and Academic Outreach.
The two-hour teleconference will
feature photographers Bill Greene
of the Boston Globe and Duane
Michaels of the New York School

Turkeys

69
_

300 South 4th

Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot

1985 Dodge Charger,

1978 Firebird, mint obnd.$2,603
'2,950

1985 Mustang

1978 Impala, 1

'2,500

1986 Dodge Wagon

• Chicken
Breast
lb

1983 Buick Skylark

'1,100

1980 Fiat, low miles

'2,750

t-tops

owner _21,100

1982 Ford Courier Truck $1,400

1982 Cutlass Calais,
Family Pack

12,995

1980 Omega__...........

1 owner

1974 Chevy

'2,200

:800

Truck

'1,900

1976 Ford Truck

LOOK
WHAT ONLY

11.2.9
BUYS AT

South Gate

Beef
Stew

JEWELERS
BIG BOLD
DIAMOND EARRINGS

PANDA
REPLICA
COIN RING WITH
AMONDS

Why Pay More?
Creamed

121

7 DIAMOND
'ANTIQUE STYLE

LADIES GENUINE
RUBY SAPPHIRE
SURROUNDED BY DIAMONDS

Sweet Sue
LUCKY LADIES
DIAMOND NUGGET
HORSESHOE

Sunflower

Corn
Meal

141,20z.39
Royal Guest

TRI-STATES LARGEST
JEWELER & DIAMOND IMPORTERS

k
4
.ST114

16 oz.

39

JEWELERS
51b.

°9

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
The personal touch doesn't seem to
work for you in business at present.
Some appointments may be changed
now. Avoid impulsive decisions
involving the Use of credit.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20)
Per
You may be caught in the middle of
a problem between a friend and a
relative today. Interruptions may
interfere with your need for privacy
tonight.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
41)
You could have some minor problems in getting along with a coworker. Immediate problems seem to
limit your overall perspective. Social
life is costly tonight
CANCER
(June t
Tu1y 22)
A child could have some problems
at school today. It's a question of
timing in business today. Some
people you wish to reach may be
unavailable right now.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
It's not the best day for property or
investment decisions. You'll need tact
and diplomacy tt get along with a
co-worker. Guard against excessive
p.m. spending.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
Play your cards close to the chest
in contractural dealings. Unexpected
expenses could arise in connection
with pleasure pursuits now. A child
may be unduly sensitive.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct22)
Make sure you get the proper
renumeration for your services.
Unexpected company could drop by.
A family member may be moody.
Monies could easily slip away now.
Watch spending.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
There could be some false starts in
business today. Guard against sloppy
work or you may have to re-do an
assignment. Mood swings affect your
work performance.
SAGFITARRJS
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Someone just won't leave you
alone and you may feel your privacy
is being intruded upon. Evening
hours you're in a party mood, but
you're likely to overspend.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)
Mix-ups in communication could
occur today. A friend doesn't understand your point of view. Excessive
independence on your part leads to
difficulties with a family member.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
It's cat and mouse in business
today. Others aren't ready to put
themselves on the line. You're too
sensitive tonight and could misinterpret a remark.
PISCES
mew
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
idiot
You may have mixed feelings about
an upcoming trip. Extra expenses
could arise in connection with social
activities now. Be careful that you're
not overly indulgent tonight.
YOU BORN TODAY have a natural
interest in politics and government
service. You belong in an executive
position, but you're a person who can
take as well as give orders. You know
very well how to cooperate with
others. Some of the flelds which
would afford you happiness are
medicine, psychology, writing, and
research. You have a poetic and
imaginative side which you .could
lead you into the arts as well
Birthdate of: Spero Agnew, politician.
Ed Wynn, comedian; Florence Chadwick. swimmer

f

10 DIAMOND
CASCADE RING

Why Pay
More

Chicken Broth

Frances Drake
FOR THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 9, 1989

Owner - Donnie Winchester

1979 Cutlass,

Spaghetti
Sauce

Your Individual
Horoscope

753-9586

moon roof

1.29

of Visual Arts. The men will share
their knowledge and experiences
with campuses across the United
States via satellite.
Persons interested in attending
the program may call Gene Bailey,
assistant professor of graphic arts,
(502) 762-6796, or 1-800-669-7654
outside Calloway County.

RACEWAY AUTO SALES

Grade A

10-14 Lb. Avg.

Ground
Beef

the Jefferson County system; Sutton Elementary from the Owensboro Independent system; and Belkfome Elementary School from the
Russell Independent system.
The Flags of Excellence program
begins at 1 p.m. on Thursday, and
will feature an address by Robert
W. Best of Owensboro, president
and CEO of Texas Gas Transmission Corp. Presentation of the
Flags of Excellence will include
Best; John Brock, Superintendent
of Public Instruction; and G. Ted
Smith, president of the Kentucky
Educational Foundation, Inc.

Mon.-Thurs. 81 Sat. 10-6 p.m.; Fri. 1 -8
Chestnut Hills Shopping Center - 753-7695

Closed
Sunday

Sewing Machines

30th' Anniversary Sale
1 Week ONLY!

Wednesday thru Wednesday
November 8-15
Mon.Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5
Over 300 sewing machines-to choose frorn. -Alt- are new irrlactorg cartons.
demonstrated, and experts will be available to answer any questions. Store owne El-deft- model will be
rs will be on primises to
approve all credit. Hurry, some quantities limited.

Few Examples Below - Lots More to See at Murray. Sewing Center.
APSINGER
The Micro-Computer-Free-Arm Machine

it

Model 2210
-Over 100 built-in stitches from

Model 6266
Unlimited stitches from
construction to stretch to
decorative • Push-button
panel for easy stitch
selection • Embroiders
and monograms
automatically • Indicator
light tells you when
bobbin thread is low
• Built-in buttonholer
sews in 3 different styles
• Feeds fabric sideways
for patching and mending

Model 6012
Built-in buttonholer • Five built-in
stitches including overedge and
blind hem • Front drop-in bobbin
Wde zigzag stitch •Bobbin
winder stop• Needle-plate
guidelines for perfect straight
seams • Self-threading take-up
lever for easy threading • But-in
sewing light•Double insulation
for school purposes • Carrying
handle

construction to stretch to decorative •Touch sensitive Micro-Cornpuler panel for easy pattern programming -and trouble-free stitch
control -Sews professional-looking
block and script letters, numbers,
words and sentences • Touchsensitive needle "uprdown- and
reverse control -Built-in electronic
buttonholer 4-lan4y free-arm
-Fuss-tree front drop-in bobbin
-Carrying handle

Modol 616
Walnut tone with
woodgrain appearance
• Large sewing area
• Quick, easy conversion
to tree-arm or flat-bed
sewing • Easy movement
of sewing machine to and
from storage • Four-sided
laminated finish

Model 642
.All wood desk
cabinet
.Fits all brands of
free-arm sewing
machines

pp

SINGER
The Stylist* Machine
Aiddel 6234
13 stitches from
construction to stretch to
decorative •Dial for easy
stitch selection
• Exclusive 6-second
threading•Free arm for
sewing cuffs and sleeves
• Built-in buttonholer

Model 4623
17 stitches from construction to
stretch to decorative • Dial for
easy stitch selection
• Exclusive 6-second threading
•Free arm for sewing cuffs and
sleeves• Butit-in one step
buttonholer

V $399

Zigzag Machine,
Model 3102
-Front drop-in bobbin
-Sews buttonholes, elastic and stretch fabrics
•Three needle positions
left, center & right -Bobbin winder stop -Built-in
sewing light -Needleplate guidelines for perfect, straight seams
-Time-saving, snap-on
presser feet

NOW '299

Be Here Early For Best Selection!

Hurry, Some Quantities Limited - First Come, First Served

OUR GUARANTEE
We Will Provide Our Full Line Of
FREE SERVICES
Even At These Incredibly Low Prices
• 25 Year Factory warranty
• Free Training Lessons
• Local Warranty Service

Mon.-Sat. 9-6, Sun. 1-5

Bel-Air Center 753-5323
Master Card, VISA, Discover, Cash,
Personal Check, Instant Credit

Christmas
Layaway
No Charge
For 60 Dayg
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THRIFTY SAVER

Pepsi
Products

INN

THRIFTY SAVER
Piggly Wiggly 18 oz.

Miracle
Whip

2 Law

Peanut
Butter

Folgers 13 oz. Can

49
'9C

89e
2:79

lgers-

C

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

gbh.
,

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

Coffee

1.19

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WTI

oP

* SPECIAL *

NINTENDO PRIZES

THRIFTY SAVER

/-•

Check Specially marked
2 Liter or 12 pack Pepsi
packages.

or a
E 2 Liter Coupon

AMNOMMI

VIDEO
Rent 2 Movies,
Get One

or

1111...mk,•,es,o AR a

I, 4

rL

FREE

Sat. & Sun.
/
7
,/

4.00

- e Accept
WIC Vouchers
and Food Stamps

1
7///AR.

allamm

/////////////////•

From now on, your groceries will be
Wiggly Food Stores. Each qualified
company through participating in ow
ship Plan). As owners, well give*,
desire. Our attitude is positive

,

per day

Value Priced

<4.eass.30
BUSHS
rHot

Bush's 15 oz.

Chili Hot Beans

CORN MIA
144 I g

4111111
Spaghetti-0's
Piggly Wiggly 32 oz.

Salad Dressing
Campbell's 46 oz.
Tomato Juice _
Piggly Wiggly 1 Lb.

Saltine Crackers
Brach's 12 oz.

Choc. Covered Cherries

ceries
Sunlight 22 oz.

Piggly Wiggl!

Corn Meal

Dish Liquid

per T

8

59'.
89'
99'
59'
1.29

Cake Mix
Colonial 2 lb.

Powdered Sugar
Mrs. Butterworth (Reg./Ute)

Syrup
Hyde Park 14 oz.

Coconut
Betty Crocker 16 oz.

Ready To Spread Frosting....

Pizza Parlor

'=7-

79'
99'
1.99
99'
1.29

Rosedale 29 oz.

Platy Wiggly Gal.
28 oz.

Pinesol Cleaner
47 oz. $1.50 off

Tide Detergent
64 oz. 75' Off

Tide Liquid Detergent
Convenient Pack

Pampers Diapers

Select 8 oz.

3.394.49

Shrimp

2/5.0

lb.

Fresh

Catfish Fillets

lb.

Uve Maine

Lobsters

-lb.

4.99
4.49
8.99

Piggly Wiggly 10 oz.

1.29
69'
.99'

Microwave Popcorn
Plggly Wiggly 6 oz.

Potato Chips
Century Farms 21 oz. Apple, Cherry

Pie Filling

Fresh Produce
Washington State, Ex-Fancy • Red-ir Gold Delicious

Oranges

Apples

Pears

C
49
Walnuts, Pecans, Mixed Nuts In Shell

59*
1.19

Bulk Nuts

lb.

Red-Gold-Jonathon 3 lb. Bag

Apples.

Kitchen Fresh Brach's

Chocolate Candy
Medium White 3 lb. Bag

Florida Rid 5 lb. Bag

Onions

.....

canw Fresh

Sunkist Navels Seedless

Oranges

lb

09

Celery

Sugar

Inc
With 810.00

Coupon Good Thru Nov. 14 At Murray Piggly Wiggly

Purchase

Chocolate C
Kraft Velveeta Shells

Cheese Din

Heinz 32 oz.

Catsui
If90
Piggly Wiggly 2 Lb.

Grape Jelly
Jello 11 oz.

Cheese Cak

Mix

Jiffy 40 oz.

Baking Mix

Cheese Singles

Crisp Stalk

lb. 1.69
2.89
1.19
5

lb.

•••••111.001.....••..••••••••••....

r.

1.29

lb

Biscuits
Prairie Farms 1/2 Gal.

Orange Juice
New Country 6 oz.

Yogurt
Jell() 6 pk.

Pudding
Prairie Farms 16 oz.

Sour Cream

White Gold 4.4 lb

Baker's 12 oz. Real

Piggly Wiggly 12 oz.

3

Piggly Wiggly 4 pk. Pre-Priced 95'
U.S.A. D'Anjou

Apple Juice..

Dairy

Fresh, Florida Juice 4 lb. Bag

1.49

Piggly Wiggly 64 oz.

3/1.00

lb.

Perfect For Salads Imitation

Crab Meat

I

Dog Food.......

Corn or Green Beans

50 to 60 Count
••-•

Alpo Dry 30 lb.

Piggly Wiggly 16 oz.

Fresh Qysters
oaf

Peaches..

Value Priced Groceri

400

Pizzas

69°
2.39
5.99
3.79
9.59 -

Bleach

Seafood

12 Inch Deli Made

led by a stockholde
oyee now owns a
0.P (Employee Sic
e personal servici
e future of our cc

Sunflower 5 lb.

Betty Crocker 18 oz.

Franco-American 15 oz.

UDTOSERII

OUR EMPLOYEES ARE

WV*,

VCR's
Only

Nov.

24 Hours

REE Gallon of Piggly Wiggly Milk
At Checkout When You Buy
2 Boxes of Total Raisin Bran,
Oatmeal Raisin Crisp, Cinnamon Toast a
Crunch or Wheat Total
C(wpon Good Thru Nov. 14 At Murray Piggly Wiggly

28 oz. Turkey, Si

69'
1.49
3/89°
1.99
99

Banquet E
Green Giant 6 &

Cob Corn
Weight Watchers

Pizzas.....
Healthy Choice 1

Dinners
Tombstone Thin

Pizza

200 FR
Quality St ps
ith $10.00 P rchase
a

Jr

Coupon Good Thru Nov. 14 At Mum Piggly Wiggl)

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 4, IMO

THRIFTY SAVER

THRIFTY SAVER

PM* ss

THRIFTY SAVER

Dozen Grade A Large

Eggs

Fresh 3 Lbs. or More

.
WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

RE

UD TO SERVE YOU
led by a stockholder of Piggly
loyee now owns a part of the
.0.P (Employee Stock Ownere personal service that you
e future of our company.

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

WITH 1 FILLED THRIFTY SAVER CARD

STERN

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities And To
Correct All Printing
,Errors Made

UNION

We are
Western Uni
and we sell
personal money,

Fresh Meats
Piggly Wiggly 1 Roll

Ribeye Steak

per Towel

390

Z.

79°
7.99
99°
99'
1.19

I.

)(1
64 oz.

Ace.

. Rs

te C
Shells

Din

U.S.D.A. Choice Beef BonelessWhole 12-15 lb. - Sliced Free

Small & Lean

Spare Ribs

Ribeye

3.59
U.S.D.A. Choice Beef Boneless

Lean & Tender

Chuck Roast

lb.I.99

Pork Chops.

lb. 1.49
1.19
2.19
2.09

Pork Steak

Quarter Pork Loin-Cut Into Chops

Hickory Smoked Sliced Slab-Oshe

lb.

•

Sliced Bacon

lb.

Boneless

Stew Meat
Happy Home

lb

Boneless

Corn Dogs

Chuck Steak

lb. 1.39

lb

Family Pack

Ground Chuck
On Car

Chuckwagon Patties

Fresh Meats
Heinz 32 oz.

Split

Fischer Kentuckian Hearth

Fresh

Fryer Breast

2

Fischer Reg., Thick, German

lly

Sliced Bologna

Wafer Meat

Field 1 lb.

Bryan Cooked or Honey Ham
4-6 10 oz. pkg.

Carl Buddlg All Varieties 2-1/2 oz.

Chili Roll

lix

lb.

Fresh Meats

Boneless Ham

Cak

lb. 1.69
1.69

Field In The Piece

Sliced Ham

Braunschweiger

Mama Rosa 5 oz

Louis Kenp Irritation AU Varieties 8 oz.

1.99
69°

Croissant Pizza

ea

Crab Meat
Catfish Steaks

1 99
1:69

Bakery
Sliced or Shaved

Roast Beef
Sliced or Shaved

Turkey Breast
Pineapple
Weight Watchers 6.75 oz

Pizzas
Healthy Choice 11 oz.

Dinners

1.69
2.59

Walnut Delight__

lb.

Kaukana

Cheese Balls...

ea.

Ky. Gold Lite

Cooked Ham

FR
St ps
P rchase
Mutts Plggly Wiggly

3.99
2.69
3.49
2.99

lb.

Mix or Match Assorted

Donuts
Large Variety To Choose From

Single Layer Cakes

IN II COUPON•

COUPON 2

100
FREE
Ice Cream & Sherbert ▪▪ Quality
Stamps

100
FREE

I
N

1.59

•With Capon 1
c4 b.
I Purdiase
Bag Apples

—men

II COUPON

Quality Stamps
With Coupon &
Any Purchase of
2 Boxes

Cake Mix
NIB MI MI

3/99'
ea. 1.99

/S.!.•

100
FREE
Quality Stamps

100
FREE
kt112tup;Teit1Ps

With Coupon I.
Purchase of i
10 1.b. Bag
1

Purchase of
2 Pkgs.
of McCormick

Potatoes

Gravy Mixes'l

It

MN NIB MI

On INN III
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Waste disposal in the 1990s: no free lunch for state
EDITORS NOTE — This is the
seventh part of a weeklong series
oa challenges Kentucky faces at
the dawn of the I990s.'"

of state, much of it from bordering
counties, according to the Kentucky Division of Waste Management.
Out-of-state firms looking to

By ROB WELLS

dump here include a North Carolina company that actively pitched
large garbage incinerators to the
cities of Paintsville and Danville
earlier this spring.
Decisions on waste management
have serious consequences in
human terms — just ask the residents in the rural Harlan County
community of Dayhoit.
Improper disposal of cancercausing industrial solvents at an
electrical transformer factory led to
widespread pollution of the community's drinking water. The
resulting health effects are
unknown but residents have blamed
the pollution on cancer, miscarriages and undiagnosed skin
lesions.
A general consensus on the garbage crisis has been.reached among
environmentalists, industry and
state regulators. The three groups
generally agree that Kentucky
needs:
—iietter landfills that probably
will
_ serve several large _regions.
—More recycling at home and in
industry.
—Increased enforcement and
monitoring of existing dumps.
—More funding and staff for the
state Division of Waste
Managemeni
The degree to which these goals
should be carried out remains in
dispute. The environmental community has drafted an ambitious
plan on management of waste in
the coming years, ideas which
surely will be debated throughout
the 1990s.
The plan, drafted by the Kentuckians for the Commonwealth and

asseetatiod Prase Write%

PIKEVILLE, Ky. — Anyone
who believes there's no such thing
as a free lunch should abandon the
notion that yesterday's garbage
won't come back to haunt us.
From any perspective, the state
faces dramatic problems with the
safe disposal of its routine trash,
called solid waste, as well as
hazardous wastes dunng the next
decade.
Kentucky's households and
businesses each year generate 9.2
billion pounds of trash; places to
put the waste will shrink as time
goes on.
Our landfills will be stuffed full
in less than five years, according to
the National Solid Wastes Management Association. And many
dumps face closure in the
mid-1990s unless they meet strict
and expensive environmental rules.
Long-range plans are still
unclear for how the state will
—handle the esfimated 150 million
pounds of hazardous waste its
industries generate each year.
To further complicate matters,
large corporations and heavily
populated East Coast states find
places like Kentucky to be ideal
resting spots for their garbage and
hazardous wastes. Seven other
states within driving distance of
Kentucky are scheduled to run out
of landfill space in the next five
years, according to the waste
industry group.
Currently, about 36 percent of
the garbage dumped into Kentucky's landfills each day is from out

ITS OUR NEW SCHOOL
PICNIC iPAL .HE SAYS YOU
SHOULD COME BACK
TO SCHOOL .

YES, SIR „I'LL BE BACK
TOMORROW..I'VE BEEN
STAYING HOME TO MAKE
MY DOG HAPPY_

TAE CAPITAL
NF-B42.AKA
IL,ILLINOIG

FARMS ARE 50 POLL

M AY BE TRE'S SOMETHING
EXCITING IN

the Kentucky Resources Council,
has received considerable praise
from a prominent environmental
reseach group.
Joanna Underwood, executive
director of founder of INFORM, a
New York-based environmental
research organization, said the
KFTC plan includes "absolutely
fine first steps" for comprehensive
waste management
The KFTC plan calls for a 30
percent reduction of hazardous
wastes by 1992 and a 50 percent
reduction by 1995. The current
state goals are a 20 percent cut by
1990, 25 percent by 1995 and 30
percent by 2010.
In 1987, an estimated 250 million pounds of hazardous waste
was disposed in the state's air,
water and underground, according
to the federal Environmental Protection Agency.
Under the KFTC proposals, companies must draft plans to reduce
their hazardous wastes as a condition of their operating permits; failure to do so could bring fines or
revocation of the permit.
Jack Underwood, attorney for
Waste Management _Inc., one of the
nation's largest waste disposal
companies, said such goals sound
good in theory but face formidable
obstacles in the real business
world.
"I don't think dramatic reductions of 50 percent in that time
frame is really possible," Underwood said. "The raw technology is
available but it is so much more
complicated than that."
Companies would have to consider the cost-benefit ratio of the
waste reduction processes and
determine if such plans would eliminate a competitive advantage,
said Underwood, who isn't related

Jack Underwood said while
Waste Management Inc. favors
recycling, he thinks the goals
should be more realistic.
"The environmental community
seems to think that recycling will
virtually eliminate the need for
most landfills," Underwood said.
"It's not quite the panacea that
some would have us believe."
Underwood said Kentucky probably could recycle about 30 percent
of its cans, bottles, paper and plastics, a goal achieved by the city of
Seattle, rather than the 50 and 60
percent rates cited in some New
England communities.
Government-mandated programs,
such as mandatory recycling, won't
go over well in rural areas where
residents resent government intrusion into their private lives, he
warned. He favored incentives to
inspire communities to develop
their own recycling plans.
A key goal of the KFTC plan is
to cut the heavy demand for expansion or construction of new dumps.
There's heavy demand for landfill space in Kentucky. Earlier this
spring, the state Division of Waste
Management borrowed employees
from other state agencies to help
process permits for construction or
expansion of 20 dumps. Five proposed landfills were designed to
hold more than 600 acres of garbage, said Annette Hayden, spokeswoman for the waste management
agency.
The state is reviewing a set
rules governing construction of
new landfills. Under the proposals,
new landfills would be required to
have thick, plastic synthetic liners
to prevent pollution of underground

KENTUCKY
The New Decade
to Ms. Underwood of INFORM.
Environmentalists want industry
managers to carefully examine
their plants to "find out where they
are losing valuable raw material in
the form of pollution," Ms. Underwood said.
"They're asking companies to
do what is in their own economic
interest," Ms. Underwood said.
"We call it an economic efficiency
program with some giant environemntal benefits."
The KFTC proposals also ask
state officials to provide technical
help to industries trying to cut their
wastes. The beginnings of such a
program, called Kentucky Partners,
is now under way at the University
of Louisville and has received hundreds of inquiries from businesses,
said executive director Joyce St.
Clair.
The KFTC solid waste management plans try to stimulate centives for recycling. The state is
asked to create markets for recyclable goods by purchasing a large
share of recycled products and ban
solid waste incinerators because
they directly compete with recycling programs.
The group calls for a mandatory
curbside pick-up recycling for
cities with 5,000 or more population by 1993 and creation of recycling centers in each city, county or
solid waste district by 1991.

or
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A
Scout Corral was the
theme of the second annual fall
camp-out held at the Taylor farm
for Pack 73 of southwest elementary. Over 110 boys and their
parents dressed as cowboys and
enjoyed an evening of chili, skits
and songs around a campfire, and
camping out under a full moon.
For breakfast the boys and their
moms were treated to flapjacks
cooked by a few brave dads. The
morning activities consisted of fun
and games western style. A covered wagon relay, stilt walking,
lassoing a "swing steer," tug-a-war,
and a BB gun target shoot were
some of the events.

:t.
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Cub Scouts camp at farm

FOR YEARS
I'VE BEEN SAYING

NEW

MOT
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Cubmaster Gary Taylor of Southwest Pack 73 instructs Grant Orr in
the sport of archery at the recent fall camp-out held at the Taylor
farm while Jesse Owens waits his turn.

BEETLE'S
KIND OF
„.LJTE

water supplies. The rules also call
for phasing out old dumps that
don't meet the new environmental
standards.
The new rules will have the
practical effect of creating large
regional landfills, said Jack Baker,
president of Green Valley Environmental Corp., developer of the
937-acre Green Valley landfill near
Ashland.
"We can't afford 120 landfills
with double composite liners
because the cost of disposal in rural counties would be astronomical," Baker said. The Green Valley
landfill, which Baker says is being
built with state-of-the-art liners and
pollution monitoring systems, will
serve counties in Kentucky, Ohio
and West Virginia.
Still, as Kentucky struggles to
deal with its own waste, it remains
an attractive dumping ground for
outsiders.
"Our impression is that there are
quite a few entities trying to locate
landfills in Ketucky," said Jean
True, who heads )(FTC's Environmental Rights Committee.
Each day, out-of-state garbage
comprises about 36 percent of estimated -MOOG tons of the garbage
dumped in Kentucky's landfills,
said Ms. Hayden, the state waste
management spokeswoman. The
Valley View landfill in Trimble
County accepts as much as 3.15
million ounds of household trash
each day from New Jersey.
All of this spells crisis for the
future of Kentucky's waste management, said Wast Management
attorney Jack Underwood. His
company is operating on the
assumption that Kentucky has three
to five years of space left in its
landfills.
Underwood said, "There is no
doubt that in short order that state
is going to be facing a crisis." He
paused, and then added:
"Without being an alarmist, I
would say that crisis is already
here."

The days' festivities ended with
another round of chili and weinners. The boys reported it was the
best camp-out yet, and are looking
forward to the spring overnight at
camp Roy C. Manchester.
Thanks go to all the adults
whose help made it a big success
one Cubmaster reported. Those
who helped were: Gary and Peggy
Taylor, Jim and Kathy Owens, Gail
Hall, Linda Hicks, Billy and Cindy
Potts, Phil and Nancy Jones, Tom
Timmons, Jimmy Myatt, Eddie
Starks, Carol Rogers, Kim Pritchett, Charles Scott, Scott Marvin,
and Kenneth Tidwell.
By GARY LARSON
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The Lower Mississippi Delta
Development Commission recently
awarded a research contract to
Murray State University's Department of Economics and Finance, in
an on-going effort to receive input
on policy recommendations for
future economic development in
the region.
Research projects have been
awarded to universities and firms
throughout the Delta, concentrating
on the areas of infrastructure, education, literacy, employment, the
environment, aviculture, human
resources and housing. The results
will be included in the commission's final rerort to Congress in
May, 1990 in the form of a 10-year
economic development plan with
specific recommendations for the
region.
The Murray State University
project, "Enhancing Regional
Value-Added From Mississippi
Delta Primary Products," is being
directed by Dr. James McCoy, Dr.
Gilbert Mathis, Dr. Martin Milkman and Dr. lames Thompson.
The purpose of the project is to
identify the major factors that contribute to the lack of downstream
processing of products in the Delta.
It will recommend government,
academic and private sector initiatives that can influence future
investment in processing activities
in the Delta.
The Delta Commission's focus
region includes 214 counties in the
states, of Illinois, Kentucky, Missouri, Arkansas, Tennessee, Mississippi and Louisiana.

.
.

Two comedians
to be at Stables
A pair of comedians will perform in Murray State University's
"Comedy Zone" at 7:30 p.m.
Thursday, Nov. 9, in The Stables
of the Curris Center.
Patrick Duax of Forest Park, Ill,
will open the program. A regular
performer at comedy clubs in
Indiana and Illinois, he has
appeared on the Showtime television network and had articles published in "Reader's Digest" and
"Omni" magazines.
Headlining the show will be Jef
Brannon of Rochester, Mich. He
has performed in the Detroit area
and throughout the U.S. Brannan
lists learning to use chopsticks and
being able to beat up his sister as
his life goals.
Sponsored by the University
Center Board of the Student Government Association, the show is
open to the public at no admission
charge.
Additional information about the
"Comedy Zone" may be obtained
by calling (502) 762-6951.
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Homes
For Sale

Used
Oars

Boats
I Wean

Services
Offered
•

NEW Apartments 2 bedrooms, central N/A, 1,000
sq ft appliances furnished
Coleman
RE &
753-9898
NICELY furnished 1 or 2
bedroom apartment, lo
catixl near campus Phone
753-6111 days or
753-0606 after 4 30 p m

2 BEDROOM and 3-4 bedroom home, close to downtown 753-4109
2 BEDROOM A-frame at
Panararna Shores Lease
and deposit required Available, Nov 15, 1989
436-5250
"

•

3 BEDROOM Carport, patio, Florida room, no pets
$450 month 753-6931
3 BEDROOM House Con
tral air, ceiling fans, stove,
microwave, dishwasher,
nice neighbeergiial. Depo
sit required Available De
comber 1 753-4729.
SUPER nice 4 bedroom
home, dose to downtown
$600 a month 753-4109

5

370
Uvestodt
& Supplies
HORSES for sale Buy,
sale or trade horse
437-4681

21 ACRE Pill 10 mite view of FOR
Sate by owner 3 bed 1978 TRANS Am, 400 Big
tree tops (Inarogle bounded
room term house on 1 acre Block with 373 costive
by 3 roads) center of Marof land, 6 miles East of track 1977 Firebird, 305
shall County Look down on
Murray, $30,000 Call engine 437 4681
Benton's lights! Deer and
1-616648-0238
HAPPY JACK SKIN BALM wild
Joe
$62,500
1979 BUICK 1982 MusChecks scratching & re- W tucluity
NICE 3 Bedroom Bnck 1 tang 1974 International
Nanney, 753-0622
lieves irritated skin without
acre lot east of town, rede- Pick up 1979 Chevrolet
steriods Promotes healing BEAUTIFUL Lakefront Lot:
corated and has extra stor- Pick up 753 0080
and hair growth on dogs & On Kentucky Lake,on main
age, $36,000 Call Roberts
canal CALLOWAY SER- channel, wooded, re- Realty
at 753-1651 or
stricted Call Roberts Re- 753-3204
VICE, INDUSTRIAL RD
nights
alty at 753-1651 or
PEG'S Dog Grooming All 753-3204
TOYOTAS COST LESS
NICE vinyl sided 2 bednights
breeds 753-2915
room, 1-car garage home
IN MURRAY
BUILD SITES & FARM 3 plus
adloining lot located on
mi. N Benton • 3 adi tracts
quiet residential street in
totaling 13.78 ac Gib 2500city Phone 753-2659 for
430
3000/ Sc, &, few smaller
appointment
Real
more expensive tracts.
45 ac farm Si in fescue SPACIOUS 2-story, 4 bedEstate
82 SURVEYED Acres clover, rolling, 800 feet E of room brick located on large
South of Murray, deer and US 641, specimen trees lot in Canterbury Estates
turkey hunters' paradise preserved, fenced, 30' un- L.R , DR. Den w/wood
Call Century 21 for Pat improved access road. burning fireplace, break$66,450. Joe W. Nanney fast, Lg foyer, 24 baths, 2
753-1492 or 436-2333
753-9622/ 527-7864.
car garage Owner anxious
home
to sell Phone 753-8050
SHERWOOD Forrest,
KOPPERUD REALAY otbetween 9 and 4 or
ters a complete range of shaded lot, city water,
753-0914 after 6 pm.
sewer, natural gas
Real Estate services with a
VERY nice 2000 sq. R.
wide selection of qualy 759-9268.
home and 15 acres mu.
homes, all prices
New fencing, 30x40 shop,3
753-1222, toll free
350
bedroom, 2 bath Ceiling
1 -800-251 -HOME Ext
tans, central heat and air
711L
rarMS
With heat pump EconomiFor Sale
cal, nice landscaping 5 miNEW Condominiums For HIDDEN Farm! 4 bedroom nutes from Ky. Lake. 15
Sale 3 bedrooms, 2 baths, home, large barn/ work- minutes Southeast of Mur1,380 sq. ft. plus garage, all shop, 24 acres, close to ray $98,500„
436-2105,
applicances included plus Miller Golf Course in unique evenings.
many other extras For setting Call Roberts Realty
more information phone at 753-1651 or 753-3204
470
Kopperud
Realty nights
753-1222.
Motorcycles
GROOMINGDALE'S, 2513
Coldwater
Road,
53-6756 Clean new,
modern facility

TWO Houses at 206 and
208 E Poplar Assume
Pets
VA Mortgage on 208 Pop& Supplies
lar of approx 21,500 at
BIRD Dogs Setter-Pointer fixed 8% interest + $1,000
436-2261
Large house at 206 Poplar
on corner lot $12,000 Both
CHEASAPEAKE Retrievhouses in B-3 zone.
ers' puppies, good blood
759-4808 for appointment
line, 7 weeks old Great for
Christmas. 489-2416 or
489-2710, after 6 p.m
1R/1
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Now You Can
*Be your own boss
•Sell your own retail
•Rent a station at a reasonable rate
*Work full -or part time
Don't you think it's time yau
came out on top?

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Call 753-6435
•
For
More Information
•••••••••••••••••
••••••••••••••

Gregory's
Slaughter House
301 East 4th St. Benton, Ky. 527-3821

Sat., Nov. 11
S Sun., Nov. 12
8 a.m.-7 p.m.
Mon.-Fri.
7 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

1

CARPET WORLD I
.w..

PRE
HOLIDAY SALE
On
the LARGEST STOCK of the
FINEST CARPET in the South.

"Your Choice"
Slain Resistant Trackless, Plush
Hi Low Or Berber
FROM ONLY

IR Mt 111 STK!

84"

111V111TISIII ITEMS

Kitchen Prints at $
i Yd
649

I411

Cowl or 114ack.T.Ney Outdoor Grass From
'IN
Root/Auto Indoor Outdoor
1.1
Stain Master
Stain Blocker
Worry Free
Stein Release
All In Stock

Commercial
Remnants
From

$2

Tl
29

Residential
Carpets of 30'
or Less
You Tokio Roll

at 40%
OR Our Neer/1w
Discounl Poo,

113" Ilfg STOCK FOIST QUALITY WM.
Alone whit "A Priced Carpal to Flt Arty BudgetHUGE STOCK OF COMMERCIAL
TWEED AND ALSO THE HARD TO
FIND COMMERCUlL PLUSH AT THE
LOWEST PRICE AROUND.

CARPET WORLD!
Puryear, Tn. Hwy 641 (Formerly Paw:hells)

50141164111 er SON YISAAAASTEll CARD ACCEPTED
Ilen.-Frl. 500-100, Se. 1.00 liii 500 b.nt
Hwy. 841 S IMISse South of Murray, Ky.
or 14 Mlles North of Porte Tn.

460
Hoene
For Saki
3 BEDROOM Home. Gas
heatatew vinyl siding, garage, 12)(24 workshop and
morel $28,500 Call
Roberts Realty at 753-1651
or 753-3204 nights
BY Owner Home beside
Oaks Country Club 3 bedroom, 2 bath, gas heat,
deck, 2-car garage, large
yard, beautifully landscaped. Available immediately. 753-5691, after 5p m.
BY Owner: Very nice 3
bedroom brick on large
shaded lot on Edinborough
in Gatesborough. 2 baths,
large living room, dining
room, den with wood burning insert in stone fireplace.
Attractive brick work in
kitchen and den. Washer,
dryer, and refrigerator stay.
New central Trane gas unit
Beautiful in-ground pool
with equipment including:
sober °over, winter cover,
and furniture. Screened-in
porch and 2-car garage_
Privacy fence and storage
building Call for appointment_ 753-2280.

1 98 7
WARRIOR
4-Wheeler: Excellent condition, red and black. Need
to sell. 753-5474.
1988 BLASTER _203: Excellent shape. Calfafter U
p m 753-5973.
ATV parts, accessories,
tires & service for all
brands! Keith's Lawn &
Tractor, Industrial Rd Murray. 759-9831.
490
Used
Cars
1972 DODGE Dart: 6 cylinder, auto, A/C, PS., PB,
71,xxx miles. Original window sticker, like new. Make
otter call: 753-6145 after 6
p.m.
1972 DODGE Charger SE:
Sharp, good condition
Asking, $3,500. 753-0789_
1972 VOLKSWAGEN,
1969 Volkswagen
435-4194.
1973 CHRYSLER Newport: Good condition, great
for derby. 753-9866, after 6
pm.
1976 CADILLAC Seville
Good condition, $1,500
492-8254.

COLDWATER: Country
home at an affordable
price. Good starter home, 1976 DODGE Aspen Sta
$21,900 1 sae lot, large bonwagon Reliable work
trees. Call Roberts Realty car, $400 Call after 5p m
753-1651 or call Bob Haley 437-4945
nights at 489-2266.
1976 FORD LTD A/C, V 8
COUNTRY Living in this 1980 Camoro A/C, V-8,
large 3 bedroom. 2 bath AM/FM stereo cassette
home on 20 acres north of Both excellent cars
town. Has gas heat, new 753-1104, after 330 pm
well, septic system, roof, 1981 BUICK Regal
$1,100
and much more! Priced at or best offer 437-4329
$57,500 Call Roberts Realty at 753-1651 or 1982 OLDS Ciera. Super
sharp, excellent condition,
753-3204 nights
loaded, $2,750. Call after 5
p.m. 489-2600 or
DEXTER: 3 bedroom 489-2823.
house, 1500 sq. ft living
1983 BUICK Regal Limited
area at a price anyone can
Lots
of extras. Must sell.
afford Roberts Realty
753-1651, nights Bob Ha- 753-6145, after 6.
ley 489-2266 $18,900
1983 BUICK LaSabre Custom: Big V-6 with overdrive
IDEAL Retirement Home AM/FM, tilt, cruise, new
144 acres more or less, tires, immaculate inside
with pond, woods and 3 and out, several highway
bedroom brick house with miles. $2,750. See at Gulf
sunpcxch This property of- Station 16th & Chestnut
fers privacy, convenience 753-9181 or 753-2036
and affordability, and is
within walking distance of 1979 CUTLASS Salon
small country village Call Good condition $650
Moody Realty Co toil-free, 753-2512.
1-800-642-5093 (outside
Tennessee) Ask for Caro- 1980 PONTIAC Trans Am
PS, PB, PDL, PW, needs
lyn or Billy
motor, $1,200 firm Call
IF you would like to live in a 759-1849
small friendly community
but not tar from Murray and Need An Extra Car
Paris this home is or you.
For A Foe, Days?
We are a growing family
Rent From Gene At
and need a little more room.
Dwain TATA°,
We have 3 bedrooms, 1
CiaavROsaT, INC.
bath, living room, utility and
kitchen and dinette combi502 753 2617
nation Big enough fenced
in back yard for a garden
901-247-3306
LAKE Cottage' 2-car garage, on 4 lots. near Cypress Owner wants to sell!
$10,000 Call us today at
Roberts Realty 753-1651
or nights Bob Haley
489-2266.
LARGE 3 bedroom, 1:4
bath brick, close to town on
wooded lot, 2-car garage,
city water, and new gas H
A unit A quality home in a
quiet area with 2 extra lots
available. Cal Roberts Realty at 753-1651 or
753-3204 nights.
NEW House: Well ar
ranged 3 bedroom, 2 Oath
house, lots of extras Buy
direct from builder and
save, Cal 753-3903 after
4 30p m

Have You Been
Turned Down
Elsewhere?
Credit Problems V OK
No Credit V OK
Divorce V OK
Bankruptcy I OK

affordable cars to
people who want to
re-establish their credit.

TN. Free

Reggie Young
Aubrey Hae hc •
Jim Irby
Sammy Bradshaw
Chad Cochran, Saes MGR.

TOYOTA
OF MURRAY
515 S 12th
Murray, Ky

Phone
7534961

Industrial Nurse
LPN needed to work part-time Noon 5 p.m. Responsiblities include operating a first aide facility, coordinating
health education, and 'scheduling
pre-employee
physicals.
Contact Employment Security Office

1027 Mineral Wells
Paris, TN
38242
642-2971
Applications will be taken through
Thursday,
9, 1989.
FOE

Nov.

HAMILTON Cultured
nwtm we Die 643 ow
Boman Rd 753-9400

PONTOON Boat 35 hp,
Evinrucle motor, nice condi
bon $3,000 753-6487

HAULING, yard work tree
removal, roofing, painting
mowing Free estimates
759-1683

We sell dependable,

CARS
Low Weekly Payments
18 Toyota Celta 7 10,987
Call Sammy
18 Toyota Camry
11,981
for Details
17 Toyota Corolla
7.487
TOYOTA
17 Toyota Cilica GT 1187
OF MURRAY
17 Nissan Nam
1,987
S.17th
Moho
17 Plymouth Relict 1187 515
Murray, Ky
753-4961
17 Poetiac Grrd Ant '1,987
1984 CHRYSLER E-Class
1711#111ft
12117 Similar
to the New Yorker
Loaded, excellent condi17 Toyota Caoh R _1,887 tion,
new struts, shocks,
17 Chevy U*0 1117 71,000 miles, $3,295
753-6915
17 Toyota Supra
16,487 1984 DODGE
Cott hatch17 Toyota Tercel DX 16187 back, stick, air, cruise, roof
rack,
miles, very
V Toyota CIO .........5,987 dean. 32,000
$3,450 753-7863.
17 Ford Uustrg GT 1187 1986 BUICK Sommerset
PS, PB, air, AM/FM stereo,
17 Toyota Crlry DLX 1,987 red.
753-7549
16 Bud Ate
16,381 1986 FORD T-Bird Turbo
Coupe 70,xxx miles, AM/
16 Unify Uarquis 1,47 FM
cassette player, tilt
cruise, loaded Call
'86 Toyota Caolla LE 5,987 753-0121, after 6 pm
16 BUW 325
13,487 1986 OLDSMOBILE CutSupreme' Low. mi16 Chevy Iroc 1•28 10,987 lass
leage, excellent condition.
Take best otter 759-4686
16 Olds Calais
1497 after
6.
15 Toyota Celia ST '5,987
1980 VOLKSWAGEN Scir'85 Olds C'era
1,987 occo:
Nice car, good price,
must sell Call after 5 p.m ,
15 Calilx Sedr-DeVik 1,487 753-3755
'85 Toyca Cocila SR-5... '5,917 1987 TRANS Am T-tops,
14 Ford Uustrg GT '6,487 loaded, 1 owner, 23,600
miles, $9,800 492-8615 af14 Fad Temp3
ter 6 p.m
14 Chevy Z•28 ........ 5,187 1988 DAYTONA Must sell!
753-1713 9 to 5
'84 Pontiac Fero
16,287 1988 LeSABRE Limited
Loaded, 31,000 miles, gar13 Olds Deka 18
1117 age
kept, local car, below
13 Toyota Corolla 10 '1,717 retail. 247-7695.
DUNE Buggy: Must sell!
13 Bud Riviera
'5,987 Good
condition, 759-1765
13 Toyota Tercel SM 1,987
Now it's
13 Toyota Supra
5,987
Taylor
12 Oils Delta N.
1,917 Dan 1-800-325-3229
'82 Toyota Teal SR-L.21187 Cher* Oidsitobde,
11 Toyota Corolla
'1,487
Cadillac, Inc. of
V Toyota Corona
1,417
Psn's, IN
New (4 Used
TRUCKS
GM Executives
Program Vehicles
V Toyota PlJ
16,981
901-642-411100
18 Silverado Stepside... 11,487
Hwy. 79 W. - Paris
18 Toyota Tut
11 Chevy S-10
16,987
17 Toyota 1 Tco
'7,487
Vans
17 Toyota P11
'5187 1983 CHEVY Conversion
Van 32,000 miles, raised
17 Ford Rangly
4,217 roof,
extra nice. $9,500
492-8956
17 ilanner
13,987
5110
17 Toyota Vai
11187
Used
17 Ford F-250 P U
1,987
Trucks
17 Toyota P.0
'5,987 1971 CHEVROLET Truck
4 ton, good condtion,
16 Jeep Cherciet
1,487 $1,400 Days 753-6005,
16 Toyota 4-Runner 1,117 nights 753-6923
1976 GMC SIERRA
16 Chevy Cony. Vr 11,187 Classic Pick-up: 454 engine, 67,000
PS,PB,
16 Toyota 4X4
1,417 A/C. Callmiles,
7- 9a.m
16 Dodge POO
16.381 753-7046.
1977 CHEVY Truck 1973
15 ()mouth Volver 1187 Detsun
truck 1978 Olds
Open tEl 7 p.m.

16' ALLISON "ft Baal
Boel 135 HP Evinrude motor, loaded. $2,000
753-8002

Cutlass Also do mechanical work Reasonable 20
years experience
759-1419
1978 DATSUN P/U, with
topper, straight shift
753-2139.
1987 S-10 BLAZER 4x4
With Tahoe package, like
new 7530584
1989 CHEVROLET 4x4
Silverado- Al options, extra
nice Must sell 437-4171.
1989 CHEVY Silverado:
loaded, black with
maroon interior, 16,000
miles Call 753-8555 or
492-8123 and leave
message
Fully

HUNTERS, Woodcutters: \
Y. ton 4x4 1976 GMC way \
1 ton rear axle and oversized brakes, wide eras,
heavy 2 hitch bumper, 400
Cl engine, tape deck. Vet
wheel, big SS. mirrors,
56,300 miles, $1,995
436-5365
PRICED RIGHT 1989
Sifverado Chev custom
pant fob (2 tone). Fully
loaded with PAN, PM, P/L,
A/C, tinted glass, running
boards, custom wheels,
AWFIA radio, with equalow and booster, camper
shel,very low miles.. Cell
now, 753-3640

Al TREE Service & Stump
Removal 50 aerial bucket
Duck. Spraying arid feeding 35 years experience
Gitlin Joiner owner Call
753-0906 Free Estimates
APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers Most parts
in stock, on my truck All
work and parts warranteed
Ask for Andy at The Appliance Works, 753-2455
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 30 years experience. Parts and SefV1013,
Used Appliances. Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 or
436-5848 (home).
CLEANING. Businesses
and residential. General
cleaning, window washing,
floor stripping and carpet
shampooing. References
supplies_ 753-6737.
BRICK, block and concrete, basements, foundations, driveways, sidewalks, patios. Free estimates Chimneys new and
repaired 28 years experience 753-5476.

MOBILE HOME Specialist436-5255
STEWART'S UpholsteryLarge selection of Remittal,
new springs, legs, etc. Reasonable rates, tree pick-up
and delivery 436-5236
SUREWAY Tree ServiceToppsng, pruning tree removal Aerial bucket truck
FuNy insured tor your protection Stump removal
with no lawn damage Free
estimates No obligations
753-5484

INSULATION Blown In By
Sears TVA approved
Save on those high heating
and cooling boils Cal Sears
753-2310 for free estimate
LICENSED Electrician
Doug Jones Electric Residential wiring and electric
motor repair 759-4751

TELEPHONE winng- Jacks
installed- phones moved
residence and business
experienced Call Bobby
Wade 753-2220

LICENSED electrician
James Gallimore electrical
service Commercial and
residential Fast courteous
service 759-1835

VCR REPAIR Wood VCR
Service Center, cleaning
servicing $15, most repairs
$35, NI brands 3rd Street,
Almo, Open 9-12, 1-5,
Mon -Fri., 753-0530

MAPLE St. Tailor Shop
500 Maple Suite A Convenient location quality work
Compare our prices and
save, 759-Q33 __Li-A_MtE.LaM
_
IASEtetE4iiT? We
Mon.-Fri. 8-12 Sat
make wet basements dry
Work completely guaran
NEED help with winter pre- teed Call pr write Morgan
Construction Company,
parations/ Home or yard
Route 2 Box 409-A, Padu492-8254
Call
cah, KY 42001 or call
PLUMBING repairman with 1-442-7026
same day service Call
WILL do plumbing installa
436-5255
tion & repairs AM guaran
QUALITY Construction
teed Free estimates
Alteration & remodeling Phone 435 4169 or
Porch & deck specialist 753-1308
436-2617 or 753-1126
ROCKY COLSON Home
Repair. Roofing, siding,
painting, plumbing, concrete Free estimates Cal
474-2307

KITTENS
753-0789

All males

ELECTRICAL installation
and repair All gas installation and repair Also refrigeration. Call 753-7203
ELECTRICIAN - Licensed
contractor, quality work Affordable price. No charge
service call. Runyon
Electric Service 436-5279

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS

CUSTOM WOODWORKING
All Types Of
Custom

FENCE sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for your
needs

Woodworking

Kitchen & Bath Cabinets
•Drop by S see our showroom

FIRE Extinguisher refill repair and checked Call
759-1999
FOR most any type driveway white rock also, any
type gravel, dirt and sand
call Roger Hudson,
753-4545 or 753-6763.
GENERAL Repair: plumbing, rooting, tree work
436-5895 or 436-2642.
GUTTERING By Sears
Sears residential and commercial continuous gutters
installed kr your specifications Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate

LOPPir
NEW LISTING
4 BR, 2 Bath Brick Home located in area of
fine homes. Offered in mid $40's. Phone us for
more information.

Kopperud Realty
711

Main' St'

753-1222

AUCTION
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 11, 10 A.M.
HUMPHREYS LUMBER COMPANY
North Market Street
Paris, Tennessee
REAL ESTATE AND APPROX. '75,000.00 INVENTORY
Two Buildings Located On U.S. Highway 641
Where Approx. 10,000 Cars Per Day Pass.
One Block North Of Court Square
A High Visibility Corner Next To City Parking Lot
Lot Is 110X120'
Wood Street Building Is Approx. 60'XI20'
New Metal Building Is Approx 50'x60'
Small Building Is Approx. 20'X30'
Ideal For Most Any Type Business
To Be Offered In Two Tracts And As A Whole
BUILDING MATERIALS, ROOFING, HARDWARE, NAILS
25 VANITY CABINETS FORMICA TOP SOME W/SINKS
KITCHEN CABINETS BASE & TOPS, 30 COMMODES
EVERYTHING NEEDED TO BUILD A HOME
PARTIAL LIST
24' American jointer
12" planer-Sears
Dewalt 5 HP radial arm saw
Red Devil paint shaker
Chevrolet pickup truck
rolled roofing - shingle roofing
Plywood - paneling
Sheetrock - molding
Complete hardware inventory
Plumbing & electrical supplies

Baxter 417 table saw
5 HP le hand saw
N1F MI Terraine 6000 LB fork lift
Glass cutter
Lurnher of all kinds 2x4's. 2x6's.
20; s, 2x 1(1s
Doors
Winsiov. s
Ladders
Paint
Locks
Tools
Nails • Saws
Scales
Nail Bin

OFFICE
IBM Personal Computer XT & Pringer XL Cost 58,000.00 - Office safe Cash register This is a very partial list. Hundreds of items too numerous to
mention.
An All Day Sale
Inspection: DAY BEFORE SALE

TN 36
IleWleelee RON Ilea

• LTA

AUCTION•OW AL SWATS CO.. INC.

i.e. AUSTIM PEAT MONWAY • SUITE MO

HEUPHIt TENNESSEE

mon ewe 362-11731

it
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Lease For Less at
DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET
1990 Camaro RS Loaded
$304 39mo*
Call Gene at 753-2617
Plus Tax Title & License
36 fic Cfasel End Lease

LOST 8 week old German
Shepherd pup, black and
tan Lost around Cherry
Corner area 436-5366 or
753-5522

MEDICARE
SUPPLEMENT
INSURANCE

No age Omit
to apply.
Our most popular
LOST Grand Pnx CB raplan pays up to
dio Murray area Social
100% of Medicare
Security 0402-66-5137
Approved charges
NEW MIRROR ART in deReward 753 1596
oaraave frames with be(many policies pay
veled mirror strip borders,
only 20%). We even
bronze mirror and plain me- ' pay on office calls
'Of checker boards, handand other out of hosme dolls stuffed aril
pital expenses. For
mats, arts and crafts PLUS
free information
skimp back 94351 Frame
WORK from home $60 per
Call:
work. window glass, store
100 preparing mail Infor
Picots auto glass, screens
Jerry McConnell
mabon send stamp to K S
We have all you glass wore
Insurance
Enterprises P 0 Box
needs! 1.4 & G Glass Co
753-4199
5157-VCV Hillside NJ
Dixieland Center 85,
"free local
07205
502)753-0180
claim service"
OPEN for business
Grandma Miller's Bake PASSPORT Photos In- AUTO Mechanic. Job anShop At corner of Poplar 8 stant passport photos avail- nouncement #89-146(6).
121) St. Murray, •4<y All able at Allison Photogra- At Kentake State Resort
homemade breads and pa- phy, 753-8809
Park Grade 6, Salary
stries Days, Tue., Thurs ,
GLIDDEN Latex wall paint, $5 784 per hour. Minimum
ri , Sat , 9 a m 5 30 p m.
gal can $29.99 Get at requirements ability to
Call Cottage Grove Tenn., 5
Black's Decorating Center, read and write supplea01-782-3412 bake shop- reed by one year of ex701 S. 4th' St., Welty.
759-9536
perience in the repair and
maintenance of automotive
025
vehicles and equipment
Key MiniRelated vocational or techPersonals
nical school training will
Warehouses
NEED CREDIT/ IHS Gold substitute for the experiHwy. 121 South
Card $1500+ credit No ence on a year-for-year ba
turndowns No deposit re- sis Apply by submitting a
Sizes ear. 5x10 to'
0x30
quired Free $80 gift °ariai- State application (which
7634002 if no *newer
cats! VISA/ MC available
7684070. 763-011911
can be obtained at the local
1(615)664-3035, anytime
Department for Employment Services or any other
State Government office)
to: Kentucky Department of
Personnel, Room 377, Capitol Annex, Frankfort, KY.
40601, Attention: Job Announcement
No
89-146(6). Job Announcement Number should also
be spaced in the upper
right-hand corner of the application in the 'Special Announcement No.' blank.
Deadline for applying: You
must qualify, test, and be
placed on the register by
November 13, 1989.'Note.
There is no test required,
but you must submit an
application to be evaluated
for training and experience
Filling this position is subject to any State Government hiring restnctions An
Equal Opportunity Empoyer M/F/H

CLASSIFIEDS =

SOMETHING
FOR EVERYONE!

The Murray Ledger & Times
753-1916

DRUMMER - Silver Eagle
Band. Call after 5p.m.
437-4945.

Attention
C/asst led Advertisers!
Dial-A-Service is for You!
Dial-A-Service Is a handy clip-out section running each
Monday in the classifieds. You get a 2x1 display ad, regularly
priced at $9.60. for

Only $5 A Week!
Stop by our office today or call 753-1916.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1
5
9
12

Harvest
Overdue
Stretcher
Husband of
Gudrun
13 Hebrew
measure
14 Flightless
bird
15 Coloring
substances
17 Three-toed
sloth
18 Fictional
sleeper
19 Hints
21 Writing
tablet
23 Hindered
27 Near
28 Not together
29 Existed
31 Nightmare
Street
34 Agave plant
35 Crafty
37 Mire

39 Faroe
Islands
whirlwind
40 Perform
42 Lamprey
44 Confirm
46 Gold symbol
48 Mollified
50 Low,
laceless
shoes
53 is ill
54 Greek letter
55 As far as
57 Method
61 Hindu
cymbals
62 Fairy tale
opener
64 Ireland
65 Haggard
heroine
66 Have on
one's
person
67 Narrow, flat
board

Mirrray Ledger & Times

Answer to Previous Puzzle

000 DU UU000
DOOUGLI °ROOD°
GM UMW OIDOU
UULI OODM MO
OUGUOULI DO
ODOM
00110 GU
00 OUP 00151 MU
U0 WOO 00110
ULIU UOGPOOU
OM OMUM
mom D0000EIDU
P121
MOMDBU 15101300
MOOD 001 MOO
1 Music
variety
2 Airline info
3 Former boxer
4 Gripping
instrument
5 One defeated
6 Milano ID

7 Hyson
8 Goddess of
discord
9 Chastise
10 Send forth
11 Gull,
DOWN
deceive
16 Freshwater
reptile
20 Stitch
1
2
3
4
5
6 IIII 8
9
10 ii
22 Note of scale
23 Facts
12
14
24 Heroic event
13111
11
25 Tantalum
1a
symbol
26 Obstruct
III
19
20
21 22
30 Furnish.
provide
23 24 ill
32 Affection
27
33 Reward
id
36 Stilt
?a
29
31
38 Frocks
•
41 Mexican dish
35
37
39
43 Meadow
fil
ill
45 Alternative
42
44
word
40 141
ill
47 Above
ms iii
4.
49 Covetous
person
53
50 Fondles
51 Mormon
State
52 Pack away
58 Washington
al
id
62
belt
ill
58 Sesame
as
59 Period of
iiIUI
I...
torn*
60 Encountered
1989 United Feature Syndicate 83 Calcium
symbol

34

Fill•

III
idII
Illmilli
jui ilia 1111

220

Help
Wanted

Situation
Wanted

MEDICALLY TRAINED INDIVIDUAL can earn
$12-$301 ht part or fulltime, periorming paramed
cal exams for insurance
companies. industrial ac
counts and drug screening
in your area Blood drawing
and EKG experience a
EARN MONEY watching plus For info
write
TVI $50,000/ year income LIFEDATA
MEDICAL
potential Details (1) SERVICES. Inc. P0 Box
805-687-6000 Ext
11350, Shawnee Mission,
K 10706
KS 66207-1350
EARN MONEY typing at NEED a job? A GED?
Hope
home $30.000/ year at- for the future? You may
come potential Details (1) qualify if: 'You
do not have
805-687-6000 Ext
your GED or high school
B 10706
diploma; 'You have been
FEDERAL. State and Call out of school 9 months or
Service jobs! Now hiring more, 'You we between
this area! $10,271 to the ages of 16 8 21 We are
$84,157. Immediate open- an EOE This proiect
funded by the Western
ings! Call 1-315-733-6062
Ext. #F2558 for current Kentucky Private Industry
Council- J.T P.A. Call
hating.
JTPA Out Of School
LABORATORY Techni- 7 5 3 - 9 3 7 8
cian: Busy medical group is 8a m -11 30a.m
seeking a certified technician to )oin our laboratory
slat Daytime hours oneApply at Morgan- Neagh
Clinic, 220 West Walnut,
Mayfield
Send resume to:
LADY needed to live in with
P.O. Box 1040-P,
invalid lady Room, board,
Murray.
salary 759-1661.
AN OHIO OIL CO otters
hph income, plus cash
bonuses, benefits to ma
lure person in 1.4urray area
Regardless of experience,
writs S.L. Read American
Lubricants Go, Box 426,
Dayton, Ohio 45401

tiperienced
Meat Cutter

LAW ENFORCEMENT
JOBS No experience
necessary. For application
information, call.
219-736-7014 ext Ky 309,
8 a m -8 p m , 7 days.
PARK Worker 89-132(A):
Part-time, Kenlake State
Resort Park. Grade 3, Salary $4.321 per hour. Minimum Requirements: Ability
to read and write. Apply by
submitting a State application (which can be obtained
at the local Department for
Employment Services or
any other State Government office) to: Kentucky
Department of Personnel,
Room 377, Capitol Annex,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601, Attention: Job Announcement No. 89-132(A), Job
Announcement Number
should also be placed in the
upper right-hand corner of
the application in the 'Special Announcement No.'
blank Deadline for applying You must quality, test,
and be placed on the register by October 29, 1989.
Test not required. Filling
this position is subject to
any State Government hiring restriction An Equal
Opportunely Employer M/F/

ULTRASOUND
TECHNOLOGIST
Immediate opening
for a certified (eligible) part-time Ultrasonographer. Day shift
with alternating on call.
Procedures include
OB, pelvic and abdominal with new
state-of-the-art
Toshiba SS270A ultrasound machine.
Candidate must be
graduate of accredited
ultrasound
program
with
certification
Wigible) by RDMS
required.
Competitive salary
and benefit package
including tuition reimbursement.
Call or send resume
to Personnel Department 502-444-2125 or
1-800-633-1178 (In
KY) or 1-800-6265435 (Outside KY).

LOURDES
HOSPITAL
1530 LONE OAK
ROAD
PADUCAH, KY
42001
EOE

'PRE-HOUDAY INCOME'
Earn $200-$500 weekly
mailing novelty gift items
For more information send
stamped envelope to
DMM-IV, P.O. Box 2297,
Miami, FL 33261.

WENDY'S is now hiring day
help Apply daily between 8
am -10 a.m Previous restaurant experience required. Wendy's, 1111
Chestnut St.

(' D.I. oilers:

land' on I r.mllmuii• laiam.mal Nid
•Job Pia.cmcnt

-I

I-)00-848-7364
Comm'

[Xi% er
Institute
Call \m‘'

LEARN TO DRIVE

PHARMACIST: Interested
in obtaining position in Murray, or near by area. Hospital and retail drug experience. All replies confidential. Refrences. Available
after Thanksgiving. D.C.
Harris, Jr., P.O. Box 381,
Inez, Ky. 41224.
606-298-4542, after 6 p.m.
WILL do housecleaning, ironing and help with private
parties. 753-2137.
WILL sit with elderly or will
dean houses or offices.
Call 753-7215 or 753-3635.
WILL stay with the sick or
elderly. Will do housework
and run errands Possibly
live-in. Experience and references. Call 753-4590 or
753-9614 for more
information
100
ElUsinese
Opportunity
LOOKING To Own A Business? We may have what
you're looking for! Mini storage? Trailer park/ Art products retail/ wholesale
store? We have others
also. Call Roberts Realty
753-1651 or nights call Bob
Haley 489-2266

NURSING HOME COSTS.
WHO PAYS?
"YOU" pay for most nursing home cost.
Medicare pays less than 2%
•M•dlcare supplement policies pay even

less
•An estimated one in four Americans over
65 will spend time in a nursing home
'In our area, costs average over $18,000

per year.
•Medicaid, the government program for
the "poor" only provides help after you
literally impoverish yourself.
If you are concerned, give us a call for a
free copy of "The Consumer Guide To
Long Term Care Insurance."

McConnell
Insurance Agency
Hopkinsvill• Fed. Savings Building

Appliances
GE CLOTHES Dryer. Gold,
$100 CaM 753-3903 after
4 30p m
160
Home
Furnishings
COUCH & 2 Chairs: Green
and gold floral design,
$100. 759-4040 after
430p.m.

SC14001-

car.. WI

Lrain b b.• Prol000lono/

WILL Clean houses or offices or will sa with elderly.
Please call 759-4986.

753-4199

=ACTOR
TRAILER

• AIRLINES
• CRUISE LINES
• TRAVEL AGENCIES
• SECRETARY
• EXECUTIVE SEC.
• WORD PROCESSOR

BABYSITTING- In my area,
7a m -6p m Monday- Friday Ask for Jean,
437-4087

GOING Out Of Business
Cash 8 Carry Sale! Tanning booth, personal
sauna, toning table The
Body Designer, 115 South
13th Street, Murray, KY,
753-3492

155

Train

Situation
Wanted

Heating
And Cooing

20' BAND Sew, Surveyor's 6 BABY Grand 6 years
ribbon. etc. stakes, Christ- old, $6,500 Call 354-8097
mas stands, rebar, pallets, before 3 p m
and
100
drums, kindling When weekends
Business
empty, cleanup shop at
I
OciportunIty
Midway
R•dmon 8-TRACK Otan proles
seonal tape recorder Steel
492-8400
guitar, pro model Ana pro
START At The Top Own
your own business that has AMIGA 1000 Computer guitar, with double coil peck
built-in demand and repeat 512K memory software and up 498-8948
business Own your own- desk Would make a nice FOR
Sale Box CE-3
Christmas get Price and
business that provides fichorus box, with AC adapnancing assistance, thor- details, 759-1578
ter Paid $102, will sell for
ough initial and continuing ARROW storage buildings $75 Dpitech
PDS 1CO2 ditraining, on site operations 10x9 ft. building with
door gital delay pedal with up to
and sales support arid ex- 56' wide x 59 height, two seconds of
delay and
pansion assistance Own $22999. 10x12 ft building AC adapter
New, $145,
your own business that can with door 56' wale x 61 selling for $110
Both
be partners with the busi- height, $29999 10x9 high sound great and
are in exness community. Own your gable building with door 56' cellent shape, I'm
going
own short-run commercial wide x 60' height, $28999 MIDI Call David
at
printing center. Tennessee Coast to Coast Hardware, 522-6725 6-10 p
m
(collect) 615-399-0622. 753-8604
weeknights
Other 1-800-422-3278.
STEREO Equipment
AUTUMN Sale! Storage Turntable
, 8-track recorder,
buildings 8x12 $750, 8x16
stereo receiver, cassette
$1,000, 10x16 $1,350,
recorder, reel-to-reel, with
Other Sizes available 4
speakers $800 All in
489-2663
perfect shape 753 5747
NA)'IR.\I\
BRAND NEW 9x10 METAL
STORAGE BUILDING. As.
NO G,\IN!
sembled and ready to go
,•.,m101.... a r,'I
240
Moving must sell Call
Int.k Dfl.cf
753-5904
Miscellaneous

PREPARE
FOR THE '90s

090

290
MU**

HOUSECLEANING Refer
'noes 438-2606

RN POSITION: Available
for Assistant Director of
Nursing. Monday-Friday,
day position. Experience
preferred, but not necessary. Salary negotiable according to experience Excellent benefits. Apply in
person Mills Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield, Kentucky. Ask for Teresa
Chambers RN Director of
Nursing or call 247-7890.
SHONEY'S INN: Positions
available Must apply in
person

Article*
For Saki

MOUE STUITIFES MAIMING

FINANCIAL AID AVAIL.
IF QUALIFIED
JOB PLACEMENT
ASSISTANCE
1 (800) 327-7728
honollean Cana TesinN
14.1/141.• Pompom Booth FL

tan
Want
To 13trf
ANTIQUES by the piece or
collections. 753-9433 after
5p.m.
BATT., alum., copp., brass,
stain, appliances, body tin
cans rad, alum rad, scrap
iron. Open 7 days,94 East,
Post Oak Drive, watch for
sign 753-0467.
BUYING 12' GI Joes
equipment, Barbies, Jems.
436-5608
BUYING, aluminum cans,
battery, scrap metal. copper and junk cars. KGA
Recycling 492-8183 days,
498-8785 nights
IF MOVING, cleaning out
house or sheds, used or
antique furniture, glass,
tools, quilts One peace or
house full (901)642-6290
or 492-8594
OLD Oriental rugs wanted,
any size Of condition Call
tree 1-800-553-8021
WE buy junk batteries
Used batteries for sale,$15
exchange Marshall County
Battery Service 527-7122

GOOD, rust hide-a-bed
and recliners, water fountain, bookshelves, stainless steel table. Call
753-2967.
MINT Condition - Victorian
sofa, burgundy velvet
$650. Victorian chair, $250.
Duncan Phyle &um table,
$150 Duncan Phyfe end
table, $65 753-0814.
NEW Furniture Hide-abed couch and used
electric and gas ranges
Ask for Neal at Starks
Brothers Mobile Homes
753-2922.
WATERBED - Queen-size,
Waveless Beautyrest by
Simmons, excellent condition. 753-5902 days,
753-2446 nights.
WICKER CURLY0 HEADBOARD: lull-size, $50. 2
TABLE LAMPS: beige,615
each. 759-1293 allor ISPAL
200
Sports
Equipment
REMINGTON 243 Rale
Mohawk slang 3x9 scope
and high/ low mount, $290
753-9775

CHRISTOPHER'S COINS
Just in at Ox Yoke in Hazel
collection of Indian -head
pennies and Buffalo nickels Other fine coins and
proof sets also reasonably
priced Also buy our coins
in Murray at Jane's Attic,
Carolyn's Corner. the Treetire House, and Mercantile
(Aurora). 753-4161.
SHARP Copiers Local authonzed dealer, sales, rental, lease and service Call
1-800-248-4319
TWO Grave sites Memorial Gardens Phone
753-4720
WE stock a full line of parts
8 service Kerosene heaters Keith's Lawn and
Tractor, Industrial Rd
250
Business
Services
CONFIDENTIAL Investigations: Your needs, our specialty. Call (502)753-2641

FIREWOOD For Sale: Delivered only within a 10 mite
radius of Farmington
345-2784

300
Business
Aerials
COMMERCIAL Space For
Lease Immediate availability, 3200 sq h inactive,
high-traffic shopping center
near MSU campus in Murray, Ky Fully carpeted, 2
baths, 2 large display windows on 32' frontage Center includes Dollar General
Store, restaurants, pharmacy, other retail and professional offices xi Olympic
Plaza, North 12th St., Murray. Call 753-9469 for
information,

Creek view
Storage
Center Dr.
Off 641 N.
Private Bays
A size for
every need.

753-6734
OFFICE,Space 304 North
12th, 4 rooms and kitchen
753-7743
SMALL Business Building
Prime location, intersection
of Sycamore and 4th
Streets Newly remodeled
Call 753-8809

Prime Office
Space For
Rent
Downtown, close to
square. Utilities and
janitorial services offered.

753-8302
or
753-5870

T.V.
Radio
40' OUAZAR TV Stereo
sound, oak cabinet, excellent shape, asking $1,000
489-2355
320

Apartments
For Rent

270
Mobilo
Homes For Sala
10x40 MOBILE Home. A/C,
mmediate occupancy. Call
after 3.30 p.m. 759-9798.
12x60 MOBILE Home: 2
bedrooms, $3,500.
759-1949 or 753-3870.
12x60 MOBILE Home
753-7521 after ,5:30p.m.
12x64 MOBILE Home: 3
bedrooms, 2 baths, furnished, central air and heat,
$2,800. Call 436-5255, after 5 p.m.
280

Firewood

JIM'S Hoeing la Air Conditioning installing and servicing all brands with 14
years experi•ncel
Commercial/ residential
753-9518 24 hour answering After hours 658-3282

260

210

FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667

FISHER Mama Bear Wood
Stove 753 3076 after
Sp m

*elk
Homes For Rent
10x50 MOBILE Home
Call, 474-8056 after 6p m
2 OR 3 bedroom, furnished
or unfurnished. Some new
furniture, natural gaselectric, air conditioned
Shady Oaks 753-5209.

SEASONED firewood and
tree removal Free esti
mates
436-2562, RENT or rent to own 2
bedroom mobile home in
436-2758
Get-Away Bay RecreaSEASONED Firewood tional Development, near
$20/ rick picked up; $30/ Aurora, Ky. Recreational
rick delivered. Awanireum 2 facilities available to renricks. Call to place winter ters or owners For informaorders. 492-8254
tion call 753-2613.

1 BEDROOM furnished
apaement Close to campus, $150/ month
753-7276
1 BEDROOM Apartment:
Partially furnished, carpet,
no pets, $200/ month plus
deposit 753-1953 clays,
753-0870 nights
1 BEDROOM furnished
apt- $15000 per month. At
1602 Dodson Ave , Murray,
Ky. Call 753-6564.
1 OR 2 bedroom apartment
near downtown Murray,
753-4109.
2 BEDROOM, 2 bath,
Apartment. Fiefrences required. Adults only. No
pets. 753-3949.
2 BEDROOM Duplex 1214
Peggy Ann, Murray. Call
492-8225
2 BEDROOM Duplex In
Northwood Lease and deposit 753-2901
APARTMENTS for rent
Various sizes No pets Call
753-5980
FOR Rent 2 bedroom
apartment, in Northwood
Carpeted, appliances furnished, central heat 8 air
$260 month 759-4406

1 SO

Articles
For Sale
BREAKER Boxes, main
breaker included, 100 amp,
20 arced.$49 99 200 amp,
40 circuit, $9999 Mobile
home 200 amp. $99.99.
Wallin Hardware, Downtown Preis. Open all day
Saturday's.
DIAMOND Solitaire. 'A
carat set n 18 karat gold
ring. Price negotiable
762-2574.
HARD Rock Cafe and
Gusts sweatshirts on sale
Call 753-5149
KEROSENE heater 22,000
BTU,$119,99 Wallin Hardwars, Down town Pains,
Open all day Saturday's.
OREGON Saw Chains %
inch pitch kir 16 inch bar,
$699, 20 inch, $1099
Wallin Hardware, Downtown Para, Open ail day
Sunday's
REPOSSESSED Restaurant Equipment- Like new
condition. Phone 4-44-6371
ext 351

PAPER ROUTE
CARRIERS NEEDED
We are now accepting applicaations for county and city paper
route carriers. ,
We have an immediate opening
of a route in the area of M.S.U.
Please apply at

z•-

^

The Murray Ledger & Times
Monday thru Friday 8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Saturday 8 a.m.-12 noon
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